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FXECUTIVE SUMMARY

ABSTRACT

This report presents the results of a research study that identified the perceptions
of stakeholders about the main issues of organization and management (O&M)
confronting the Department of Energy (DOE) in canying out its program of
environmental restoration and waste management (EM) at the nuclear weapons complex.
A framework for those issues was developed to help understand their origin and their
consequences.

The perceptions of stakeholders were obtained chiefly through indepth open-
ended confidential inttwiews by senior researchers from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) and the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). Of 149
stakeholder interviewexxs,57 were contractors, 55 were DOE (field and HQ), and 37 were
others (state officials, Congressional staff, federal agencies, activists, etc.). Interviews
were held with stieholders in the Washington, DC area, at most major sites in the
complex, and at several other locations.

Analysis of rhe interview data led to a framework of change for EM. That is, the
main issues of O&M reported could be tied to the large changes experienced during the
last few years by the DOE and contractor people, most of whom formerly produced
weapons, who are now carrying out the EM program. Three types of change were
inescapable when DOE took on in 1989 the new mission of complex-wide cleanup: a
change in cultute (assumptions, beliefs, and self-image of the workforce); a change from
secrecy and legal immunity to intense outside public and legal scrutiny and
accountability; and a change from clear<ut tasks and schedules to tasks characterized by
uncertainty and lack of knowledge. Another three types of change were imposed by
DOE/EM on itself with the objective of c~ing out the new cleanup mission more
effectively: a change to headquarters control through centrahzed decision-making and
review; a change to increased formalization with many new detailed rules, orders,
requirements, plans, and other bureaucratic procedures; and a rapid growth of staff of
DOE and supporting wntractors to develop and implement the new management systems.
Still other changes, and prospective changes, continue.

Each change has had major impact on the workforce. There is a widespread
belief in the field workforce that the difficulties of hinging about all these changm were
greatly undenxirttated and thus given insufficient attention by “DOE management.” The
fallout has led to many issues with consequences that usually impair EMs effectiveness.
lltcsc rqorted consequences include
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At&itudinal/Behavioral

● Sense of a punitive environment
● Low external credibility of DOE

● Unfavorable view of EIWS
O&M

● Unrealistic expectatkms by
external stakeholders

● Moraleimpairment at sites
● Acceptance by woricforce of

EM mission legitimacy

.
Structural/Organizational

“ Little progress in physical cleanup
● More outreach effort but mixed

results
● Many changingorunclearpriorities

● Deterioratingdations with
contrXtors

● Poor HQ/sitecommunication
● Dramaticincreasein

oversightheview
cDifficulty in recruiting and retention
● Long times for dcxision-making
“ Confusing multiple paths for

reporting to HQ

The direct connections btween consequences and changes can be iliusaated by “sense of
a punitive environment” which leads to low initiative and to risk-avoiding behavior.
That punitive sense results both from the change to public and kgai accountability (and
the threat of personal liability) and from the change to headquarters control(withlow
toleranceforsite“mistakes”).

Underestimating the difficulties of accomplishingchange explains, at least in
~ why stakeholders inside and outside DOE often express disappointment in EM’s
performancetodate. Webetievethatsome stakcholder expectations were unrealistic and
thus could not have been met even if DOE/EM had been organized and managed
impeccably.

As the final step in this study, we selected seven topics to cmsidcr for further
research in depth. Three or four of those topics will be chosen afterfurther discussions
with EM about which could contribute most to increasing EM’s effectiveness.

● ☛☛☛☛☛☛ ☛☛☛

Major facilities of DOEs weapons complex cover about 3300 square miles at sites

ihm northwest Florida to southeast Washington state. The complex is an “industrial

empire” which has mleascd vast quantities of hazardous chemicals and radionuclidcs to

the environment at thousands of sites during 45 years of production of nuclear weapons.

No serious effort to clean Upthe total complex began until 1989 when the EM

organization was established within DOE. The effort was a response to growing public

awareness of the damage and risks due to past contamination resulting from weapcws
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production. Cminued revelations of environmental insult have increased public concern

and scruMy. At present, there is a widely held perception that progress has been slow

despite large expenditures.

Questions thus arise about whether EM is organized and managed as well as it

could be to do its work effectively. To help answer those questions, EM has been

funding this study of stakeholder concerns. The study was carried out collaboratively by

researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and the Los Alamos

National Laboratory (LANL).

The major issues of organization and management in EM are seen differently by

different groups of stakeholders. Even when there is agreement that a particular O&M

issue exists, there may be disagreement among stakeholders about the importance of the

issue and how it should be dealt with. One unusual characteristic of DOE’Sweapons

complex is the numbr and diversity of stakeholder groups and their ability to affect

operations in the complex. Therefore, our starting point has been to understand the

perspectives of those stakeholder groups. Our basic tool for obtaining stakeholder views

was the personal confidential interview.

We intemiewed individuals in the following gToupsof stakeholders:

. Department of Energy, headquarters and field offices

. Contractors (and their subcontractors) to DOE

● Congressional staff and federal agencies (OTA, GAO, DNFSB)

● State officials

● Activists, labor, local people.
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Of the 149 interviewees, 55 were DOE and 57 were contractor personnel. Those

two stakeholder groups had the most direct view of O&M issues in the complex. Most of

the interviews wem held in the field or adjacent communities; we intemiewed at most

major facilities except the weapons laboratories (LLNL, LANL, and SNL). Interviewees

were selected to give USan inventory of the issues, not a poll, and therefore there is no

statistical validity to our sample.

Intemie,ws were typically one-on-one, one senior MIT or LANL researcher and

one interviewee in the latter’s office. Participation was voluntary. The interviews were

audio tape-recorded with the interviewee’s permission and lasted about an hour, on

average. All interviewees were assured of permanent confidentiality of their identities.

Those identities ranged from corporation president to entry level professional, and from

Senior Executive Service to union operator. The interviews were open-ended

Interviewees were invited to discuss issues of organization and management that they

thought important and of which they had fret-hand knowledge. The discussions followed

the leads that developed from that approach.

Tape transcripts were prepared (tapes were then erased) and quotations were

extracted by the researchers for views regarded as significant. The extracts were then

coded, i.e. categorized by the type of issue covered in the extract. Extracts and codes

were entered into a software data base. That enabled us to retrieve the extracted

quotations on particular subjects (as coded), with particular key words, or for particular

stakcholdcr groups or locations--in any combination of those parameters.

Further reduction and analysis of the data (i.e. the contents of the interviews)

began by selecting thirteen topics that appearedto be of broad concern to interviewees.

Searches of the extracts on those topics wererode. The extractswere then organized

into groups, condensed or pa,raptid in somecases, andptesentedas a “topical

SUmmary” of stakeholder positions on each topic; data on the topic from previously
,.”. ,.
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published work were also included. These topical summaries served as working

documents that were useful in selecting and preparing the material included in this report.

In addition to the intemiew data, two other broad sources of information wem

used in conducting this study. One source was the literature on the weapons complex

including published reports by groups such as the National Research Council, Advisory

Committee on Nuclear Facility Safety, General Accounting Office, and Office of

Technology Assessmen~ The other source was other experiences in direct contacts with

stakeholders, such as attendance at State and Tribal Government Working Group and

National Workshop on the Environmental Priority System meetings and “shadowing” a

DOE manager at HQ for a week.

The characteristics of the organization and management problems facing EM in

its cleanup are not separately unique. Each has been faced separately by other

organizations in other circumstances. For example, other organizations have had to cope

with major changes in technical tasks (say, DOD’s shift to “low-intensity conflict”) or in

major new environmental constraints (say, oil companies’ shift to lead-free gasoline). But

we know of no US ventuxe having to deal with so many large simultaneous changes

applied on so large and diverse a scale. That is what is unique about EM, and that is what

becomes evident after an even cursory examination of the data. People who are now in

the EM workforce (DOE and contractor), most of whom previously produced weapons,

have been subjected to this unparalleled series of changes. They have told us about

changes, about efforts to cope with changes, and about the consequences of changes.

Change provides a framework for thinking about the O&M issues and for helping to

understand them and their consequences.

..
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The major changes experienced by EM fall into two groups. The first group

consists of inherent changes, changes that came inescapably when DOE took on the new

mission of serious cleanup. Those changes were not simply the changes in the physical

task to be accomplished, shifting from weapons production to cleaning up. There were

three other mission-associated changes that came with the new task: culture change,

outside scrutiny and accountability, and task uncertainty.

Culture chunge, as we use the term, means the assumptions, beliefs, and self-image of the

people in the EM workfomc. People who were formerly regarded by the public as

mysterious but valuable contributors to national security came to be regarded as willful

despoilers of public lands who were untruthful about that despoliation. People who knew

about the environmental insults but were told by DOE that the insults had lower priority

than weapons production are’now expected to give their highest allegiance to correcting

the insults. And people who had a strong personal cold-war rationale for making

weapons now undertake cleanup tasks whose costs are perceived to be incommensurate

with the consequent reduction of risks (even though they broadly accept the principle that

cteanup is necessary); therefore, their cument personal rationale is weaker.

OuIsi& scrutiny and accountability to the public and to legal authority is a profound

change to a workforce accustomed to the protections of military secrecy and to legal

immunity - othenvisc applicable environmental and safety constraints. This change

means that EM now is ultimately measured by how effective it is with its constituents at

the sites (wkre the scrutiny and accountability occur) rather than with only DOD and the

Joint Committee as in the era of weapons production.

Task uncerrainzy is the third inherent change from weapons production. In making

weapons, DOE could count on unambiguous and stable tasks laid out for years in advance

with the authority of the ~si~nt. DOE could organize and manage its work

accordingly. The cleanup task is different. NOW,many stakeholders exist whose views
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mustbe considered and whose views may conflict.

critical part of the task. Furthermore, there is often

Thus, simply defining the task is a

uncertainty or lack of knowledge

about the number of sites to be cleaned up, about the physical problems at each, about the

technology that can be used, about the money and time available, and about the target

cleanup standards to be reached.

The second group of changes has been imposed on DOE by itself. These are the

changes in organization and management introduced by Secretary Watkins and Leo

Duffy into DOE beginning in 1989 and intended to accomplish DOE’s missions,

including cleanup, more effectively. Three important self-imposed changes to EM are

headquarters control, formalization, and staff growth.

Zfeudquurters control has meant the assumption of more decision-making authority and

detailed review by HQ, with conesponding loss of autonomy by the sites. This issue,

usually called “centralization,” was the issue most frequently raised among all groups of

stakeholders. This change has demoralized many people at the sites and leaves them

unclear about the prospect of future changes. They are uncertain about whether the

increase in HQ control will continue, stabilize, or reverse. And they are uncertain about

the management consequences of the expected near-future departures of Messrs. Watkins

and Duffy who have left their strong imprints on the organization.

Formalization is the change introduced by DOE as the primary mechanism for bringing

about the change to HQ control. “Form~ization” means the development and

promulgation by HQ of new detailed written rules, regulations, orders, procedures, report

requirements, and other bureaucratic instruments designed to cover all activities at the

sites over which HQ wishes to exercise control--by making or reviewing site decisions, or

by specifying the exact ways in which the site should operate. Formalization has resulted

(in the sites’ perceptions) in many impediments to getting “real work” done. The

impediments result from diversion of effort to satisfy bureaucratic requirements whose
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valueis questione& or horn imposing those requirements inappropriately on sites or

situations that should have more flexibility to accommodate local conditions.

Stajf Growth is the rapid change experienced in the number of people required to

implement the strategy of headquarters control, and to develop and operate the new

formalized management systems. Growth has occurred among DOE’s own people at HQ

and field offices, and also among contractor people supplying support and other services

to EM. The change in growth has put more stress on the organization as it tries to hire,

train, absorb, and xetain new people. The use of contractors to do jobs that “DOE should

be doing” causes complaints from other contractors and outside stakehol&rs. And there

have been further changes in organization and management needed to accommodate

larger staffs.

Although the preceding changes are the major changes that accompanied the birth

and infancy of EM, changes have not ended. HQ continues to generate new orders,

requimnents, reviews, priorities, procedures, and budgets, and the sites continue to

grumble about coping with the changes. In addition, there am major site-specific changes

in management or organization. For example, there were the 1989 changes in M&O

contractors from duPont to Westinghouse at Savannah River and from Rockwell to

EG&G at Rocky Flats. In the near future there will be a new contractor at Sar@a

(replacing AT&T) and perhaps new contractors in ERMC roles at other sites.

Stakc&olders are swam that EM has been subjected to major changes and that

more changes are likely. Many are realistic about the difficulty of bringing about change

rapidly and successfidly. But they also doubt that “the front office” has appreciated that

difficulty and has managed change effectively.

Underestimating the difficulties inherent in accomplishing change leads to two

important results, one result is failure to devote sufficient effort to the human and

I
I
I
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organizatiomd effects of change, i.e. to do an adequate job of managing change. The

other result is disappointment. Many stakeholders inside and outside the DOE family

express disappointment about EM’s performance to date. Those expressions often arise

out of EM’s failure to meet expectations and commitments that were unrealistic from the

beginning. For example, DOE promised, however sincerely, too much too soon.

Expecting EM to function efficiently and effectively, even if it were impeccably

organized and managed--and no interviewee or published evaluation has made that

charge--seems quite unrealistic in the short life of EM to date.

ues of or~meruiz “

Our characterization of EM as an arena of change is important because the O&M

issues and consequences reported result wholly or partially from change or from efforts to

cope with change. Seven of those issues are discussed in depth in this report in “issue

papers,” which are stand-alone discussions of particular issues including supporting &ta

available from our research to date. There is some inevitable overlap among the issue

papers. The seven are:

1. Organizational Design and Fit is a wide-ranging discussion that examines the

perceptions of misfit expressed by stakeholders. How effective is the match between

individual and organizational goals, between task demands and organizational skills,

between task uncertainties and organizational stmcture, and so forth?

Some of the more serious expressions of misfit result from change. Examples

include frustration about personal goals and tasks (culture change); shortage of expertise

(staff growth change and mission change); centralization needs in conflict with site-

specific needs (headquarters control change); and inappropriate project management

systems (task uncertainty change).
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2. Credibility and Trust looks at credibility problems both within the DOE extended

family (which includes the contractors) and between the family and outside stakeholders.

Within the family, the shift to headquarters control and the growth of staff are the

two key aspects of change that contribute most to existing frictions at HQ and between

HQ and the sites.

Headquarters control also conrnbutes to friction at the sites with outside

stakeholders (through delays, reviews, vetoes) but two other changes probably are more

important. The change to public oversight and accountability, exposing past neglect or

errors or untruthfulness, leaves a bitter legacy. The change to task uncertainty makes it

difficult to specify and fulfill clear commitments to the regulators and the public about

cleanup.

3. Impediments examines three of the main factors that have S1OWMIprogress in cleaning

up. Those three are a lack of appropriate priorities for the work to be done, a lack of

standards for the work, and a lack of adequate technologies to conduct some of the work,

All three factors arise directly from the changes inherent in accepting the new

cleanup mission. The lack of priorities and standards reflect the change to what is now a

set of tasks that arc neither clear nor certain. The lack of technology reflects the fact that

EM is now asked to do a technical job that has never been needed or done before; them

has been no reason to have technology available pxw-iously.

4. Project Management cOnsi&rs the systems that DOE uses to develop, budget,

execute, and monitor large projects. The systems axe traditional and were developed for

projects that yielded well-defined products--a particular piece of construction or

hardware, for example. However, the traditional project management system does not

always cope well with EM projects which tend to be processes that are not easy to define

completely in advance.
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Once again, the difficulty hem arises out of the fact that the cleanup mission

charges EM with tasks that have high levels of uncertainty and lack of information. A

project management system that recognizes that inherent change should better fit EM’s

needs.

5. DOE-Contractor Relationships summarize several of the aspects of the relationships

including liability, ERMC and support service arrangements, oversight style, and the

general linkages.

Liability issues grow directly out of the change to public and legal scrutiny and

accountability. Support set-vicecontractors exist because of the change to staff growth

and the need to provide more se~ices than DOE can provide with its own people. And

issues of oversight and general linkages arise out of the changes to headquarters control

and formalization; those changes manifest themselves in more oversight and review of

the contractors and the development of a more adversarial relationship (which also

exacerbates liability issues).

6. Delays focuses on the fact that the change to headquarters control camies with it the

need for HQ reviews and approvals. Those HQ actions cause delays in making decisions

and in getting work done at the sites.

From the sites’ perspective, delays are harmful in causing work inefficiencies and

credibility losses with outsiders at the sites, aside from giving more evidence of the loss

of autonomy at the sites. There is little recognition in the field that delays can have a

positive value in allowing time for decisions to be considered in a national context and in

getting a broader range of stakeholders on board.

7. Compliance Agreements covers legally binding agreements between DOE and the

regulators at individual sites. The very existence of these agreements is a result of the

change in mission with its change to public and legal scrutiny and accountability.
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The concerns expressed by stakeholders about compliance agreement suggest

three needs for EM: the need to negotiate achievable and nationally equitable agreements

with both site and HQ participation, the need to manage the resources required for

compliance with broader acceptance of the uncertainty inherent in cleanup, and the need

to develop a constructive relationship with overseers--a corollary of the need for greater

trust and credibility.

Analysis of the issue papers and interview data led us to two lists of important

“consequences,” outcomes which affect EMs effectiveness, usually adversely. Some

consequences were direct observations of stakeholders and some were our inferences

from those observations. The consequences, like the topics of issue papers, could also be

linked directly to change, as this simple diagram of our logic shows:

MISSION-IMPOSED DOE-IMPOSED
CHANGES CHANGES

CONSEQUENCES

The two randomly-ordered lists are as follows:

AttitudinallBehavioral Consequences

. Sense of punitive environment in DOE

I
I
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. Low external credibility of DOE
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● Unfavorable view of EM’s organization and management

. Unrealistic expectations of EM by external stakeholders

● Morale impairment at sites

. EM woricforce regards mission as an important and legitimate activity

StructurallOrganizational Consequences

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Feeling of little progress in physical cleanup at sites

Progress in efforts at outreach to stakeholders, but mixed results

Changing and unclear priorities for many missions

Deteriorating relations with contractors

Poor communication between HQ and sites, and poor understanding of roles

Dramatic increase in oversight and reviews

Long times for decision-making

Confusing multiple pathways for reporting to HQ

Difficulty in recruiting and retaining capable people

In general, the consequences listed are weighted toward expression by the sites of

problems atrnbuted at least in part to HQ behavior. The converse atrnbution was

expressed less frequently.

Each of the consequences finds its origin, in whole or in part, in the basic changes

that EM has experienced--the changes inherent in the new mission, or the changes self-
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imposed by DOE, or both. Therefore, a broad conclusion is that the management of

change deserves much higher priority if EM is to improve its effectiveness.

lCSfor Fu~r Research

The last task for this study was to use the results to identify promising topics for

further research in depth. The the criteria for selecting research topics included: (a)

topics addressing issues of organization and management important to EM, (b) topics on

which research could reasonably be expected to help EM increase its effectiveness, and

(c) topics appropriate for the MI’VLANL research team to study. Seven topics are now

under consideration, of which about three will be undertaken after further consultation

with EM. The seven are:

. Develop a systems dynamics model of a segment of EM to help understand the many

nonlinear feedback paths for information and influence among groups and how those

paths affect the system’s response to policy initiatives.

● Study how field office W2s are and could be carried out in fulfilling often-conflicting

obligations (to HQ, contractors, and site constituencies) so as to maximize EM

effectiveness.

● Analyze EM and non-EM experience with compliance agreements to aid in

negotiating realistic and nationally equitable agreements, and in implementing them

acceptably despite inevitable surprises, changes, and disappointments. “Realistic”

agreements mean that commitments should-reflect uncertainty and lack of knowledge

forthrightly.

● Examine alternative project management systems to see if systems are available, or

could be developed, that are better suited than traditional systems to dealing with the

uncertainty and change that are characteristic of EM projects.

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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$
●

●

●

Evaluate how the lack of nah”omdstandards for cleanup has affected technology

development and priority-setting. What standard-setting process could provide

adequate protection, could be funded, and could be acceptable locally?

Construct a staff growth model for EM based on existing human resource planning

models and stakeholder views about allocation of person-powev extend the mcdel to

help make prioritization decisions using multi-atrnbute decision theory.

Identify and assess the um”nten&d consequences of accountability that result both

from legal devices to ensure compliance as well as from managerial systems designed

to exercise oversight.

..
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1. Iritroduction

. .
,..

This report presents the results of an intensive study aimed at identifying

the special management problems perceived to confront the Department of

Energy (DOE) in carrying out its program of environmental restoration and

waste management (EM). The problem of cleanup of the nuclear weapons

complex sites has become a key issue for the DOE and the nation. The

Department has already invested over $10 billion in the effort and has budgeted

over $5 billion for FY93. The General Accounting Office’s recent estimate (GAO

1992a) places the total cost of cleanup at $160 billion; some privately expressed

estimates are much higher.

The management of programs of the magnitudes antiapated is a challenge

in any context, but it is particularly difficult for DOE at present, in the early

stages of development of the EM program. The Department has undergone

major changes in its mission and major changes in its modus operandi. In

particular, production of weapons is no longer as dominating an activity of the

Department. Environmental cleanup has become of comparable importance.

Further, a new level of public interest and scrutiny has emerged which

profoundly influences the management and operations of the Department.

Finally, in response to the changes being imposed upon the Department, there

have been changes in internal operations, such as centralization of authority at

headquarters, that have changed relations between DOE and the contractors

conducting much of its work.
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The characteristics of the organization and management problems facing

EMinits cleanup arenot separately unique. Eachhas been faced separatelyby

other organizations in other circumstances. For example, other organizations

have had to cope with major changes in technical tasks (say, DOD’s shift to “low-

intensity conflict”) or with new environmental constraints (say, oil company shift

to lead-free gasoline). But we know of no US venture having to deal with so

many large simultaneous changes applied on so large and diverse a scale. That is

what is unique about EM.

The leaders of the EM office are well aware of the complexity of their task

and are sponsoring a collaborative research program involving the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and the Los Alarnos National

Laboratory (LANL) to investigate both technological and managerial

opportunities for improved conduct of the cleanup. The management-related

portion of the collaborative program is structured in two phases. Phase one is

aimed at developing an understanding of the management problems, including

the root-causes, or driving forces, and consequences of those problems. The

results of phase one are the subject of this report. Phase two, to be undertaken

after phase one is complete, will focus on specific research tasks to generate new

knowledge which can assist EM in carrying out its own program.

More specifically, the phase one project was designed to (a) eliat the

perceptions of stakeholders about the main issues of organization and

management confronting EM, (b) establish a framework to help understand the

origin of those issues, (c) state the consequences of those issues for EMs

effectiveness, and (d) identify topics for further management research in depth

that could assist EM in carrying out its mission.
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It is important to reiterate that phase one is a research effort designed tc

develop insight and understanding regarding the organization and management

of the EM program. It is not intended as a critique or evaluation of the program

to date nor as a management consultation. Thus, the conclusions of phase one do

not include specific recommendations for program managers.

The management and organizational issues that EM faces are important

because the effective protection of public health and safety is a fundamental

responsibility of the Department of Energy. Restoration of the environment and

handling of waste are key factors in providing that protection. It is incumbent

upon the Department to manage well the enormous amounts of public funds

required to carry out those responsibilities. The program will extend over many

decades at high levels of expenditures. In order for the needed resources to be

made available, it is crucial that Congress and the public believe the program is

managed in an exemplary manner.

There have been numerous recent reviews of the Department and its EM

activities. These reports, and others, are valuable contributions to understanding

the scope and scale of the cleanup effort.

The research presented in this report is distinct from the other studies in

three dimensions. First, the work reported is focused entirely upon EM and the

problems of organization and management of the EM program. Other studies

have focused on different EM issues or on non-EM issues in addition. Second,

the work is being carried out as a research program whose approach is

understanding rather than evaluation or prescription. The third distinguishing

feature is in the locations and staffing of the research. Both MIT and LANL are

institutions with a long history of research. All of the investigators are associated
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with either MIT or LANL and are career research professionals rather than

current practitioners or consultants.

The first phase of the research was carried out in the traditional modes of

data collection, data reduction, data analysis, and data synthesis. The data

collection activities were designed to acquire insight and observations about the

EM program from a large variety of stakeholder groups such as: DOE employees

at headquarters and field offices, contractor personnel, state and local officials,

public interest groups, etc. The fundamental vehicle for data acquisition was a

confidential interview with individual stakeholders who had detailed personal

knowledge of the EM program. Our hypothesis was that the perceptions of a

large number of informed persons would provide us with a reasonably complete

set of views on management problems, management failures, management

responsibilities, and related matters, to help understand the breadth of

difficulties that EM faces. Our purpose was to develop an inventory of views

and not to count votes on issues.

A second vehicle for identifying real or perceived difficulties was previous

studies, both by external groups and by DOE’s internal Tiger Team Assessments

of individual sites that were alluded to previously. Although some of those

assessments were focused upon matters relating to environment, safety, and

health (ES&Ii’), the insights and findings were useful in our research context.

And a thirdvehicle consisted of other contact activities described in Section 2.4.

The procedures and protocols used in the data collection process are

described in detail in Section 2.1.

The data analysis was designed to reveal a set of underlying management

1

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I

I
issues that are inherent in the Ehi &ogram. In order to identify the issues, the

I
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basic interview data were coded for content anal ysis. The coding scheme

involved cross-relating general managerial categories such as policies and goals,

budgets and schedules, etc., against EM activity categories such as compliance,

contractor relations, etc. The resulting data base was then analyzed in several

ways to identify management issues that were recurrent themes in the

interviews. The processes of data reduction and data analysis are described in

Sections 2.2 and 2.3.

Our framework for helping to understand the data is presented in Section

3, which describes the arena in which EM is operating--an arena of change.

Section 3 traces the changes experienced by EM during the last few years and

how those changes contribute to current management problems. Mapr changes

were inherent in the change of mission from production to cleanup; they include

changes in culture, accountability, and task uncertainty. Additional changes

were imposed by DOE in creating a new organization; they include changes in

headquarters control, formalization, and growth. There have been important

consequences of a failure to recognize the impact of all these changes.

From the many issues we identified, seven were chosen for discussion in

“issue papers” in Section 4. The papers covered issues observed and discussed by

many stakeholders. Those issues can be categorized in three areas. In the first

area, traditional organization and management, there are issue papers on DOE-

contractor relations, organizational design and fit, and project management. The

second area considered externalities that must be reflected in the management of

EM. Issue papers in this area include compliance agreements and impediments

to progress such as the need for new technology. The third area might be termed

perceptions which reflect attitudes toward DOE and its ability to manage. Issue
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papers included here are the trust and credibility of the Department and the

timeliness and receptiveness of the Department in its decision-making.

Section 5 focuses on the consequences that have arisen from the issues

identified above and that are reported by interviewees or in other reports. Those

consequences, which include both directly reported observations and our

inferences, usually impair EM’s effectiveness and can be linked directly to change

in EM.

We have not included recommendations for policies, practices, or

procedures that EM might adopt to improve management. It would be

premature to offer such recommendations at this time. However, there is a set of

research questions which have emerged from this study, whose resolution

should contribute to improved organization and management. In Section 6 we

include a brief discussion of those research

important in their potential to assist DOE.

topics we feel would be most

This report represents the work of a collaborative effort among researchers

at MIT and LANL. Tasks were undertaken without organizational distinctions.

The report should be regarded as a product of all the researchers involved (see

Section 2.1) acting jointly although the primary author of each part of Sections 3

and 4 is listed under the title of that part.

1
)

I
I
I
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2. Research Methods

The major issues of organization and management at DOE’s nuclear

complex that affect environmental restoration and waste management are

seen differently by various stakeholders. Even when there is agreement that

a particular issue exists, there may be disagreement among stakeholders about

the importance of the issue and how it should be dealt with. One unusual

characteristic of the DOE complex is the number and diversity of stakeholders

and their ability to affect operations in the complex. Therefore, our starting

point has been to understand the perspectives of different stakeholder groups.

Our basic tool for obtaining stakeholder views was the personal cotildential

interview, tape-recorded in most cases.

Interview data,

data analysis process.

once collected, were subjected to a data reduction and

In data reduction, significant quotations were extracted

from the interviews, content coded, and entered into a data base for later

retrieval. In detailed analysis, extracts were studied to discern patterns, root

causes, and interrelationships that will help us understand how the system

works in practice and how the stakeholders perceive it to be working. Details

of each of these steps are given below.

2.~

Development of an interview protocol and conducting interviews

place over an eleven-month period from July, 1991, through May, 1992.

took

I
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. . The Interviewers

From its inception, the management study has been a truly

collaborative effort between LANL and MIT. Thus, the interview team

consists of researchers from both institutions (four from MIT’ and two from

LANL). In all cases, interviewers were senior-level people; no graduate

students were permitted to conduct interviews or to analyze interview data.

Because one of our fundamental assumptions is that the multiple

demands of managing waste operations poses a combined challenge to

managers that cannot be dealt with most effectively using only existing

knowledge in the management sciences, the background of the team

members is multidisciplinary in nature. The individuals were selected for

the particular skills each brings to the program:

●

●

●

●

Dr. John Carroll is Professor of Behavioral and Policy Sciences in MIT’s
Sloan School of Management. He is an authority on managerial behavior
in organizations and heads the research on management sciences in MIT’s
current international program on safety in nuclear plants.

Dr. Heidi Hahn is Group Leader of LANL’s Systems Performance and
Analysis Group. Her specialty is in the analysis of human performance in
complex systems, including the impacts of organizational dynamics on
human performance.

Dr. Kent Hansen is a Professor in MITs Department of Nuclear
Engineering. He is an expert on nuclear technology and is the overall
principal investigator of MITs current international program on safety in
nuclear plants.

Mr. Jerome Morzinski is Deputy Group Leader of LANL’s Systems
Performance and Analysis Group. He has a background in systems
analysis of complex systems, as well as in statistical analysis and data
integration.

I
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● Dr. Constance Perin is an independent scholar who speaalizes in the study
of American soaal and economic institutions and in the anthropology of
organizations and work. She has been involved in research at the MIT
Sloan School of Management over the last nine years.

● Dr. Malcolm Weiss, until recently co-director of MlT’s Energy Laboratory,
has broad experience with energy and environmental issues. He was
formerly a senior executive at Exxon with responsibility for development
and application of a wide range of chemical and petroleum technologies in
the U. S. and abroad.

Dr. Hahn headed the work at LANL and also served as LANL’s

University Technical Representative for monitoring the work of MIT under

its subcontract with LANL. Dr. Weiss directed the work at MIT.

In general, assignment of an interviewer to a particular interviewee

was done simply on the basis of proximity and availability, Thus, most of the

eastern interviews were conducted by MIT and the western interviews were

divided about evenly between MIT and LANL.

2.1.2 The Interviewees

In selecting interviewees, our intention was to talk to individuals

whose views would be representative of the major positions of all the

important stakeholder groups. The important stakeholder groups include:

c DOE, both headquarters and field offices

● Congressional staff (i.e., OTA, GAO)

s Federal agenaes other than DOE and Congress (such as the Defew
Nuclear Facilities Safety Board)

● On-site personnel at EM facilities-all of the major DOE EM sites, except
the three major weapons labs (LANL, LLNL, and SNL)were visited this
category generally refers to DOE’s on-site contractors and subcontractors,
also referred to as the M&O contractors
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● Public interest and advocacy groups, usually on a local level
including national organizations such as the Sierra Club

s Corporate headquarters of contractors

c State and local governments

but also

● Labor and business groups, usually on a local level.

Selection of a particular individual to interview proceeded based on

previous knowledge that the person held a position that would give him/her

a broad view (i.e., through references in the literature), from that person’s

position on an organizational chart-individuals with oversight responsibility

for waste operations at sites, for example, were iogical choices, or through

references from other interviewees. At many sites, knowledgeable site

representatives identified all interviewees for us.

Table 2.1 lists the location, number, and stakeholder category of all

interviews conducted. In all, 149 individuals were interviewed. The greatest

numbers of interviews were conducted with DOE (55 interviews) and

contractor personnel (57 interviews) This mix was intentional, as we believe

that those stakeholder groups had the most comprehensive view of the

organization and management problems faang DOE. Other stakeholders (37

interviews), particularly those at the local level, often had strong views about

the site actions they observed, but had much less to say about organization

and management issues. We believe that the positions discussed in the issue

papers found in Section 4 are representative of the views of the stakeholder

groups interviewed, but we make no claim as to the statistical validity of the

sample.
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2.1.3 Interview Protocol

Prior to our beginning to conduct interviews, a preliminary interview

protocol was developed. Initial inputs regarding potential issues of interest

were obtained through a review of previous assessments of the DOE weapons

complex, including those done by the Tiger Teams, OTA, GAO, the Conway

Board, and the National Academy of Sciences.

We began the interview process by conducting “scoping interviews”

with individuals that we had identified as having a very broad view of the

problems facing DOE. These were free-form meetings, in which the

interviewee was simply asked to provide us with guidance about what he or

she thought were the important questions that we should be addressing.

Based on what we learned in our review of the literature and in the

scoping interviews, we deaded on a quite open-ended approach to our

interviewing. Each interviewee was asked to comment on the following

areas:

● His/her position relative to the DOE complex-what role he/she plays,
his/her interests and expertise

s The organization and management issues that he/she sees as either
helping or hindering DOE in its ability to accomplish its EM mission--
respondents were asked to use their personal experiences as their frame of
reference

c What changes he/she would make, if he/she could, to improve the
system.

Additionally, if it was appropriate given the particular interviewee, we also

asked:

● The usefulness, in terms of identifying important issues, of existing
assessments
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● Other people who we might interview.

Ample opportunities were allowed for the interviewer to follow up

with specific questions on the organization and management issues raised by

the respondent. However, there was no set list of questions developed for

follow-up; the interviewees’ interests and expertise served to guide this

portion of the interview. The following are given as examples of the types of

questions that were asked. Keep in mind that they were generally asked in

the context of the interviewee’s previous response:

● Do your [contractor] people very often get direction directly from
headquarters that bypasses the field offices? And how do you try to handle
things like that?l

● All the oversight, whether it’s just visitors or levels of review or
delegation of authority, thinking of the problem broadly, what do you
think ail this is originating from? What is causing it? When did it start?
What’s

● Do YOU

serious

been happening?

get any part in formulating these DOE orders or do you
opportunist y to comment before they ‘re promulgated?

get a

Protocol development and refinement was planned as an iterative

process. Periodically, throughout the interview phase, the researchers

stopped to assess the process to ensure that the range of stakeholders being

questioned was broad enough and that the information being obtained in the

interviews was sufficiently rich to enable us to draw meaningful conclusions.

In addition to the actual conduct of the interviews, our protocol

covered how interview arrangements were made. DOE FOS received a memo

from Leo Duffy (shown as Appendix A) soliciting their cooperation. This

memo presented a concise written description of the project that proved

*ltalksareusedthroughoutthe document to denote a direct quote from an interviewee or
interviewer.

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
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useful in explaining our goals to other stakeholders.

representatives made all interview arrangements for

In some cases, site

us. When we made

arrangements directly, we first contacted potential interviewees by telephone

and. explained the purposes of the study, our desire to audio tape, and the

confidentiality arrangements. A date and time for the interview was agreed

upon, and security requirements for bringing a tape-recorder to the meeting

were discussed. The Duffy memo was often faxed to potential interviewees

outside DOE FOS in advance of the interview.

2.1.4 Descri~tion of a “Tmical” Interview

Although there were some variations, noted below, the typical

interview set-up was as follows:

●

●

●

●

Interviews were generally conducted at the interviewee’s work location,
usually in his/her office, but sometimes in a conference room or other
informal setting.

Interviews generally lasted 3/4 to 1-1/2 hours. Due to interviewee time
constraints, though, a few very short interviews (20 -30 minutes) were
conducted.

Interviews were generally a one-on-one situation, with just one
interviewer and one interviewee. Some early interviews had as many as
three interviewers, because we viewed these as a training experience.
Also, 15 interviews had multiple interviewees (never more than four),

Interviews were audio-tawd with the interviewees’ wxrnission. One
interviewee declined any ~aping. A few others requdted that taping be
stopped during specific portions of their comments. In a few cases,
security regulations prevented us from using tape recorders, so we relied
on interviewer notes.

2.1.5 Confidentiality and Data Handling

In arranging for and conducting the

assured in advance that his or her identity,

interviews, each interviewee was

either by name or position, would
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never be revealed to any individual other than the researchers at MIT and

LANL actively participating in this project. Further, care was taken to protect

the privacy of individuals other than the interviewees themselves who may

have been named during the course of an interview. Therefore, this report

has deleted all names except those of Secretaries Watkins and Duffy, and all

other specific information that might identify an interviewee or a subject of

comment. The sponsor (DOE) was informed of this assurance of

confidentiality and, in addition, was told that DOE would have no access to

the names or specific positions of the people interviewed. These assurances

were clearly understood and accepted by all parties involved.

Most interviews were tape-recorded. As described in more detail in the

following section, transcripts of the tapes were made, and extracts from the

transcripts were selected and entered into a data base for further analysis. For

interviews not tape-recorded, extracts from the interviewer’s notes were

extracted and data based. We have agreed to handle the tapes, transcripts, and

notes as follows to ensure privacy, and have provided this protocol, in

writing, to DOE:

●

●

●

●

●

Each audio tape will be erased after completing and correcting the draft
transcript.

Copies of the transcripts, with a separate cover page identifying the
interviewee, will be available only to the LANL and MIT researchers
actively partiapating in the Phase I project.

Interviewer notes will be handled the same as transcripts.

Interview extracts will not be identified either by the name or specific title
of the interviewee.

The extracts will be expurgated to delete identification of specific
individuals or small groups named during the interviews.

I

I

I
I
I
I
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● No later than one year after completing the final report of Phase I, all
copies of the original complete interviewee lists, transcripts, notes, and
extracts will be destroyed; we will retain only documents that have been
edited to delete identification of interviewees or subjects of comments by
interviewees. The modest delay after Phase I is intended to make the
original transcripts and notes available to project researchers if they are
helpful in beginning the Phase II research effort.

● This general protocol will be followed by both LANL and MIT researchers.

2.2 Data Reduction

Shortly after the first interviews were conducted, data reduction began.

The purpose of this activity was to translate interview data into a form that

would both protect the interviewees, as described above, and provide

information amenable to analysis to the researchers. Data reduction was a

four-step process, involving transcription of the audio-tapes, identification of

passages (segments, extracts) in the transcripts that were regarded as

significant, coding of those passages, and extracting data in a meaningful

form. These steps are described below,

2.2.1 Tape Transcri~tion

Both LANL and MIT took responsibility for having their own audio-

tapes transcribed by skilled transcriptionists. When interviews were

conducted by interviewers from both institutions, MIT handled the

transcription.

The original tapes and the transcripts were returned to the responsible

interviewer,

corrections.

erased.

who checked the

Transcripts were

transcript for accuracy and made necessary

then distributed to all researchers, and the tapes

<..
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Identi “fication of Simificant Passages

As interviews were transcribed, the analysts began reading the

transcriptions and identifying what they thought were extracts containing

significant organization and management information (interesting or

important points, illustrations, and quotations), worth preserving in the data

base. This initial set of interviews formed the basis for development of a

coding scheme, described below.

. . codin~ of Transcri~ts

After reading a subset of the interview transcripts, the analysts began

the development of a coding scheme that would allow for content analysis of

the transcripts. The purpose of this step was to devise a method for

organizing significant extracts from the interview data in ways that would

enable the researchers to focus their attention on a particular issue and/or

stakeholder group during the analysis process.

After several iterations, we developed a matrix-based taxonomy that

incorporates general management saence dimensions as well as topic

categories unique to DOE EM. DOE-speafic categories included:

A.

B.

c

D.

E.

Programs-waste minimization, treatment, storage, shippin& disposal,
remedial actions, decontamination and decommissionin& etc.

Teclinology Development-research and development for new
technologies, including technology transfer and education.

Compliance Agreements-with regulatory, judicial, or political bodies;
these may or may not have the force of law.

Prioritization-choosing and/or ranking ER/WM activities in the face of
limited resources.

Nationwide Standards-development and implementation of standards
on acceptable risk, “how clean is clean,” and other technical criteria”

I
I

I
1
I
I
I
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I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
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. .. .

F. Contractor Relations--between DOE and its contractors.

G. EM-matters pertaining to EM as a whole, not specific to any part above.

H. Other-miscellaneous category, for topics not covered above.

The management science dimensions were defined in language that

would make them meaningful to DOE EM. These categories included:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Poliaes and Goals–the existence and clear expression of strategies,
policies, and goals for EM.

Planning and Budgeting of Resources-steps taken to define and allocate
needed resources.

Using Resources--including personnel, existing technology, and other
resources.

Organization, Structure, and Responsibilities-who does what on site, at
the site vs HQ and at HQ.

Management Systems-including conduct of operations and quality
assurance, integration and coordination, reportin& and transition and
commitment to change.

External Relationships--other interactions, including negotiations, on-
site and by HQ also includes issues of credibility.

Oversight and Assessment-both internal and external.

Other--miscellaneous category, for topics not covered above.

Comparisons of the coding of the same transcripts by different

individuala showed that the system is satisfactory in terms of coding

reliabili~. Subsequent to our reliability check, each interview was analyzed

by one researcher. Generally speaking, analysis was performed by a researcher

other than the original interviewer to minimize the introduction of bias

based on personal like/dislike, etc.

For each important segment, the analyst assigned a two-digit code

denoting the matrix grid referred to by the interviewee’s comment. For
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example, the code “G3” would mean that the comment referred to EM’s use

of resourms. In some cases, multiple codes were used, indicating that the

marked comment contained information pertinent to more than one coding

category. Additional codes, taken from the transcript cover sheet, included

the interview number, stakeholder category, stakeholder location, and the

interviewee’s level in the organization.

2.2.4 Data Extraction

In order to enhance our ability to retrieve and meaningfully group the

coded extracts, a data base of the extracts was developed using a commercial

software package. This data base consists of a master table, listing all the

interviews, and a basic report for each interview. The master table includes

the following information for each interview conducted: interviewee

number, name, location, FO affiliation, stakeholder category, interviewee’s

job title, interviewer, and interview date. Each basic report lists the

interviewee number as well as a segment number, code(s), analyst comments,

and transcript page number for each coded segment. Only the coded portions

of a particular interview are contained in the data base.

From these codes, the data base can be queried and extracts can be

retrieved and grouped together in any way thought useful by the analyst, i.e.,

not only based on the matrix described above, but also by stakeholder group,

by location, or by key word searches.

Appendix B shows a sample coded extract. These are a few of the

extracts retrieved by code or by key words on the subject of “Human

Resources.”

1
1
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4
The data base also provides an easy mechanism for obtaining frequency

counts of the numbers of comments in certain grid categories. Table 2.2

shows the number of times each code was used, broken out by stakeholder

group. Note that a particular segment may have had multiple codes, so the

total number of codes exceeds the number of segments coded.

2.3 Data Analvsis

Our researchers have searched the data base to find extracts relating to

selected topics and have summarized their findings in brief reports, called

topical summaries. We consider this to be a final bridge between data

reduction and serious analysis. Topical summaries and our analysis of other

published studies on the DOE complex served as the input for our detailed

analyses, called issue papers. Both the topical summaries and issue papers are

described below.

2.3.1 To~ical Summaries

The objective of writing topical summaries was to further reduce the

data from a series of extracts to a number of reports that would convey

themes found in the extracts, note divergences on those themes by different

stakeholder groups, and present representative quotes from the extracts to

support b stakeholders positions on various themes. Where possible, data

on these tltemes found in other literature pertinent to the DOE complex were

also included. This, then, is a first-level analysis of the raw data contained in

the extracts.

The format and content of the reports were allowed to vary, based on

the ideas of the writer, as a deliberate experiment in finding the most helpful

approaches for the issue papers and final report, Because there was no
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attempt at uniformity and because the topical summaries were intended only

as a tool for the researchers, the topical summaries do not present the type of

“neat package” that we would feel comfortable with providing as part of this

report. However, readers interested in obtained a particular topical summary

can do so by contacting Dr. Hahn. One example, a topical summary dealing

with “Communication,” is included as Appendix C.

In all, thirteen topical summaries were written. Topics were selected

based on mutual agreement by the researchers that a particular subject

represented a major theme found throughout the transcripts, and one that

was potentially important to DOE’s ability to accomplish its environmental

management mission. No attempt was made, at this point, to eliminate

overlaps and redundancies. Assignment of a topic to a particular researcher

was made on the basis of the analysts’ interests and background. Summaries

were written on the following subjects:

Delays

Change

Orders and requirements

Assessment and audits

Standards

Credibility and trust

Centralization/Decentralization

Liability

Communication

Prioritization

Technology development

I
I
I
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● Headquarters - field - contractor relations

● Human resources.

Topical summaries were distributed to all researchers for further

distillation into issue papers, described below.

2.3.2 Issue Parers

In the assignment of issue papers, a

minimize overlaps and redundancies and

conscious attempt was made to

to identify overarching issues that

would draw on themes identified in one or more of the topical summaries.2

Further, our intention was that issue papers would be a detailed enough

presentation of a particular subject to be used in a stand-alone form. Here,

format has been standardized. Thus, each issue paper contains: (1) a 200-

worci (approximate) abstract; (2) a short introduction; (3) a description of the

comments we have heard on the issues and our interpretation of those

comments; and (4) a statement of the implications of the issue to DOE/EM.

Issue papers were written on the subjects listed below. Again,

assignments were based on the interests and expertise of the researchers.

Complete issue papers are contained in Section 4 of this report:

● Organization design and fit

● Credibility and Trust

● Impediments

● Project management

● DOE-Contractor relationships

2Although, from the titles it is clear that all overlaps may not have been eliminated.
example, while standards, prioritization, and technology development were combined
a paper on impediments, impediment and delays, whilenotcombimd,seem dated.

For
to form
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S Delays

● Compliance agreements.

)

I

Potential Phase II activities, shown in the final section of this report,

were selected from the many ideas generated by the researchers as being those

that we feel are most useful to DOE/EM (as reflected in the EM Strategic Plan)

and those that we feel most able to perform. These ideas will be discussed

with DOE to determine which are most relevant.

. Other Activities

In addition to the major research tasks described above, members of the

project team engaged in various other activities that were designed to deepen

our understanding of both stakeholder perspectives and technical and

programmatic pressures faang DOE. Lessons learned from these activities

also became data used in the writing of topical summaries and issue papers.

These activities included:

● Attendance at a meeting of the State and Tribal Government Working
Group. STGWG was created by DOE in 1989 to review the Five-Year Plan
and to discuss related issues brought up either by DOE or STGWG
members. It is made up of representatives appointed by governors and
tribal leaders from state and tribal lands on which DOE faalities and waste
sites are located. STGWG members also include representatives of the
National Governor’s Association, the National Conference of State
Legislatures, and the National Association of Attorneys General (DOE,
1990).

s Attendance at the National Workshop on the Environmental Restoration
Priority System. At these meetings, some STGWG members as well as
representatives of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the
Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC), and the Environmental
Defense Fund (EDF) work with DOE in developing a risk-based
methodology for prioritizing compliance and cleanup activities (DOE,
1990).

I

I
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●

●

●

Attendance at the Environmental Remediation ’91 Conference, sponsored
by DOE, at which presentations related to programs underway and
completed between May 1990 and September 1991 were given. The preface
of the Proceedings (1991) stated: “Presentations by DOE-HQ Senior
Management and staff ensured that the personnel and organizations who
‘would be affected by new policies had an opportunity to hear about them
from the policy makers themselves. Presentations by DOE FOS provided
an opportunity for both DOE-HQ and the contractors to learn about, and
discuss, how these poliaes are implemented. Presentations by DOE
contractor personnel discussed the specifics of ER projects, encouraging
technical information exchanges. Presentations by Federal and State
regulators allowed DOE and contractor personnel to understand more
fully the constraints under which regulators operate. Presentations by
universities and industry encouraged DOE and contractors to consider
technologies and idea which were developed outside the DOE complex-to
ensure that DOE does not become internally focused and exclude
innovative approaches.”

“Shadowing” a high-ranking manager in the DOE headquarters EM
organization. One researcher spent a week in Washington literally sitting
with and walking alongside this manager to gain a better understanding of
the day-to-day pressures of his pb, the kinds of crises and technical issues
that arise, and how activities get re-prioritized as situations change.

Attending a three-day retreat of senior managers of the Tank Waste
Remedia~on System “(TWRS) project. The m“~ting brought together
senior personnel from DOE HQ, DOE Hanford, Westinghouse Hanford,
Paafic Northwest Laboratory (PNL), and consultants to review and plan
for the Hanford Waste Tanks remediation. In the course of the meetina
all attendees had an opportunity to contribute to a clarification of roles and
responsibilities and evolve the management plan of the project into the
future.

2.5 Advise rv Committee

An advisory committee, tasked with giving broad-view suggestions for

our current and ongoing research on management issues, was convened by

MIT. Members of the advisory committee were selected because their

backgrounds give them

researchers, might miss

committee participants

the ability the see the “big-picture” that we, as

by being too close to the research. Advisory

include:



● Dr. John F. Ahearne, Sigma Xi

c Prof. Michael S. Baram, Boston

● Prof. Henry D. Jacoby, MIT

Q Prof. Roger E. Kasperson, Clark

● Prof. Richard K. Lester, MIT

● Prof. David H. Marks, MIT.
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University

University

The first meeting of the advisory committee was held on June 26, 1992.

At this meeting, MIT and LANL researchers made short presentations of the

work that we had done to date, and discussed the options that we are

considering for future work. Committee comments were both numerous and

constructive.

It is our intention to continue to convene advisory committee

meetings, on an as-needed basis, throughout the Management Research

activity.

I
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*

Number of
JnterviewW

7

14

5

9

17

17

6

8

11

6

16

16

17

Washington DC

Washington, DC

Washington, DC

Richland, WA

Idaho FaUs, ID

Albuquerque & Carlsbad, NM

Femald, OH

West Valley, NY

Pantex# lx

Oak Ridge, TN

Dble 2.1 stak~holder Interviews

Location of Stakeholder Category
Interviews Intenriewed at LocaO‘on

Rocky Flats & Denver, CO DOE Office
Contractor
State Official

DOE HQ

Congressional Staff

Federal Agencies
(GAO, OTA, DNFSB)

ME Office
Contractor

DOE Office
Contmctor

DOE Office
State Official
Contractor

DOE Office
Contractor
State Official

DOE Office
Conhactor
State Official

DOE Office
Contractor

DOE Office
Contractor
State Official

Savannah River, SC DOE Office
Contractor

Various locations National and Local Activists,
Corporate Ha lzibor,
Loca3 Business, Local Official

149 ~AL

Notes: (a) In a few cases, interviews were held with two or more interviewees present.
(b) “Stakeholder Catego@’ listing may include more than one group at a location, e.g.

more than one contractor. Some categories (see last entry in table) are not listed under
the specific locations of interviews.
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3. EM’s Arena: The Ex~erience of Chanqe

Malcolm A. Weiss

Abstract
.

The arena in which EM finds itself functioning is an arena in
which changes are pervasive and intense; they directly affect the
ability to organize and manage effectively. Those changes include
changes inherent in the shift of mission from production to cleanup,
and changes in organization and management imposed by DOE in
order to carry out its new mission.

Three broad changes inherent in the change of mission
include a change in the attitudes, beliefs, and self-image of the
workforce; a change in public and legal involvement (from secrecy
and immunity to scrutiny and accountability); and a change in the
clarity and certainty of tasks to be accomplished.

Three broad changes imposed by DOE on itself include a
change to headquarters control by assuming new deasion-making
and review powers; a change to formalization by introducing new
orders, plans, rules, budgets, and other bureaucratic procedures;
and a change to growth of field, Ha and supporting contractor
staffs.

Stakeholders inside and outside DOE have underestimated
the difficulties of dealing with those changes effectively. The
consequences have been insufficient attention to managing change,
and unrealistic expectations of what could be accomplished in the
face of those changes with the time and other resources available.
The organizational and management issues we observe can be
linked to changes.

The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of the arena in which

EM operates and to show how the speafic issues discussed in the following section

(Section 4, “Issue Papers”) are linked to that overview. Our statement of the

overview is informed by what we have heard from stakeholders, by the inferences
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I
I

we have drawn from our contacts with them, and by the views of other groups

who have published studies of EM.

In our overview the most conspicuous characteristic of EM is that of an

organization coping with changes. Those changes include changes inherent in the

shift of mission from production to cleanup, the externally imposed changes. But

they also include internally imposed changes, namely, changes in organization and

management imposed by DOE in order to carry out its new mission. The separate

changes in each category are large, their impacts are large, and in total they both

are huge.

Stakeholders inside and outside DOE have underestimated the difficulties

posed by introduang those changes. The underestimates have two types of

unhappy consequences. “Onetype is insuffiaent attention within DOE to the

problems of introducing and managing changes. And the second type is

unrealistic expectations of what can be accomplished in the face of those changes

with the time and other resources available. Those consequences account for much

of the disappointment, inside and outside DOE, with progress of the cleanup

effort.

After a brief description of EMs mission, this section describes the changes

experienced by EM and their relationship to some of the organization and

management issues facing EM-issues that are selectively expanded upon in

Section 4.

. EMs Mission

According to EM’s current strategic plan, EM’s mission is to

I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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● safely and acceptably prevent/minimize, handle, treat, store, transport,
and dispose of DOE waste; and

● ensure that risks to the environment and to human health and safety
posed by inactive and surplus faalities and sites are either eliminated or
reduced to prescribed levels.

This will be done using the most technically effective and cost-effiaent
means possible and providing appropriate opportunities for public
involvement.

DOE (1992)

EM’s task is to achieve those broad objectives throughout a nuclear weapons

complex that the OTA (1991) has called “an industrial empire-a collection of

enormous factories devoted to metal fabrication, chemical separation processes,

and electronic assembly ... like most industrial operations, these factories have

generated waste, much of it toxic. The past 45 years of nuclear weapons

production have resulted in the release of vast quantities of hazardous chemicals

and radionuclides to the environment. There is evidence that air, groundwater,

surface water, sediments, and soil, as well as vegetation and wildlife, have been

contaminated at most, if not all, of the DOE nuclear weapons sites.”

OTA goes on to say that “At every facility the groundwater is contaminated

with radionuclides or hazardous chemicals. Most sites in nonarid locations also

have surface water contamination. Millions of cubic meters of radioactive and

hazardous wastes have been buried throughout the complex, and there are few

adequate records of burial site locations and contents. Contaminated soils and

sediments of all categories are estimated to total billions of cubic meters ....

Although facilities in the DOE complex have much in common, there is no typical

facility. Each site has a unique combination of characteristics that shapes its

particular waste and contamination problems and affects the way those problems

are addressed.” It is relevant to add that the degree of hazard associated with

those problems also varies widely from site to site, ranging from minor (as
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assessed by technical experts) to high to unknown; public perception of hazard is

not always in accord with expert assessment.

Geographically, major facilities cover over 3300 square miles and are spread

am”ossthe country from Florida to Washington state. Minor faalities are even

more widely distributed. EM’s environmental restoration program estimates that

there are more than 3,700 hazardous waste sites (one facility may have multiple

“sites”) under its jurisdiction, aside horn over 5000 other pro~rties associated with

uranium mill tailings or formerly utilized sites, DOE (1991a). The last public

estimate of cleanup costs by GAO (1992c) was an ultimate total of $160 billion;

informed observers believe the cost would be vastly higher if the nation insisted on

restoring pristine conditions everpvhere.

Even this brief description of the weapons complex is .suffiaent to show

why the complexity, diversity, scale, and difficulty of EMs cleanup problems are

so striking. Coping with those problems leads to an embarrassment of riches if a

researcher is looking for organizational and management issues to examine. That

is illustrated by the issues discussed in this report, some of which are well known

but some of which may not have been recognized.

3.2 Chan~e s Inherent in the New Mission

In taking on the new mission of cleanup, the obvious change accepted by

DOE was a change of task-the physical task to be accomplished. Everyone agrees

that digging up pond sediments containing mixed wastes and immobilizing them

in “concrete” blocks is a change from precision machining of plutonium metal into

components for nuclear warheads. Anti it seems ‘to have been generally agreed

that the total inventory of technical skills needed to produce those blob (for

example) was a change from the inventory of skillson hand to make weapons.

i

I
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But what seems to have been less well recognized was the importance of

other changes associated with the change of mission, changes that are discussed

below and that were and still are barriers to organizing and managing EM to carry

out its new mission effectively.

All of these changes, plus those further changes imposed by DOE itself,

constitute changes from the arena in which the current EM workforce previously

functioned. The people who carry out EM’s work have expanded rapidly in

numbers and have come from many previous assignments. Overwhelmingly they

are people whose previous assignments were related to nuclear weapons:

designing them, making materials for them, or manufacturing them. Most of those

EM people, whose task is now cleanup, still work alongside colleagues whose task

remains some aspect of the making of weapons.

The mission-associated changes that have impacted on those people fall into

three categories:

“ Culture: changes in attitude, perceptions, beliefs, self-image

● Public involvement changes from secrecy and immunity to public and legal

scrutiny and accountability

● Task uncertainty changes in clarity and certainty of tasks to be accomplished.

Each category of change is discussed below.

3.2.1 Culture

The term “culture” has been used to convey many different meanings. As

used here, culture means the assumptions, beliefs, and self-image-a definition

close to that advocated by Schein (1985)-of the people in the EM workforce.
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Secretaiy Watkins has often cited the need for a change in culture in DOE; for

example, he has asked for “a new culture of accountability,” Watkins (1989a); or he

plans that “the new culture will emphasize an open-door philosophy and demand

professional excellence” and he wants “a culture wherein constructive criticism

from any source, external as well as internal, is encouraged and rewarded,”

Watkins (1989b),

These calls from the Secretary emphasize changes that he hoped would

result from new ways of managing the EM workforce. However, our first

emphasis here is on the changes that were inherent in taking on the new mission.

One culture change-a culture shock-comes from the way in which former

weapons people now see themselves viewed by the public. Previously, working in

the secret weapons complex during the cold war, they were regarded as people

with mysterious skills and jobs who were contributing importantly to national

security. Now, those same people in the exposed EM organization find themselves

criticized by the public, by government officials, and at times by DOE management

itself. As past errors and omissions are disclosed, they are accused of having been

incompetent, of having concealed truth, or even of having lied, and of leaving a

huge legacy of contamination for others to deal with. Those accusations affect not

only the personal self+steem of EM’s people; they also result in another legacy,

namely a mistrust of DOE’s competence and truthfulness, and that seriously affects

EM’s ability to do its job well.

A second culture change is the shift of personal allegiance from making

weapons to cleaning up. The fact that weapons production creates wastes, toxic or

radioactive or both, is not a new discovery. Many people in the complex have

been aware d the problem from the beginning although they may have
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underestimated the severity of the hazards or the difficulty of cleaning up. But

until recently, dealing with those wastes had low priority. It was clear during the

cold war years that if resources (people, money, time) were limited-and they

always were--production had priority over waste barring an immediate safety

hazardl. Now, people in the EM workforce are expected to give their highest

allegiance to the cleanup activity that they were expected to regard as of secondary

urgency for decades.

Third, there is change in what many workers regard as a strong rationale for

what they do speafically. Presumably, people who had security clearances and

who produced weapons for years accepted the basic posture of the nation about

the cold war and defense strategy. It was then a short step to having an acceptable

personal rationale for helping to make nuclear weapons. For those people who are

currently in EM, there is now universal acceptance of the prinaple that

contaminated sites have to be cleaned up. But there are widespread questions

about the practice of the cleanup process. The values and methodologies of the

technology-saence culture in EM cause many to conclude that projects are

undertaken and heavy costs incurred that are not reasonably commensurate with

the reduction of risk to the public. The public, and the law, may disagree

assessment but it is a discouraging assessment to some people in the EM

workforce.

with that

These changes in culture, that result from the change in mission, affect how

people think about themselves and their jobs. They are mapr changes and

lPublic conflation of this prioritywas providedby the Departmentof Justice (DOJ)ina March 1992
court memorandumon the sentencingof RockweUInternationalCorporationfor environmentalcrimesat
RockyFlats. DOJ “describedhow the Departmentof Energy,the ownerof the RockyFlats Plant,
establisheda prevailingculture that put productionof plutoniumtriggersaboveany otherconcern,
includingcare for rheenvironmentand publicsafety,”NewYak Times(1992).
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disconcerting changes. Workers cannot adjust to them quickly or easily even with

concerted effort on the part of the organization.

2 Public Involvement

The change from weapons production to cleanup changed DOE customers

from DOD (one national entity capable of clearly defining its requirements of DOE

after consultation with the security establishment), to many public officials and

private groups across the country who often advocate conflicting objectives for

DOE and who have the power to influence DOE, directly or indirectly, through

legal and political means. Dealing with all those groups is a new and often

difficult experience for former weapons people.

A simple diagram (Figure 3-1) illustrating the primary influences in the

weapons complex under AEC, ERDA, and earlier DOE cognizance looks like this:

I
I DOE HQ OR

ERDA OR AEC 14
I I

I I

Figure 3.1 WEAPONSPRODUCTION PRE-EM

Starting at the center, the AEC (later, ERDA or DOE Ho gave instructions to the

private contractors at the sites. Although some field officers were influential,

offices at the sites were often rudimentary and were not major forces in the

I
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influence chain. The contractors, collectively, delivered their product to the sole

customer, DOD. DOD’s reactions were influenced by the quality, quantity, and

timeliness of that product. DOD’s reactions and needs were transmitted to DOE

but.~rhaps more importantly to the White House and the Joint Committee on

Atomic Energy in Congress who served as a sort of outside board of directors cum

bankers in overseeing the AEC. And around the circuit again.

The weapons complex was, unlike the present EM complex, relatively free

of party or jurisdictional or intercameral disputes in Congress and the White

House, and it was sheltered by military secrecy and statute from public scrutiny

and accountability; much legislation /regulation/audit would otherwise have been

imposed. For example, here is a quotation from a manager at a large site:

Under the Atomic Energy Commission type operation, we had a managmt
system that was fairly consistent. Men the administration changed, we really
didn ‘tchange anything within the Atomic Energy Commisswn. Wewererunning
like a large coqwration. ...But the people who really ran the agency)%n the
general manager on down were career empknjecs. In genend, very, very smart
people who had grown up with the agency and gotten promoted up the ladder and
knew the business, Like a good businesswould run... . 7%ebudgets were sent in
and the program directors argued the budget and were very effective with Congress,
We had one committee to deal with. And that committee was very effective in
making certain that the Atomic Energy Commission business was not hampered by
politics to a very great extent... [But later] we started the politicsofpolitical
appointments,...

DOE FO

The environment in which EM now must operate is open and accountable

to many publics, as many of our interviewees have observed. EM is struggling to

adapt. Another simple diagram (Figure 3.2), shown below, illustrates the current

flows of influence as we understand them based on our interviews and

observations.
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Figure 3.2 CURRENT EM COMPLEX
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Starting again at the center, DOE/EM HQ has primary influence over the field

offices. ‘IIM field offices are charged with managing the contractors although there

is no broad agreement among interviewees on the extent to which they effectively

do so. One aspect of the DOE-contractor relationship that is primarily the

responsibility of field offices is determination of the award fees that contractors

get. Some contractor interviewees were explicit that, as a result, field office

priorities get more attention than HQ priorities.
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Another increasing y powerful direct influence on the contractors (and the

field offices) is the legal influence. Legal influence can take the form of direct

orders from the courts, or of threats to seek court action to punish civil or criminal

liability. Thus,

When you go out and talk to some of the people who are actually doing these waste
operations, you find thatthey do treat DOE orders differently than they would
environmental regzdations RCRA, CERCLA regulations .. . . [Mlanagers have now
concluded that they should not exercise .. . discretion when it’s a regulation
enforced by another agency. That they could be personally liable and be in trouble.
And that’s why they give priority to those regs over their own internal orders.

Federal Agency

What I do on a daily level, quite j+ankly the things that impactme the most, are the
regulations that come from EPA and the State, all right ? So my order ofpriorities
to my folks are, you take care of things that result in fines and penalties. Thencome
DOE orders.

Contractor

What happens at the site--the information, agreements, actions that are the

outcomes of field office and contractor behavior--influences the site stakeholders.

“Site stakeholders” encompass many groups who interact in complex ways that are

not even suggested by the single box at the lower right comer of Figure 3.2. Those

groups include federal and state regulators with cognizance at the site; other state,

local, and tribal government officials; workers; community residents; business

groups; environmental and other advocacy groups who may have national links;

cognizant members of Congress; and perhaps others at some sites. The site

stakeholders give their priority to what they observe at the site; events in

Washington are not of great interest except to the extent that they directly affect

events at the sites.

The site stakeholders exert their influence in two ways. One newer way is

through civil or criminal action in the courts initiated by government officials or by
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private groups. (The threat of such action is taken seriously by some interviewees,

as noted previously.) The other way is the more traditional approach to Congress

and to members of the executive branch by lobbyists and voters.

“ The latter influence is applied to the box in the upper left comer of Figure

3.2. Once again, that single box represents complex relationships, this time

involving cognizant committees and subcommittees in both houses of Congress;

Congressional agencies such as OTA and GAO; other federal agencies such as

OMB, EPA, DOD, and DNFSB (Defense Nuclear Faalities Safety Board, the

“Conway Board”); and the White House.

That box, in turn, is the primary influence on DOE HQ (along with court

orders) through its control of budgets, manpower, political appointments, and

other speafic requirements that can be imposed on DOE legislatively or

administratively.

An almost independent actor in this diagram is the media. The media get

their information from many sources in the diagram. They are not obviously or

strongly influenced by any of those sources under ordinary arcumstances, and

they have the power to influence directly the site stakeholders or the Washington

establishment or both.

A final observation on Figure 3.2 is that the chart is divided by a dotted line

into an upper half of interactions at the national level and a lower half of

interactions at the local (site) level. AS a generalization, people who interact with

each other at the local level-even when the interaction is adversarial in a formal

sense (such as local regulators VS.DOE field or contractors)-report that they can

work out problems together better than with involvement by HQ.

I
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If Figure 3.2 is a reasondbh! representation of reality, then the consequences

for DOE HQ seem obvious: HQ cannot satisfy its overseers directly; the overseers

can be satisfied only by DOE’s constituents at the sites who, in turn, can be

satisfied only by what happens at the sites. As one stakeholder put it:

[DOE ‘S~edibilify in Congress] is correlated with what’s going on in the districts
and the states of individual Congress people. And if DOE has promisedtodo
something and didn ‘t do it in that state, then it’s crtuiibility is very low with that
person and ther@re that maybe rgflected in the subcommittee that that person--1
think it would be hard to say what Congress as a whole, you know, believes about
DOE at this moment. It’s really individual committees and subcommittee.

Fe&raJ Agency

The change-the new challenge for HQ–is to satisfy multiform groups of public

and government customers at each of its sites rather than a single DOD. And these

customers must be satisfied within the constraints of national equity, national

resource limitations, and broader national policy. As noted in the preceding

section, the challenge is much more difficult because of the widespread mistrust of

DOE by DOE’s putative customers-a mistrust of DOE’s competence and a mistrust

of DOE’s truthfulness.

3.2.3 Task Uncertainty

Satisfying even the diverse group of customers shown in Figure 3.2 would

be feasible, if not easy, if it were clear what exactly needs to be done. But it isn’t.

The change in task faced by EM is not simply a change in technical task

from produang weapons to cleaning up the mess left by that production. It is also

a change from a single customer/constituent to multiple public, regulatory,

government and other customers/constituents at thousands of sites in 32 states.

The fact that many constituents (who frequently disagree with each other) must be

simultanecdy brought to a state of “detente,” in Nelkin’s (1980) words, if not of
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consensus, means the process of d@ning the task is now an essential part of the job.

This is difficult on political and technical grounds.

DOE’s people in the weapons business could (and still do) anticipate

receiving each year a Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Memorandum (NWSM),

approved by the President, transmitting orders for the production, maintenance,

and retirement of US nuclear weapons. The NWSM traditionally contains

production approval for three years and planning guidance for five more years.

The NWSM is the basis for annual Reduction and Planning Directives prepared

by DOE which “assign to the field responsibility” and “provide the guidance,

authority, and direction necessary to achieve and maintain the Residentially

approved nuclear weapons stockpile,” DOE (1984). Thus, DOE (or the AEC until

1976) weapons people could count on unambiguous and stable tasks laid out for

them, and could organize and manage accordingly.

EM’s tasks are not remotely as clear or stable. The uncertainty and absence

of knowledge start at the very top of the task list. The Office of Technology

fkessment (1991) points OUR

DOE’s stated goal-to clean up all weapons sites within 30 years-is
unfounded because it is not based on meaningful estimates of work to be
done, the level of cleanup to be accomplished, or the availability of
tmdmologies to achieve certain cleanup levels. Neither DOE nor any other
agency has been able to prepare reliable cost estimates for the total cleanup.

The criticisms by OTA have root causes, in part, in the absence of or

contradictions among some of the technical standards that must be used to define

EM tasks. Some concerns we heard expressed about standards included:

“ The need for DOE to adopt a set of radiological standards that are based upon a

recognized external authority such as national or international radiation

protection committees.
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The need to establish a de rninimislevel of risk so that a “below regulatory

concern” (BRC) level of contamination can be defined.

The need to resolve discrepanaes in standards and regulations among the

NRC, EPA, states, and other agenaes.

The need to clarify the rules for dealing with mixed wastes--treating, storing,

shipping and disposing of them.

Comments on the absence or contradictions of some technical standards

reflect EM’s yearning for uniform, unambiguous, and quantitative targets for tasks.

That is the viewpoint to be expected from a technologydominated culture like

DOE’S. As Brown (1992) describes iti

Technical rationality trusts scientific methods and explanations, appeals to
expertise, depersonalizes risks, and takes seriously only those risks that can
be speafied and measured.

But many non-DOE stakeholders have a different viewpoint. Brown

explains:

Cultural rationality trusts democratic processes more than scientific ones,
appeals to folk authority and community traditions, personalizes risks, and
dwells on unantiapated hazards.

The following two examples illustrate the issues posed by these different

perceptions of what EM’s tasks and priorities should be. The first, from a field

office manager, notes the value of prioritizing by cultural rather than technical

rationality in a particular case:
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Often operable units, ojf-site contamination got priority number ten. [Initially] we
had agreed with the regulators on that priorityand it was done on the basisof risk.
[But pbiic comment was overwhelming to increase that priority. So wejindy
agreed to the regulators’ request to respond to the public,] Oj&ite contamination is
now number three on our list... One of our more knowledgeable environmental

“ people here made the comment to me--that we probably made as much gains and
credibility by that one agreement... as we ‘1!do on everything eise.

DOE FO

This outcome illustrates the dilemmas faced by DOE. DOE’s change of position in

order to (successfully) accommodate the public flatly contradicts the policy that

GAO thinks should be followed in dealing with environmental problems:

Federal budget priorities should reflect an understanding of relative risks to
the environment and public health, as well as the feasibility and cost-
effectiveness of various approaches to reduce these risks, rather than relving
w heavilv on uublic wxcer)tions of risk.

GAO 1991a
(emphasis added)

The second, broader example is the hostility of non-DOE stakeholders to the

proposal by Environmental Restoration (ER) to introduce a formal prioritization

system for ER projects. The proposed system was obviously a serious and

thoughtful attempt to introduce a rational but elaborate system for choosing

among tasks when resources were limited. But it got essentially no support from

non-DOE stakeholders who opposed it on a variety of grounds. Not the least of

those was an unwillingness to have local interests overruled by a system, however

rationally advertised, that still left much to the discretion of DOE or that did not

make legal commitments paramount.

On the issue of standards and priorities (and thus, on the basic issue of what

EM’s speafic task really is), not much help can be expected from Congress in the

foreseeable future:

I
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There is a little more willingness to entertain conceptso~priorities,although on a
legislative basis, I mean, we still fight that issue tooth and nail in Congress, just
anathema to discuss the concept of priorities in any, in any legislative sense, in
doing this. The view is that, you know, this is an absolute. We will clean up, and
when you talk about standards thy don ‘t want to taik about standards. Just
anything you can find that,you know, with now or future scienceyou should clean
up.

Congressional Stajf

The uncertainty of the task for an organization whose mission is “cleaning

up” is exemplified by the ubiquitous question “How clean is clean?” The

fundamental answer to that question is “as clean as it needs to be.” But how clean

it needs to be is primarily a political-social decision, not a technical-rational

decision. That is, the nation must decide on the way in which a cleaned-up site

will be used (or isolated). That will determine the exposure of humans (or other

fauna, or flora) to hazards originating at the site, and that in turn will determine

the permissible level of residual hazard at the site, i.e. how clean is clean. The

challenge, then, is to develop a broadly acceptable political-social decision-making

process.

Following this type of reasoning, Aheame (1991) believes that “the key to a

workable environmental cleanup policy is land use planning.” But it is not within

DOE’s power to turn that key alone. Congress must do it, and until it does DOE

will continue to face uncertainties in the technical targets for achieving cleanup

levels satisfactory to DOE’s constituents. Suggestions by the National Research

Counal (1989) and OTA (1991) about more saentifically-supported risk-based

approaches to clean up targets and priorities are helpful, but they remain

subsidiary to the fundamental policy deasions about land use.

Standards aside, and how-clean-is-clean questions aside, there is simply a

lack of knowledge about sites yet to be discovered that will need cleaning up, and
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about the extent and nature of contamination of each. Even when problems have

been broadly identified, there is sometimes uncertainty about the technology that

can be used to clearly define the problem and to solve it. Although new

technologies are under development for use at many sites, they (like all R&D) have

inherent uncertainties about timing, cost, and efficacy.

Stakeholders broadly agree that, in the last analysis, the tasks undertaken by

EM will depend on the resources allocated to EM. Restoring all contaminated sites

to pristine condition could absorb the total GNP of the United States for years,

even if that restoration were possible technical y. Stakeholders also agree that this

is an issue that has not been confronted openly by Congress, DOE, and other

stakeholders even though it is not news to any informed person. What fraction of

society’s resources should be dedicated to cleaning up rather than to other social

benefits?

To sum up, stakeholders seem slow to understand or to accept the fact that

EM’s tasks are, as the previous discussion illustrates, subject to widespread inherent

uncertainty and lack of knowledge. The consequences are the establishment or

continuation of organization and management practices that maybe traditional

(and effective) for carrying out well-defined projects and other activities. But some

of those practices are less well suited for dealing with uncertainty and change.

Different ways of planning, budgetin~ managin~ implementing, iteratin& and

auditing could be more effective--not only in conducting DOES own operations

but in dealing with other stakeholders.

3.3 Charwes Immsed bv DOE

Cleanup of the weapons complex is the responsibility in DOE of

Environmental Restoration anti waste Management (EM), an organization
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4 established by Secretary James Watkins in N-ovember1989. Its head has been Leo

Duffy, initially as director of the EM office and subsequently as assistant secretary

since November 1991. EM’s formal organization chart in January 1993 was as

follows; the names shown are the cognizant deputy assistant secretaries:

I EM-1 1

w
Duffy I Grimm

Lytb WhUfbld Frank Bixby

Messrs. Watkins and Duffy have acted vigorously to introduce organization

and management changes into DOE that they believed would accomplish DOE’s

missions, including cleanup, more effectively. Those actions are manifested in

organizational changes, expansion, orders, directives, and personnel actions which

continue in a steady stream. In addition to these complex-wide changes, there are

site-specific changes in management. The recent past has seen the 1989 changes in

M&O contractors from duPont to Westinghouse at Savannah River and from

Rockwell to EG&G at Rocky Flats. The near future will see a new contractor at

Sandia (replaang AT&T) and perhaps new ERMC contractors at other sites.
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The complex-wide changes introduced by Watkins and Duffy can be

considered in three categories:

● Headquarters controk the assumption of more decision-making and detailed

review by HQ authority that previously resided at the sites.

s Formalization: the exerase of that control through development and

promulgation of new plans, rules, procedures, reviews, and other bureaucratic

documents.

“ Growth: the increase of DOE and contractor staff at HQ and the sites to

develop and operate the new management systems.

Each category of change is discussed below.

. .31 Heada uarters Contro 1

The most frequently raised issue among all large groups of stakeholders we

interviewed was centralization. That was no surprise since headquarters control is

the most conspicuous change in organization and management introduced by the

Secretary. Compared to the administrations of previous DOE secretaries, this

administration has acted overtly and strongly to give HQ more authority and

oversight over the field offices and contractors. This change of strategy has

manifested itself in many specific changes of organization and management. And

those _ have imposed large changes on the way the field of%ces and

contractors work, on the way they think of their own roles, and on the way they

think they are perceived by others.

Although ultimate authority within DOE has always resided at HQ-for

example, through the annual Planning and Production Directives issued by HQ to
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direct weapons production-the large changes have been in increasing the level of

detail and review now demanded by Ha and in decreasing the decision-making

authority formerly delegated to the sites.

The change to headquarters control is ascribed by stakeholders to various

major motives, none of which is calculated to improve the morale of the field

offices. One motive is that HQ could thus demonstrate to its constituency

(congress and the Administration) that it was taking control of a system that was

out of control or, at best, ineffective. Another motive is that HQ has not had

confidence in the field’s ability to perform effectively and therefore is trying to

control that performance itself. And a third motive is that some individuals at HQ

are simply empire-building in a good old-fashioned bureaucratic tradition.

There can be other motives for HQ control; it maybe driven by the potential

legal liability of individuals at Ha or by Congress pointing the finger of

accountability to the Secretary. But regardless of its causative motives, the change

to headquarters control generates widespread uncertainty and instability for

another reason: people see no clear statement about where the organization is

headed and where the change of control will stop. People do not know whether

the trend will continue (clue HQ staff and HQ demands on the sites keep

building) or will reverse (clue: much NEPA authority was returned to the field

from EM I-IQ). Is there an organizational objective? Is that organizational

objective to build strong permanent centralized authority and detailed expertise at

Ha is it to return authority to the sites once site competence has been increased

and site credibility has been established, or is it something else?

Compounding that uncertainty is the universal belief that the changes now

under way depend importantly on the imprint of two strong individuals, Messrs.
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Watkins and Duffy. EM people widely expect both those men to leave DOE by

early ’93, whatever the results of the ’92 election, The identities or policies

replacements are not predictable. Past and projected turnover in DOE

management and policy encourages resistance to change by the B-team:

of their

I have to fight the B-team. And in this complex the B-team are those who say:
“I be here before you got here and I be here after you ‘re gone. ” ,. .[A] lot of the
people out there feel like they are going to be here, in their own van pool seven
years from now, and 11probably won ‘t be].

Contractor

We have heard the wistful desire of some managers to institutionalize some of the

changes made rather than have them depend so importantly on people in place

now.

At the sites, the change to headquarters control upsets managers in both

field office and contractor organizations. They often feel frustrated or angry

because they are being paid (well-paid, they say themselves) to manage but they

no longer have the authority to manage.

We cannot go to the lnzthrmn without calling headquarters and asking if it’s okay.
We have no authority to do things here without full involvement and concumnce
of people at headquarters .... that’s dumb. I menn, why am I here? I’m an executive,
oky? You taqnzyers pay me over a hundred grand a year to do this. And you
don ‘tallow me to make decisions? Come on. 1 mean it’s ridiculous. It’s a waste.

DOE FO

Frustration also manifests itself in more difficulty in retaining personnel.

When we were [at one site] we hnd a young guy taking us around who worked over
the enrn”ronmentalrestoration o/fice there. He had just comej+om EPA...he had just
gotten out of college and went to work fir EPA, I think. And he was making all
kinds of decisions right [at the regional ojfice] forEPA. You know, signing of on
things, denying permits, everything, He got to DOE, he ‘d been there/bra year,
and he hadn ‘t made one decision almut anything. Nothing he had done had ever
come back @n headquarters. He finally le)l.

Federal Agency
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# The change also disturbs some of the state regulators who see HQ

intervention as something that interferes with effective and prompt interaction

with field office and contractor people at the sites. DOE people at HQ have mixed

feelings about the change to HQ control; the balance of sympathy among the most

knowledgeable people is tilted toward believing the change has gone too far.

3.3.2 Formalization

The primary mechanism used by DOE for bringing about the change to

headquarters control is the pervasive change to formalization as a way of

managing the sites. By “formalization” we mean the development and

promulgation of new detailed written rules, regulations, orders, procedures, report

requirements, plans, budgets, and other documents to cover all activities of the site

over which headquarters wishes to exerase control-by making or reviewing site

decisions, or by dictating the exact ways in which the sites should operate. An

additional aspect of formalization is the change to a much increased level of

oversight (in addition to the increased oversight by line management) by groups

other than line management carrying out formal audits, reviews, assessments, and

other evaluations; such groups include both DOE groups and DOE-requested

outside groups. (Those groups are add-ns to the assessors imposed on DOE by

others. Examples include GAO and DNFSB.)

About half the people we interviewed volunteered comments about

formalization as manifested by orders and other instructions originating in DOE

HQ. The comments were rarely complimentary; the most frequent complaints

about this change to increased formalization had to do with:
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c the sheer volume of orders (broadly defined to include other instruments of

formalization)-the number, bulk, and rate of new or amended orders, and the

consequent burden of complyin~

● “theirorigin in different groups at HQ perhaps without serious consultation

between groups, thus causing redundancy of or conflict between multiple

orders;

● the utility and clarity of orders, their usefulness in running the business in the

sense of balanang detail and policy, or command and discretion, intelligently;

● the relevance of individual orders to the circumstances of the site, i.e. with the

local cost-benefit of the value added.

Dissatisfaction cuts across stakeholder categories and has also been

expressed by outside observers. Here are some sample quotations:

The orders system is broken. We get many new ones, hardly ever see one canceled.
HQ should provide guidance on site-specific applicability issues, but isn ‘t
organized enough to do that.

DOE Fd

We’ll have to change some of the orders because certainly tcniayone of the
deficiencies in the order system is there is no way to get any kind of relief. It does
not exist in DOE whether it’s Du/jJ or anybdy eke, that allows us to say, “Hey,
this doesn’t make sense. ”

Contractor

One #the things that has happened in the last fw yenrs has been a tremendous
prolijkration of DOE orders and directives. And some appear to be redundant with
existing regulations, many have requirements that are not applicable to [this site].

State Official
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As discussed above, the vehicle by which DOE headquarters provides
formally binding instructions on health, safety, and environmental
performance to field offices and contractors is the series of DOE orders. We
perceive problems in both the orders and the means by which they are
developed. DOE facilities, both within the weapons complex and
elsewhere, differ significantly from each other. This diversity creates

“ difficulties in the application of the orders. An order that provides concrete
directions at one type of facility will not necessarily be appropriate at
another.

National Research
Counal (1989)

Many people at the sites stated that orders and other formal documents

were developed and promulgated without a serious effort to get comment from

them, the people responsible for implementation, before promulgation. Thus the

change to formalization is seen by the sites not only as a change in burden and

management systems but as a change in empowerment.

Two characteristics that tend to be inherent in a formalized system have also

impacted on the sites. One is delay, Requiring the submission of documents to

HQ for review, perhaps at multiple levels, simply requires more elapsed time

before a decision can be made even if no new issues are raised and no iteration to

the sites is needed. Delay can have its merits (see Section 4.6, for example), but it is

ordinarily regarded as having demerits. Delay can cause extra costs, inefficiencies,

and losses of credibility by the site in its local relationships.

The other characteristic is uniformity. Formal procedures, espeaally

procedures laid out in great detail, tend to give less room for flexibility. The sites

strongly believe they need the flexibility to deal with local circumstances of size,

diversity, technical problems, and political and regulatory affairs. They often feel

restricted or unreasonably burdened by one-size-fits-all procedures. State officials

tend to echo that feeling.
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Another aspect of formalization provides more evidence that HQ is

skeptical about the ability of the sites to manage their own affairs. That aspect is

the greatly increased level of audits, reviews, assessments, task forces, boards, and

other evaluations imposed on the sites. The sites accept the principle that

assessment of site activities by knowledgeable non-site assessors is both necessary

and desirable--necessary for credibility (or legal obligation), and desirable for

expert advice and constructive criticism. However, they also believe that the

change in level of assessment is so great that assessments are now a serious drain

on resources and a depressor of morale,

Assessment groups descending upon the sites include groups with

relatively broad charters from DOE or outside such as Tiger Teams, DNFSB

(Conway board), ACNFS (Aheame committee), GAO, National Research Counsel,

OTA, and OMB. They also include other groups of DOE and/or non-DOE experts,

such as the Hanford Waste Tanks Red Team, chartered to look into particular

procedures or problems.

The basic criticism of assessment groups is about their number, frequency,

and overlapping missions-at a total cost not perceived to be justified by the total

benefit. There are additional critiasms of the competence or objectivity of

particular groups or members of groups. Some sense of the emotions inspired by

assessment groups is conveyed by these quotations:

Audits are killing us. DOE FO

Now we have the proliferation of audits to make sure you ‘re meeting all the orders.
And the audits come from everywhere.

State Official

If you get to the department ievei and down, they feel that, just besieged by
oversight.

Contractor

i

i
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The view from Washington, in HQ and elsewhere, is supportive of

oversight groups in general. (There is little expressed awareness of how the sites

react.) The basic rationale is that the track record of the sites does not justify their

proceeding on their own. Non-site scrutiny is needed.

. . Staff Growth

Growth of EM staff is a rapid change that has been essential to implement

the strategy of increased headquarters control and to develop and operate the new

formalized management systems. Growth has occurred in two ways. There have

been rapid increases in EM’s own personnel at both headquarters and field offices.

And there have been increases in personnel supplied by contractors to provide

support and other services to EM. The limits placed by OMB on total DOE

personnel oblige DOE to “rent”others to get its job done.z

The problems posed by change due to growth include problems in

absorbing large numbers of new people, problems in acquiring (or developing) the

skills and experience required, and problems of management that results from a

larger organization. This latter problem was vividly expressed as follows:

I don ‘t know whether the management [of EM] recognize how destructive that force
of growth is. The old way of doing things, the collegial way of doing thing, all 55
people could know what was going on and why. All 350 people can ‘t know
currently what’s going on and why. Therefore we run the risk of separation
betuwen the management and the staff, the feeling that they ‘re mushrooms, stuck in
thedark and fti you-know-what.Whichtherefore requires a risk by management (f
t% want to keep them involved, that is the risk of real delegation. Not only
responsibility, but authority downward,

DOE HQ

%AO (1991y)claims that it is “substantially”morecostly to havecontractorsratherthan DOEemployees
providesomesupportservices. GAO implicitlycriticizesOMB fornot consideringthe comparativecost
consequencesof its personnelpolicies.
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Another observer at DOE HQ stated that the greatest need at present was more

managers, and stronger managers, to direct the larger organization and to satisfy

all the demands placed on EM by the top management of the department.

“ That inside view was echoed by an outsider:

Nobodyrealizes the phenomena! rate of growth... I don ‘t think LeCJhRSan adequate
management team and stajf to deal with the rate of growth.

Congressional Stafl

Changes due to staff growth are likely to continue because DOE field

interviewees who commented stated unanimously that they had too few people.

They could noh protect government interests in overseeing the contractors,

establish expertise in all the areas requiring expertise, live up to the agreements

made with regulators, or satisfy the demands on them made by various groups at

headquarters.

One consequence of DOE understaffin& the consequence that contractors

are doing many of the jobs DOE should be doing, has caused frictions in the

execution of audits, reviews, and other assessments. We heard frequent objections

to having contractors come in to review other contractors. And we heard

allegations of contractor reviewers displaying incompetence, inexperience,

conflictaf-interest, and bias.

The pressure to grow-to recruit and train and retain staff-is exacerbated by

concern about the competence and expertise of the current staff. This is a

widespread concern expressed in all major stakeholder groups (although there are

scattered compliments). Energy expended on growth and new people is not

available to upgrade existing people. The concerns about competence and

expertise make it more difficult to build credibility and trust with stakeholders

both inside and outside the DOE family.

I
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The adequacy of staff in both size and quality is not a newly-discovered

issue. It has been noted in the outside studies by DNFSB (1992), ACNFS (1991),

National Research Council (1989), and OTA (1991). Nor is it unknown to the

department. Secretary Watkins (1991) noted that, “Many of the Department’s

pro”~ams are being severely impacted by staffing inadequacies. This is

particularly true in critical areas such as environment, safety, project

management...”

The issue we want to emphasize here is that rapid growth is a change in

itself, and adjusting to that change puts one more stress on the organization and its

people.

3.4 Chan~e and the Issues of Organization and Management

Our characterization of EM’s arena as an arena of change is important

because the issues of organization and management (O&M) we observe result

wholly or partly from change or efforts to cope with change. In the discussion

below we note the O&M issues covered in Section 4, following, and how they

relate to the elements of change described previously.

Organizational Design and Fit (Section 4.1) is a wide-ranging discussion that

examines the perceptions of misfit expressed by stakeholders. How effective is the

match between individual and organizational goals, between task demands and$

organizational skills, between task uncertainties and organizational structure, and

so forth?

Some of the more serious expressions of misfit are the consequences of

change. Examples include frustration about personal goals and tasks (culture

change); shortage of expertise (staff growth change and mission change);

I
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centralization needs in conflict with site-specific needs (headquarters control

change); and inappropriate project management systems (task uncertainty change).

Credibility and Trust (Section 4.2) looks at credibility problems both within

the DOE family and between the family and outside stakeholders.

Within the family, the shift to headquarters control and the growth of staff

are the two key aspects of change that contribute most to existing frictions at HQ

and between HQ and the sites.

Headquarters control also contributes to friction at the sites with outside

stakeholders (through delays, reviews, vetoes) but two other changes probably are

more important. The change to public oversight and accountability, exposing past

neglect or errors or untruthfulness, leaves a bitter legacy. The change to task

uncertainty makes it diffkult to speafy and fulfill clear commitments to the

regulators and the public about cleanup.

~nzpedi~mts(Section 4.3) examines three of the main factors that have

slowed progress in cleaning up. ~ose three are a lack of appropriate priorities for

the work to be done, a lack of standards for the work, and a lack of adequate

technologies to conduct some of the work.

All three factors arise directly from the changes inherent in accepting the

new cleanup mission. The lack of priorities and standards reflect the change to

what is now a set of tasks that are neither clear nor certain. The lack of technology

reflects the fact that EM is now asked to do a technical job that has never been

needed or done before; there has been no reason to have technology available

previously.
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* Project Management (Section 4.4) considers the systems that DOE uses to

develop, cost, execute, and monitor large projects. The systems are traditional and

were developed for projeck that yielded well-defined products--a particular piece

of construction or hardware, for example. However, the traditional project

management system does not always cope well with EM projects which tend to be

processes that are not easy to define completely in advance.

Once again, the difficulty here arises out of the fact that the cleanup mission

charges EM with tasks that have high levels of uncertainty and lack of information.

A project management system that recognized that inherent change should better

fit EM’s needs.

DOE-Contractor Relationships (Section 4.5) summarizes several of the aspects

of the relationships including liability, ERMAC and support service arrangements,

oversight style, and the general linkages.

Liability issues grow directly out of the change to public and legal scrutiny

and accountability. Support service contractors exist because of the change to

growth and the need to provide more services than can DOE provide with its own

people. And issues of oversight and general linkages arise out of the changes to

headquarters control and formalization; those changes manifest themselves in

more oversight and review of the contractors and the development of a more

adversarial relationship (which also exacerbates liability issues).

Delays (Section 4.6) focuses on the fact that the change to headquarters

control carries with it the need for HQ reviews and approvals. Those HQ actions

cause delays in making deasions and in getting work done at the sites.
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From the sites’ perspective, delays are harmful in causing work

inefficiencies and credibility losses with outsiders at the sites, aside from giving

more evidence of the loss of autonomy at the sites. There is little recognition in the

field +hat delays can have a positive value in allowing time for decisions to be

considered in a national context and in getting a broader range of stakeholders on

board.

Compliance Agreements (Section 4.7) covers legally binding agreements

between DOE and the regulators at individual sites. The very existence of these

agreements is a result of the change in mission with its change to public and legal

scrutiny and accountability.

The concerns expressed by stakeholders about compliance agreement

suggest four needs for EM: the need to press key stakeholders for a workable

national process to set cleanup priorities and standards, the need to negotiate

achievable and nationally equitable agreements with both site and HQ

partiapation, the need to manage the resources required for compliance with

broader acceptance of the uncertainty inherent in cleanup, and the need to develop

a constructive relationship with overseers-a corollary of the need for greater trust

and credibility.

3.5 l“he M~age ment of Charwe

Stakeholders are hardly unaware that EM has been subjected to major

changes and that more changes are likely. They are realistic about the difficulty of

bringing about change, but they are hardly admiring of the way “management” has

understood the difficulty of and managed the change.
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Stakeholders recognize that there is a common human resistance to change,

as illustrated by the following quotations:

Folks that came here in the Manhattan Project in 1943 when they were 21 years
old, and they are now in their mid-60s or older, and they did everything that they

- were asked and belimeci that everything they did was for the ben#it of the country ...
And to ask them to m& some changes now, that is real hard forthose folks and
many of them have re@d to.

Local Business

.,, with changes comes turmoil-transition or change is not easily accommtited by
the human being. I mean there are enough studieson that...

DOE FO

... you start dealing in this culture and there’s a iot of sensitivity. “That’s my
world and don ‘t come in and challenge it. Its not going to go away, because it’s
important, because I’m doing it. ” You get a lot of those little tu~doms all over the
place.

Contractor

They also recognize the difficulty of changing an organization when the

organization adopts a new mission or methods:

Basically there tauk to be a conflict between the needed time for responsiveness and
the organizational capability. In other words, things need to be done on a step
change basis, and the organi=tion’s capability is usually a ramp change basis. So
you have an expectation gap.

Contractor

They suddenly expect instant success and that’s not the real world.
DOE FO

Contractors for years havebeen running DOE, and DOE’s been watchingfiom the
sideiines. Now we’re trying to repair that and run the show and call the shots. It’s
hard to change, but needs to be changed. But we’ve got to have enough people to
ovemee; they ‘ve got to be trained, have expertzke.

DOE HQ

It takes ten years, maybe fifteen to get an organization turned around.
Contractor
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[When the new contractor came on, the site] had one culture, one project. Now that
totally changed in midstream. So they ‘ve had to undergo a change of ways, a
difference ofattitude. So a lot of people, a lot of organizations representing a lot of
peopie, have had to be confrontti witha drastic change. Not easy to coordinate all
those ideas.

Labor

Criticism of how change has been managed came most frequently but not

exclusively from contractors. For example, there is this matched sek

The shock treatment was necessary to bring raalcultural change. The Admiral
really did have to shake things. But there’s a time to stop shaking and replant the
trees.

Contractor

We needed an Admiral Watkins to come in and shake this place up silly, And he’s
done that. But we now need to move on in a more measured, more managed, more
focused approach. It’s time for the bentings and tortures to end, and it’s time to
mme forward as an organization, recognizingthat.

DOE HQ

Watkins has gone through a process totally demoralizing to the staff that he had.
The staff with a lot of competentpeople was just guttd. He’s taken authority
away, been arbitrary with them, 1+ them not knowing what theyweredoing and
where they were going.

Congressional Stajf

More typical are the two following comments by contractors at the site and

at corporate headquarters, respectively

Anybcxiy who took any basic courses in how to manage chanp”ng organizations, we
harw violated just about every basic principleof it. Poor communication, poor
dirti”on as far as why we’re making the change and what the value we’re going to
get@r making the change, not allowed to buy in or even up front communication.

The organizational structure and how they want to manage this program is still
evolving and chan~”ng. So there’s not a welld@ed framework in which we can
do business. And that crmtes a lot of opportunity~ change. Creates
opportunities for unclear direction in some cases. And maybe even specifically
uncimr as to who’s really in charge.

)
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Another issue of change at the sites--short-term change or volatility-has

been brought up by both contractor and DOE field people:

Even during budgeting, day-tcday technical operations change.
Contractor

There has not been good gffort by DOE to establish clear priorities. Everything is a
priority. Priorities are not clearly established and not formallydocumented. And
they change weekly.

DOE FO

DOE expectationsare unckuzror constantly changing, given multiple layers of
DOE on site reporting to multiple layers at HQ.

Contractor

These stakeholder views show that change is a continuing way of life in EM

even if the changes now are less dramatic than the changes that accompanied the

new mission and the new organization and management systems established for

that mission.

The difficulty of accomplishing change seems to have kn seriously

underestimated by DOE management and by observers inside and outside EM.

One result has been public overoptimism by DOE, in the early EM years at least,

about what could be accomplished and when. Failure to perform has further

impaired DOE’s credibility. Changes less profound than EM has experienced take

“at least 5 to 10 years to complete” according to GAOS recent survey of nine long-

establishecl companies in the more change-tolerant private sector: GAO (1992b).

EM was a new-born only about three years ago.

Our interpretation of DOE’S behavior echoes that of a DOE consultant

reporting on a survey of federal employees at the Richland field office:
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It is our opinion that the Department of Energy, while legitimately needing
to set a new agenda to reflect current realities, has consistently
underestimated the impact of that agenda on the people of the department.
While all change is resisted and is uncomfortable, managing the transition
in terms of mitigating the negative impacts of the change on people
ultimately serves the organization’s purposes in terms of commitment and
ease of implementation.

Griffiths (1992)

Expecting EM to function efficiently and effectively, even if it were

impeccably organized and managed-and no interviewee or published evaluation

has made that charge--seems quite unrealistic in the short life of EM to date.

Expressions of disappointrnent about EM’s performance often arise out of EM’s

failure to meet expectations and commitments that were unrealistic from the

beginning.

In seeking to organize and manage itself more effectively, EM (as other

agencies have done) looks to the academics and to the private sector as sources of

help in understanding and managing change. Here too it is wise for EM to have

realistic expectations.

The help that EM management can get in dealing with change is limited by

two considerations. Firsk

. . . organizational theorists have produced much more work, and work of
greater depth and intellectual sophistication, on the recalcitrance of
organizations and their people-how and why they resist change--than on
the change process.

Kanter (1983)

And second, most of that work has dealt with business organizations rather than

with the public sector. AS Alan Campbell points out, in quoting Wallace Sayre

approvingly:
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There are many, many similarities between public administration
business management, and all of them are trivial.

Campbell (1992)

Despite those two caveats, there are approaches for EM to use in

and

intrtiucing changes more effectively. The most obvious approach is to devote

more effort to the human and organizational consequences of change. That effort

would try to anticipate the threats, risks, and rewards of change as perceived by

the individuals affected. It would establish a teaching/learning program designed

to help alter organizational habits (no easy task) consistent with the change sought.

It would make clear the connection between the changes and the goals of the

organization, both long-and short-term. And it would involve other stakeholders

to the extent that their expectations of EM might be affected by change.

Another approach is research. For example, how might existing change

management models be modified (or new models developed) to fit EM

circumstances? Or, what is the EM organization’s capacity for learning (and thus

adapting to change) and what might be done to increase that capaaty?
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4.1 Onzanizational Desi ~ and Fit

John S. Carroll

Abstract

The DOE family of headquarters, field offices, and
contractors is an interdependent set of systems and subsystems that
must carry out a complex set of tasks. Organization anaiysts direct
attention to the congruence or fit among tasks, people, formal
organization, and informal organization. This paper examines the
perceptions of misfit that emerge from the interviews, including the
match between individual and organizational goals, task demands
and organization member skills, task uncertainties and
organization structure, and so forth.

Several of the more serious expressions of misfits are:
widespread uncertainty and disagreement about how DOE
functions and where it is goin~ considerable frustration about
personal goals and task accomplishment; shortage of expertise in
many places; a culture of blame and blame avoidance that inhibits
communication and risk-takin~ political battles among
headquarters groups and between line and staff; project
management systems not adapted to uncertain tasks; centralization
in conflict with exception-handling and differences among sites;
and bypassing of formal channels.

These perceptions of misfit must be understood in the
context of the larger structure of the components of DOE and the
interrelationships among these components. Vast changes at DOE
in response to a changing environment of stakeholders and
institutions have made these interrelationships more difficult to
manage. Headquarters’ efforts to solve problems in the field may
have contributed to other problems or exacerbated the original
problems.

Any organization, machine, person, or society has parts that work

together--systems and subsystems organized to carry out activities. How well

DOE performs its production and clean-up tasks and satisfies its stakeholders

over time depends on the effectiveness of the systems and subsystems and also
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on the coordination or fit among the parts-t~whole and the interdependent

systems. In this paper, we describe some features of the DOE system and the

way they fit together, from the viewpoint of stakeholders within and outside the

system. The primary focus will be on EM activities, although it will frequently be

necessary to talk about DOE as a whole. Further, since the real “work’ of EM is

carried out by contractors, we consider the organization to include DOE HQ,

field and site offices, and contractors.

4.1.1 ConceDtual Framework for Analvsi~

4.1.1.1 A Cavest

The concept of fit is naturally prescriptive and normative: it is better for

parts to fit together well than poorly. However, fitness concepts should be used

cautiously as investigative tools rather than requirements for good organization.

This is true for several reasons: (1) perceptions of misfit may not be realistic; (2)

complaints about the organization may be symptoms of a different type of misfit

(unhappy workers) or indications of temporary dislocations due to ongoing

change; (3) some misfit is inevitable in any organization, and efforts to “fix”one

problem may cause other problems that the “misfit”was handlin~ e.g., delays

can have positive effects (see Section 4.6, Delays); (4) a certain amount of short-

run misfit may be functional in the long-run by maintaining incentives for

improvement and indicating ongoing learning and experimentation, which

produces failures as well as successes. Nevertheless, the analysis of fit or

alignment usefully directs attention at issues that are causing anxiety, are

perceived as troublesome, or demand extra work and improvisation from

organization members.
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4.1.1.2 Macro and Micro Fit

. ..

Questions of fit can usefully be divided into two domains: the macro fit

between the organization, its environment, and the strategy it develops to

succeed, and the micro fit among the components of the organization that are

assembled to carry out the strategy (and which influence the development of

strategy). DOE, which historically had very good macro fit to the clear demands

of defense production, became seriously misaligned to the new environment of

multiple stakeholders whose demands had to be met (see Section 3, EM’s Arena).

The new goals, strategy, and tasks could not be accomplished with an

unchanged organization. Indeed, severe organizational (micro) fit issues

emerged because the nature of the new organization was not (and is not) well

understood and the transition is extremely difficult.

Because macro fit issues directly involve the relationships to external

stakeholders (for example, the alignment between DOE goals and Congressional

demands) that have been summarized elsewhere (see Section 3, EM’s Arena),

this paper is limited to the micro fit issues.

4.1.1.3 Micro Fit Issu~

The components of micro fit are generally considered to be the Tasks that

organization members must carry out, the People in the organization, the Formal

Organization of goals, rewards, and structured roles, and the Informal

Organization of personal relationships, informal communication, social activities,

and culture: Chatman (1989); Nadler & Tushman (1991). Organizational analysis

generally proceeds by examining the alignment between each pair of these four
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components (little is added by multi-way alignment and organizations generally

know how to address single-component issues):

People --

People -

People -

Tasks -

Tasks -

Formal -

Formal Organization (congruence of individual and organizational

goals, clarity of perception of organization structures)

Tasks (congruence of task demands with individual skills and needs)

Informal Organization (congruence of individual needs with informal

goals, norms, and rewards)

Formal Organization (congruence of goals, rewards, and roles with

task demands)

Informal Organization (how the informal organization helps or hinders

task performance)

Informal Organization (whether goals, rewards, and structures of the

informal organization are consistent with formal goals, rewards, and

structures)

4.1.2 Observations About DOE Alimtments

PeoDle - Formal Orszanization Fit

Partly due to rapid change, and partly due to the increased complexity of

the DOE mission, organization members are uncertain about how to do their job.

There are many different opinions about the organization, different

understanding of its structure and varied expectations about its future. Further,

individuals find that their personal and career goals may conflict with the

1
I

I
I
I
I
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organizational goals; it is hard for DOE to satisfy the needs of different

individuals while achieving its mission.

● ‘l’here is consicierable ciisagreement and uncertainty about the organization

and how it works. Aspects of the organization do not make sense to

observers and members experience conflicting demands.

[DOE 1doesn ‘t exist as an agency. There are a bunch ofagencies that
have been glommed together.

National Activist

Training either starts, stops, or is changed or redirected in midstream...
then people become real anxious when they simply don ‘t have a strong
sense of what is happening to them..

Labor

SEN 6 and some of the letters tell me that the line is now having
responsibility for environmental safety and health and I am a support
organizationto those folks, yet we’ve got a Tiger Team who is now
quoting 5482.lb which says that the manager is responsible.

DOE FO

The GAO report on DOE includes statements by Joseph Hezir of OMB that

“when you look within the Department, you often find that the various

management roles and responsibilities are unclear, to put it mildly”, GAO

(1991c). The Ahearne Committee adds, “Confusion and frustration at the

local level have resulted from the current approach”, ACNFS (1991).

● There are different views of centralization. Some see it as a temporary phase,

others as a permanent overcorrection. Most suggest that centralization went

too far.

That’s why the Admiral put out the SEN-15..,Field o/fices were not doing
the job theyshould ‘ve been doing, but they have overreacted.

Contractor
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Decentralization woufd take place once the confidence level is high enough
at headquarters to give someof it back to the field ofices.

State Oficial

● There is Uncertainty about Whether the+organization will continue in its

present form after Watkins and Duffy.

[Watkins and Dujfy need to consider who they are] putting in positions of
responsibility and authority after they be gone.

Contractor

The next secretary ...will probably decide we need to decentralize.
DOE FO

● There is some incongruence between individual and organizational goals. It

is difficult to change the mission and rely on the same people to carry it out.

There are a lot of people now... who arejhner defense program people.
Retrends we call them.

National Activist

They see thez”rprincipal mission still to be nuclw weapons and nuclear
weapons production.

Local Activist

[Chnge W extr~ely threatening to themiddle~YIj!P#wt PeOPZeO

The National Research Counal (1989) ak states that ~ntractor staff are

“accustomed to the old attitude that production automatically takes

pre-ce over health, safety, and environmental goals”.

. Many people want more autonomy, partiapation, and trust; the organization

appears to be increasingly centralized and mistrustful. This has frustrated

and demoralized some organization members. This is related to aspects of

Credibility and Trust in Section 4.2.

I
I
I
I
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[Watkins] has gone through a process totally demoralizing to the stafl... it
was just gutted,a /ot of very conzpetent people.,. but he’s taken authority
away porn them.

Congressional Staff

They don ‘t understand why mery week there’s someone looking wer tha”r
~ shoulder with the clipboard... they got a group ofpeopiewho think that

they [the oversight groups] are only coming because they [the workers]
have been unsumessjid.

Contractor
.

You ‘ve got ten people looking at something and signing it.. you havetaken
away the ownership and responsibility of the people preparing the work.

Contractor

The Ahearne Committee (1991) writes:

... to make the best of the experience gained in restructuring the
Department’s safety posture, to acknowledge failures when they
occur, and to derive the benefits of the accumulated experience of
the work force... management [must be] receptive to information
from below, both good and bad... The pattern is set at the highest
levels.

● The interesk of beltway contractors are best served by identifying many

problems, especially those for which they can recommend solutions, thereby

providing themselves with work.

We had gotten dinged at the M environmental audit... by a consultant...
And the EPA [rep”onal] inspector,.. had never raked an issue... [There are
many examples ofl individual interpretations of regulations... one guy
with a prejudice, with an axe to grind.

Contractor

● Employees are afraid that new contracting arrangements will put them out of

work.

They think by dispersing the current work firce that will relieve them of
long-term liabilities, because they then can hire mom and pop outfits
under the minority awards procedure.

Mor
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4.1.2.2 Pede - Tasks Fit
I

EM poses new and complex tasks for DOE. Construction projects and

defense programs, although also large and expensive, are more routine and have

relatively-straightforward steps in their execution (see Section 4.4, Project

Management). EM activities involve considerable uncertainties on both technical

and political (stake~older) grounds regarding the extent of clean-up, the ultimate

uses of the area, the technical capabilities for measuring and ameliorating, etc.

(see Section 4.3, Impediments). Thus, major concerns exist regarding the new

expertise needed, and where it should be placed, at DOE HQ field, and

contractors.

@ DOE is shorthanded and short of expertise, due to the Federal wage structure,

clearance requirements, and the nature of the industries that compete for

employees.

lt [DOE] maybe a little better now, because they ‘ve gotten some special
dispensations from Congress to go out and hire senior management. But
it lacks a lot of the technical expertise given the arars that it’s into. And
that can’t help but be a poorly managed department, given the quality of
the personnel they have now.

National Activist

[Field offices have been] emasculated, redly, as a result 4 the last couple of
years of transition.

DOE FO

I don ‘t have strong enough managers as heads of some of the offices.
DOE HQ

The Aheame Committee (1991) agrees that DOE “in some respects is

demoralized and weakened in talent.” The GAO report offers statements

from Senate staff that “DOE has lost much internal expertise and talent in the

past decade”, GAO (1991c). The National Research Counal (1989) adds that

“when their on-the-job training begins to make new DOE technical employees

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
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I
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4 effective, they become prime recruiting targets for the contractors and other

segments of private industry”.

● Key DOE positions are filled with contractors and political appointments who

lack the expertise and experience to carry out their assignments.

[Watkins] is closing down channels of communication.. with the Hill and
with the public... in the name of efficiency, but he doesn ‘t have the chain of
command that the Nay has because four out offive employeesare
contract employees.

Congressional Staff

The people that came out from headquarters weren ‘t really headquarters
people ...[mostly] the Beltway peopie,,. They don ‘t have the knowledge of
the facility.

Contractor

[program secretarial officers] have the responsibility but yet don ‘t

discharge their accountability. And in ejfect you have a political appointee
who is responsible for the operation of a DOE site. And a lot of them are
not trained in Management 101.

DOE FO

In the 1991c GAO report, Senate staff quotes from a prior Senate report that:

In law and in theory, the use of contractors to assist in the central
planning and management tasks of government is to be limited to a
temporary or intermittent basis... In fact, contractors have come to
serve as a permanent work force for Federal energy programs.

It is unclear whether the contractors have the expertise for the new tasks. The

variation in perception may relate to variations among sites or particular

occupational categories.

The expertise is with the contractor. State O/ficiaf

I don ‘tthink they(the contractors] have nenr the talent pod that washere
ten years ago... try to find a lot of chemical processingtypeengz”neers
...[wholcmbine nuclear with chemical processing.

DOE FO
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The contractor people... have problems with technical depth of the staff... If
a guy takesoff to get another job, you don ‘tfind another one... so readily.

DOE FO

● Further, there are concerns whether ERMCS will hire small companies with

even less expertise or commitment. Again, this is related to Section 4.2,

Credibility and Trust.

Privatization to us means subcontractors... that don ‘t p“ve a shit about
training, hadth and safety.

Labor

4.1.2.3 Peode - Informal Or~anization Fit

Within the interviews are expressions of needs and wishes from DOE and

contractor personnel. These needs include long-term security, challenging work,

recognition and status. The mistrustful and blaming atmosphere at DOE seem to

conflict with these needs.

. There is a culture of blame that prevents seeking challenges, cooperation,

undermines security and fails to give recognition (see Section 4.2, Credibility

and Trust).

DOE has a histmy of pointing the finger at the prime contractor and
sacrificing them like a sacrificial lamb.

Weare try”ng to establish a lot of teaming between ourselves and the
contractors. Weare trying to put in a total quality management
environment... It g“ves people operating envelopes to work in. That
doesn ‘texisttoday... You want to ensure that youdon‘t screw up.
Because the accountability is high, and it’s a search @ the guilty one.

DOE FO

The idea of brin~”ng the team together to work on a problem? Has not
occurredhere. You know, it’s not Leo’s style.

DOE HQ

9
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hI the past lhwe was a very deliberate effort.on the part of the contractors
not to keep DOE informed of the problems at the site.,, It has been an
evolving relationship where the contractor sees it’s in the best interest to
noti~ DOE of potential problems,

DOE FO

.TheAhearne Committee (1991) also finds that:

There appears to be a growing reluctance within DOE and
contractor organizations to identify problems or to admit lack of
progress to higher management, &cause this would appear
nonsupportive of management’s plan.., we have heard many
accounts suggesting upper management unwillingness to receive
bad news.

● HQ disparages the FOS.

How could the field possibly know anything? That’s the attitude back
there. And 1’1/tel~you it comes out loud an clear in Watkins’ stafl
meetings, It’s them versus us, okay?

DOE FO

The Admiral had told the world that the [DOE] people were a bunch of
turkeysjknn top to bottom... The Admiral has settled down it seems like.

Contractor

. Office politics create uncertainty and anxiety.

[Leo D@ is] Empire building.
Federal Agency

[The headquarters groups] want to have their own turf, and it doesn ‘t
seem to be a common gal... Each one has got their mm agenda.

Contractor

. Newcomers don’t understand how the work is done, both the formal and

informal systems.

They need to sit you down when you first come here and run you through
a course... here is who you correspond with,,. just knowing who’s who,
who do you deal with.

DOE FO
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[We need] seasoned managers .Jfor] cutting through the bureaucracy,
maybe shavingcorners a little..., interpreting,workingwith the
regulators... We just don ‘t have that.

DOE FO

. . .Z4 Tasks - Formal OXVanization Fi~

EM faces a wide variety of uncertain tasks. These tasks vary substantially

by site in terms of the nature of clean-up, the ongoing activities prcduang waste,

the EPA and state demands and local stakeholders, the particular M&O

contractor or contractors, and so forth. There are indications that the formal

organization, including typical management procedures, articulated goals, and

lines of authority, are not aligned with the demands of these tasks (although

better aligned with defense production).

● Project management and budgeting procedures, developed for structured

projects such as construction, are not well-adapted for uncertain tasks (see

Section 4.4, Project Management).

The whole order was built around building a project, likea nuclear power
plant. And extrapolating that and trying to adapt it to chinning up dirt,
where you don ‘t know what the components ofwhatyou haveto Am up,
is difficultand has been a cludlenge... we ‘re getting our plans in shape.

Contractor

Nobcniy ever goes back to the project manager and says you built a piece of
crup, technicallyit won ‘t run... They are accountable for costs and
schaiuling. They can go back and say that the technology came from these

Contractor

The agreed-to time-frames are now driving the system.
DOE FO

Unplanned work requests.. The smallest number we had... wfi 25%.
in some programs it was as much as 70 or 80% of their budgets.

Contractor

And

I
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The budget process, iti the Congress here, is Gtwo year l.mdgetprocess...
YOUeither do a phased basis, with a finite scope. And that may not satis~
the legal requirement. Or you estimate on the basis ofsatisfiing the legal
requirement, with an unknown quantity. ..the confidence level is km in
your estimate.

DOE HQ

A budget cannot be released until the President submits the budget to
Congress in January ... and no drafl material in the budget can be released
because that thing has to be a plan.

DOE HQ

In the GAO report (1991c), Joseph Hezir from OMB argues that DOE:

..must complete for limited budgetary resources...in an annual
cycle. So it becomes very difficult to plan and to execute expensive,
multi-year projects in that kind of environment.

OTA report (1991) adds thati

DOE agreements with EPA and States contain various
environmental restoration plans and milestones,.. However, the
budgetary process does not ensure that this funding will be
available.

● Technical requirements are not specifiable (see Section 4.3, Impediments) yet

sites are held accountable for meeting them.

DOE wants the M&O contractors to sign a certification that they’ve not
added any additional radioactivity above background... without the
technical input that suys our instrumentation’s only so good... I mean
you ‘re really talkingsomeheavy duty liability.

Contractor

The technical uncertainties are on the inputs, both the type and vo2ume,
and on the output, mostly what the requirements are going to be. But the
time scale... is such that we really have to go ahend before we know those
answers.

Contractor

They are not too accepting when research comes and says now wait a
minute and we ’11have a solution for you in a year or two... one message
being given to the troops says hurry up and get it done.

DOE FO
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The Aheame Committee (1991) adds, “the goal has not been defined in terms

that will enable determining when the goal has been achieved”.

● Decentralization of EPA does not match centralization of DOE. %me people

suggest that EPA should become more centralized, while most think DOE

should become more decentralized (see Section 4.7, Compliance Agreements).

EPA would like to have the flexibility to develop cZausesas they see fit at
every site... there is no mechanism [at DOE] for negotiating on a site-by-
site basis [about mixed waste].

Congressional Staff

You ‘ve got to negotiate on a region by regz”onbasis... That starts with a
little bit of the decentralization ... he’s [Watkins] not ready to let go yet.

Contractor

DOE headquarters “can see how the decentralization approach that EPA
has for regulation is providing dijferent guidance to different areas of the
country” and should get EPA to provide “uniform guidanceout to [its]
various regions.

DOE FO

Centralized orders do not acknowledge differences among sites.

Some DOE orders “appear to beredundant with existing regulations,
many have requirements that are not applicable to [this site], because
they ‘re redly geared @r some of these great big sites.

State O@id

There are some orders written with the big llVEL we fuility in mind and
are not applicableto me, but literally, I am obliged to implement them.

DOE FO

The National Research Counal (1989) report argues that

DOE facilities... differ significantly from each other... An order that
provides concrete directions at one type of faality will not
necessarily be appropriate at another.

)
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The Ahearne Committee (1991) adds thah

... .

,.””

An environmental impact statement on the total cleanup program is
inconsistent with the localized nature of cleanup decision making.

● Each site is responsible for a wide range of tasks that are authorized and

controlled by different parts of EM or DOE. Thus, each site receives

overlapping and potentially-conflicting demands without the authority to

reconale these demands at a local level (see Section 4.6, DOE-Contractor
●

Relationship).

[Leo must] help prioritize both for his stajfand for the field... at the field...
we ‘re getting inundated with demands... You need to have a line
organization [with] someone at headquarters in my program.

DOE FO

I hmen ‘t been able to get an agreement. BetweenEM, EH, NS and all the
other ~OUpS.

DOE FO

All these vicepresidents men, and each one of them has got a little piece of
the pie... they got award fee items that their counterpart in the Department
of Energy says this is... for you. Sometimes they ‘re conflicting
requirements. They‘refighting real hard to get theirs done.

Contractor

[The Contractml, as a customer, ought to respond to one boss... the [fie&il
ojfice... I saw conflicts in orders, compliance agreements, regulations or
whatever... Or, really it may come through the [field] ofice, but there’s
inadequate time for them to reevaluate.

Contractor

The DOE came ajler them in waves from Headquarters... Then along came
a Headquarters group, let’s say it’s EM, and they evaluated what the local
DOE did. And then EH... And then along came NS... evaluated what EH,
and EM, and the local DOE did.

Contractor
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The National Research Council (1989) writes

.

A process must still exist by which unavoidable conflicts can be
confronted between production targets and health, safety, and
environmental obligations in the face of limited resources of

“ budgets, faalities, and personnel... the Secretary’s reorganization
plan does not yet adequately address how these conflicting needs
are to be reconciled.

● There are many exceptions, and each exception or problem is raised to a very

high level to be resolved, which greatly retards task accomplishment. This is

directly related to Section 4.7, Delays.

The frord ofice at DOE doesn ‘t delegate.
Congressional Stafi

Nobody in the system wants to takeresponsibility for anything [so it goes
up to Watkins]

DOE FO

To get refief@n a procedure [exceptions],,.thereis no place to find
responsibility.

DOE FO

It takes time to get through the DOE chnin of command to Admiral
Watkins to determine whether, quote, DOE headquarters wants to pay for
it [DOE requirements beyond OSHA requirements] or not. ”

Contractor

[Pubiic aflairs can ‘t] respond to inquiries or be proactive ...when you have
to go pzss through Wahington [fir approval].

DOE FO

The National Research Counal (1989) writes

We were informed that all budget issues relating to environmental
and safety issues are routinely referred to the ASDP, and often to
the Undersecretary, for resolution... not all issues can or should be
addressed at the highest levels in the Department.

I
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...a noticeably longer time was required to obtain even routine
environmental reports... apparently because DOE HQ wants to
review information put out by FOS before making it available to the

“ public

. Reorganizations occur to answer specific problems without considering the

overall tasks. Thus, implementation of change is not planned and managed

appropriately.

[If thereis a problem], our response is to ... try to reorganize... [but
reorganization] is not being done to support some initial or some chdy
thought out goal or objective.

Contractor

Leo doesn ‘t get the document he wants, so insttxuiof calling up [the site
head] and telling him..., he puts in another guy to rwim things. That’s
not makingthe guy that produced it accountable. That’s making
somebody else accountable for my action.

DOE FO

. Priorities are not clear (see Section 4.3, Impediments).

We are under DOD... We should be excluded... as an environmental
thing,

DOE HQ

DOE is conflictedabout resuming ops or complying with RCRA and
cleanup... Thereis a lack of communication between local management
and HQ people. The messages are usually mixed. It depends on who you
tafk to.

State Oficial

The job of environmental clean-up is somewhat nebulous in nature to
be~”nwith...[Wedon ‘t have] a clear vision, a clear mission...If people are
going to sit down and do a reorganization, at least let people know why
you ‘re doing this, and what exactly you intend to achieve by it.
Communication of organizational goals... allowing... the opportunity to
take ownership for a local organizational goal.

Contractor
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● Contracting and liability arrangements are produang anxiety (see Section 4.5,

DOE<ontractor Relationships and Section 4.7, Compliance Agreements).

And I hate to see us get to that where rules and their impacts and/or
implementing the work gets so hide-bound in each trying to protect their
position that everything is very explicit correspondence... Certainly [our
company] will not want to be expaed.

Contractor

One of the most destructive things we do around here is the cost plus
award fee... instead @ “ISthis the right thing to do?”

Contractor

The National Research Council (1989) notes that, “unlike most government

organizations... DOE orders may become effective during the term of a contract

and prescribe new requirements”. The NRC (1989) also observed that as DOE

“narrows the indemnification it offers its contractors, it creates the prospect that a

contractor might incur substantial loss for noncompliance”.

Tasks - Informal Or~anization Fit

Organization charts and procedure manuals do not fully describe how

tasks are accomplished. The informal organization includes all the

communication channels and working relationships that are not on the charts.

For example, unions are well aware that they can disrupt production simply by

“working to rule;’ which means doing onlywhat the formal roles and rules

speafy. The complex tasks newly assigned to DOE require good working

relationships among many parts of the DOE family. However, relationships to

HQ seem particularly difficult, and may interfere with task accomplishment.

● Good working relationships seem to develop at the local level more readily

than between HQ and sites (see Section 4.5, DOE<ontractor Relationships

and Section 4.7, Compliance Agreements).
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Once youget a good site team together and 1 think that we’re getting that
here at Fernald.,, DOE internal reviews now are just eating up time and
resources,

-.

State Oficial

Whenever we’ve had direct interface with the reguiiztors, the meetings
have been fairly good... problems usually only arise, the higher the... issue
is raised in the government bureaucracies of the state or DOE or whatever,
the more, as I suy, tisues of manhood arise,

Contractor

● However, HQ needs to monitor and control these local relationships without

undermining the local organization or implying mistrust.

The contractor understands the DOE fieki people, and I think that gets to
be a problem when it looks to making some crucial decisions about,
particularly where the EM programs are going to go,

Contractor

● The politicking and power struggles at HQ and in the field sites may interfere

with task accomplishment.

Different camps at headquarters trying to establish who has the power
base... Th6e people create lots of new management tools... So these
multitudes of things... we are struggling to try to satisfy them all.

DOE FO

You have seen a certain level of tu~ battles... there is uncertainty as to
who is responsible for certain actirn”tiesun”thinthefield ojfice, whether it’s
the site ojfice, whether it’s the field i?fice, whether its management... if
thereare turf battles at the field office level, then there are turf battles at
the headquarters level.

State Official

4.1.2.6 Formal-Informal Or~anization Fit

The informal organization may support the formal organization by filling

the gaps, but the informal organization may conflict with the formal organization

if they call for divergent activities. DOE seems to have developed ad hoc ways of

doing things that bypass the formal organizational channels and crea:e
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conflicting lines of authorit y between HQ staff and line. Although the formal

organization is possible to change by fiat, the informal organization is more

difficult to change without cooperation from those whose roles and status are

changing.

● There is extensive bypassing of formal channels of communication and

authority, which leads to confusion and annoyance.

If you got a management structure, let’s use it. Or let’s fix it. tit’s not
bypass it... Got ail these people in this organization and nobody trusts
anybody.

DOE FO

A lot of stuff was sent to [I-IQstafl directly like that without going
through the [field ofjicel... 1had told my people don ‘t call him, if he calls
you tell him to call the [field office].

Contractor

SEN6-91 set that up... We no !onger have the managers reporting to the
front office... b’s speciai assistants feel they have a mandate to deal
directly with our contractors.

DOE FO

If Leois going to persist on picking up the phone and talking to [his
contacts, then the recent reorganization]... won ‘t work.

DOE FO

So if thej?eid office is sending something directly to Leo’s staf, they ‘re not
even ~“ving us a copy of it.

DOE I-IQ

There was not communication between DOE [field office] and DOE [site
@e], but there was between DOE [field office] and [the contractor].

DOE FO

. The line and staff seem to be in conflict, and this contributes to delays (see

Section 4.6, Delays).

[DOE he~quarters has] a palace guard. It is very hard to talk to Admirai
Watkins... and the only ones that can really work through those barriers
are [a very fm people like Leo].

Contractor
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Leo should be looking to [his DAS’S] but [his stafl are trying to do the
management @nction that reaily should be delegated to the associate
directors.

DOE FO

[Our upper managers] go straight to staff to get something done because
they need it done now, and middle imei management doesn ‘t know
anything about it.

DOE FO

● Contract requirements are used as a game to avoid responsibility (see Section

4.5, DOE-Contractor Relationships and Section 4.7, Compliance Agreements).

Contractors “learned to protect themselves,.. by sending to us their
requirements, and in some cases they are quite large.

DOE FO

The contractor co-operated is this ploy by the contractors to get out of
being under Resource Consemation and Recovery Act (RCRA). ~

Local Activist

DOE’s cleariy searching forways to make contractors more responsible or
accountable to thez”run”ll.... And it al! stems j%rn, I think, the basic -)
contractual relationship they have, where the contractors have the upper
hand by definition.

Congressional Staff

● Informal goals of avoiding blame are best served by preventing information

flow, whereas the formal goals are best served by enhanced information flow.

Information flow is also a key aspect of trust (see Section 4.2, Credibility and

Trust).

[DOE is] supposed togive out this information... but on the waste
management part of EM... they ‘re worried about the legal implications.

Laal Activist

We reproductxi a report,,. in our attempt to be open to talk.., and it has
basically been held up in Headquarters because they are afraid it is going
to get bad press.

Contractor
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The tiger team told us up j+ont, anything that they find, they’re going to
turn over to the Justice Department... and then immediately the legal folks
shut down communications. And then the tiger team says, “Well, we ‘re
going to bent you up for that. ”

Contractor

. It is difficult to change old ways of doing things (see Section 3, EM’s Arena).

[It took 10 yeurs for the Navy nuclear and civilian nuclear pro~ams to
change conduct of operations], we’re tying to do thut in a year here.

Contractor

[YOU‘re changing] the system and... people’s way of doing things they’ve
been doing for forty years.

Contractor

4.1.3 Indications

Admittedly, it is difficult to make unambiguous interpretations of the

above issues. Each example of a misfit maybe an incorrect personal impression,

a symptom of something else, a temporary situation brought about by rapid

change, or an equilibrium that is avoiding even worse problems. Further, micro-

fit problems may not be solvable through micro-adjustments such as new hirin~

trainina reorganization, or new procedures. Instead, the real problems maybe

at the macro-level, where inconsistencies among local demands and

Congressional mandates may simply be reflected within the DOE family.

However, the analysis of stakeholder perceptions in this framework has allowed

us to raise important issues for discussion and further research.

4.1.3.1 Kev Role of Informal Or~anization

Typically, the informal organization is the most flexible and adaptable

part of the systems and subsystems that do the work. Tasks and people remain

fried in place for years; changes in the formal organization are often attempted

i
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from the top down, and often disappoint their designers. Sometimes, the

informal organization acts to preserve work patterns when formal changes are

made (paperwork changes but real work does not). Whether the informal

organization helps or hinders task performance depends on whether the

competencies and needs of organization members are aligned with organization

goals.

For example, would decentralizing authority to field sites make the system

work better? This would seem to satisfy the site personnel who want more

authority and resources and less interference from HQ. They then have

flexibility to deal with the specifics of the local site. However, there is the danger

that the contractors or other local actors (EPA, states, localities) would act in their

own interests without sufficient guidance from the national perspective of DOE,

and push for infeasible goals or resist the national agenda for change.

4.1.3.2 Headauarters’ Remonses to Field Problems

DOE HQ has made numerous efforts in the past years to identify the

sources of perceived problems and to reorganize, staff, train, and define new

procedures and orders to improve functioning. In short, HQ has made their own

diagnoses of fit and misfit and reacted on the basis of their own insights and

theories of the organization. Generally these interventions have been prompted

by the insights and beliefs of a few top administrators (e.g., Watkins and DuffY).

However, HQ actions are reported to have created their own problems

and side-effects or to have exacerbated the existing problems, It is difficult to

control a large, complex system. Many actions have no apparent effect because

the system readjusts to retain its accustomed habits. Other actions have some

impact, but may have unintended, unpredicted impacts. In essence, organization
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change is like empirical medicine--you try a remedy and wait to see what

happens. For example, HQ may add a staff person, reorganize, or issue an order,

but the consequences of these remedies are uncertain.

In the following subsections, we suggest several instances in which HQ

actions produced new problems or worsened the original problem.

4.1.3.3 Trust and Centralization

The contractors had reasonable autonomy to carry out their weapons

production mission, protected behind a wall of national wmrity. FOS were small

and protective of the contractors. However, the shift in mission and

constituenaes meant that DOE would have to change dramatically in the way it

did business and the degree of control exercised over contractors (see Section 3,

EMs Arena).

Because Ha for whatever reasons, was no longer willing to trust the FOS

to supervise the contractors, they centralized authority at HQ (see Section 4.2,

Credibility and Trust). s were told that they were not up to the new task, and

that even minor decisions would have to be cleared with HQ.

The result of this organizational intervention was to further reduce the

capabilities of the FOS and demoralize their personnel. Good people were

frustrated and left; hiring and training of new people was difficult and absorbed

further resources. Personnel knew they would be monitored closely and

punished for mistakes so they took no chances and passed everything through to

HQ.

This is a kind of “death spiral” for the FOs-as they do less they become

less capable, more frustrated, less successful, more criticized by HCLand have

i
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more tasks and authority removed. This stops at some equilibrium level where

the FOs are doing minimal “pass-through paper-pushing” with less-qualified

personnel, or if personnel with loftier goals are successful at reversing the trend

through politicking or making a fuss, or if HQ decides that FOS have to be

stronger and more autonomous.

4.1.3.4 Compliance and Audits

Similarly, because HQ wanted to assure compliance and standardization

(see Section 4.3, Impediments and Section 4.7, Compliance Agreements), they

instituted an extensive system of audits and directives to create oversight of FO

and contractor activities (see Section 4.5, DOE<ontractor Relationships). Thus,

wave after wave of assessments rain down upon the FOs and contractors, and

FOs are also involved in staffing these assessments for sister offices.

However, this has the result of making the system more complex, with

more requirements and more paperwork. It is therefore harder to manage and

more difficult to accomplish the EM tasks. In short, resources are diverted from

complianm activities to the oversight process itself (preparing for oversight,

partiapating in it at own and other sites, etc.).

Further, the personnel being audited find that the audit process is punitive

and idiosyncratic. They believe that the repeated audits reflects headquarter’s

belief that they are failures. With lowered morale, they are less effective workers

and the good people tend to leave. The net result is that compliance activities are

less effective.
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4.1.3.S RaK)id Action and Bvuassirw the Line

Because HQ wants to get things done quickly, and doesn’t trust the line to

get things done, they bypass the line organization (see Section 4.2, Credibility

and Trust, and Section 4.6, Delays), HQ staff are given formal or informal

responsibility over line tasks, direct communication links are set up between staff

and contractors, and so forth (see Section 4.5, DOE<ontractor Relationships).

When the field does not respond to HQ satisfaction, HQ appoints another person

to do that task or oversee someone else doing it, thus accelerating that particular

task.

The impact on the line organization is again to undermine and demoralize

them. The real lines of authority become unclear, so that personnel no longer

know how to get authorization or how to resolve conflicting orders. As the

system becomes more complex, due to appointments and adjustments made to

solve speafic problems without attention to the larger administrative picture, it

therefore becomes more difficult to accomplish work in the long run. More and

more problems emerge, requiring more and more bypassing and tinkering with

staff assignments.

Conclus ion

Lacking detailed information about work activities, we cannot make

confident judgments about the importance and sources of these misfits. Nor can

we confidently generate alternative structures and processes that would be better

aligned within the organization and to its external environment. Typically, it is

hardest to learn about the people and the informal organization.
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Research can shrink some of these areas of ignorance. Comparative case

studies within DOE, or between DOE and other organizations, can be helpful in

understanding how one group has reduced its misfits to perform more

effectively than another. The comparisons can be of the misfits in internal

operations, or in relations with external groups, Several of the ideas described in

Section 6, Phase II Research Topics, incorporate this approach.

.-
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4.2 Credibility and Trust

Heidi A. Hahn

. ..”

Abstmct

Issues of DOE’s credibility and trust arise both within the
DOE family of stakeholders and with stakeholders external to
DOE. Inside the complex, credibility issues arise at HQ between
HQ and the field, and between both HQ/field and the contractors.
HQ issues are related to the split between DP and EM activities as
well as to rapid expansion and elitism. Field office vs HQ issues
are related mainly to the impacts/perceptions that arise from
centralization. DOE vs contractor issues are mainly related to
liability. For external stakeholders, DOE’s credibility hinges
primarily on mission-related issues (DP vs EM mission, secrecy,
and personnel), programmatic issues (commitments to cleanup),
issues related to oversight, and public relations issues (including
the need and mechanism for public exchange). It is often the case
that DOE must optimize its strategy of dealing with competing
requirements from stakeholders. Quite clearly, the issues
impacting DOE’s credibility are complex ones and ones in which
there is a great potential for backlash from one or more
stakeholder gToups.

The issues of credibility and trust mainly have to do with whether

stakeholders believe that DOE is honest in its representation of itself and its

activities and whether stakeholders are willing to commit responsibility for

environmental management and restoration activities to DOE without

misgivings. The honesty of DOE is maligned by stakeholders on three fronts:

(1) that DOE has lied about safety and environmental matters; (2) that DOE

has remained silent on environmental and public health matters, fearing

negative publicity, when they should have been forthcomin~ and (3) that

DOE has selectively released ES&H information so as to mislead the public.
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For 40 years they kept us blind and ignorant...We were lied to
and done wrong.

Labor

Additionally, though, there is the issue of credibility within the DOE

family, specifically in terms of how various organizational entities

(headquarters and field offices) view one another and how DOE (at any

organizational level) views and is viewed by its contractors. Conflicts of

credibility in this domain serve to exacerbate lack of confidence on the part of

external stakeholders, as described below.

. .21 Stalceholder Obse rvations on Credibility Issues Within DOE

Internal credibility problems exist largely in three domains: within

headquarters, field office vs headquarters, and contractors vs DOE.

Interestingly, speakers on this topic were not limited to FO, Ha and

contractor interviewees. Rather, as can be seen from the comments in the

following sections, other stakeholders often “took the view of” one of the

entities involved in the controversy.

1 Within Headauarte sr

Stakeholders discuss three major problems impacting DOE’s credibility

that arise within HQ. One is the split between DP and EM activities; another

is the rapid expansion of HQ activities and staff; and the third is elitism.

Stakeholders note that there are “too many masters” within DOE HQ.

With DP and EM struggling to define their roles and responsibilities, there

often seem to be power grabs in terms of budget, status, etc. Fear seems to be

the main driver here. It is widely recognized that, with the changing political -
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climate, DP is in decline--DP people recognize this and are trying to maintain

their turf.

EM, while on the rise, is still widely viewed as a stepchild, lacking the

prestige associated with the production side of the house. Several pieces of

evidence point to the lack of status of EM. First, in spite of the fact that EM

has the second largest budget in DOE, it has only been recently that Leo Duffy

was named an Assistant Secretary; and, that recognition was two years in the

making. Also, the Secretary is viewed as caring only about DP and “big

science.” Finally, it appears that EM does not get its fair share (i.e.,

proportional to its budget) of the ~s allocated to DOE by OMB.

1 think from the Secrets
%!

‘s standpoint, his interests lie in two
basic areas, Weapons an basic science. And so you see
emphasis on weapons and basic science, since there is an
interrelationship between the old weapons program and basic
science. Whereas, environmental restoration and waste
management, in the old environment did not have the same
“stature.” And now it’s demanding a major portion of the
Department’s budget.

DOE HQ

There is the perception that the two sides of the house do not talk to

one another because they are trying to protect their own interests. The net

effect of this, though, is that conflicting requirements (orders and standards)

and management systems are sent down to the field and contractors, making

DOE HQ appear unorganized and inefficient, thus, eroding its credibility at

lower levels.

DOE orders come from different groups, each with its own
requirements, that don ‘t talk to each other.

DOE FO

Centralization has resulted in increased responsibilities for HQ

perccmnel. It is widely recognized that there are too few technically qualified
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people available to fill the need. Hence, many former weaponeers are being

“retrained” for EM activities, not only at HQ, but in the field, and contractor

organizations as well. This is viewed with suspiaon by external stakeholders,

as described below. Within Ha though, there also appears to be a movement

to hire new employees away from regulatory agencies. This has not been

well-received internally; at least one interviewee referred to a policy of hiring

“regulator rejects.” A DOE employee who was formerly a regulator said:

Coming [to DOE HQ from a regulatory agency] I was viewed as
some pinko weirdo, a

P
y that was gom

i
to get in the way of

national security, T ings have change dramatically since then,
but there’s still a view that some of these re~uirements are an
add-on pain in the butt and have no possibility of being
beneficial or useful.

Further, although it is not clear whether the reasons for this are lack of

trust or unavailability of time or interest to invest in mmmunication, some

HQ interviewees reported feeling like “mushrooms.”

‘he02’‘ayf ‘“inithings, the collegial way of doing thin s, all
f55 [HQ] peep e COU1 know what was going on and why. A 350

!
eople can ‘t know currently what’s going on and why.
herefore, we run the risk of separation between the

ffmanagement and the sta the eeling that they ‘re mushrooms,
stuck in the dark and fe you know what.

DOE HQ

Finally, charges of elitism emerge in the criticism that only the

Secretary’s hand-picked staff are allowed to interact with Congress and with

the media, presumably because no one else is trusted.

That also gets back to the Secretary control problem, I mean,
people are not allowed to talk to us unless they go through [the
Congressional] liaison group in DOE.

Congressional Staff

The problem is that they beiieve on the seventh floor that only
they can handle Congressional relations.

Congressional Staff

)
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4.2.1.2 Field Office vs Headquarters

The most prevalent view here is that there has been pressure within

DOE to centralize functions at HQ because HQ personnel (particularly those at

the top of the organizational hierarchy) do not trust the FOS to perform

effectively. DOE HQ staff

on the part of some FOS.

justify centralization, citing examples of past laxness

At the local level, though, there is a perception that the ulterior motive

for centralizing functions at HQ is not that HQ is better able to handle the

work from either a technical or administrative standpoint (in fact, many

people believe just the opposite to be the case) but rather that key people

within HQ are “empire building” and wish to “do away with” FOS entirely so

as to better control their own power base. FO personnel feel that they are not

well supported by their parent organization and find themselves in the

position of being blamed when things go wrong but not rewarded when

things go right.

I suspect that there’s some mistrust of the field, with what
happened at Rocky Fiats and Savannah River. People say the
field can ‘t manage, therefore we need more people in
headquarters.

DOE FO

I think headquarters wants to get, do away withotkdd offices.

How could the field possibly know anythin ? That’s the attitude
fback there. And 1’11tell you it comes out oud and clear in

Watkins’ stajj! meetings. Xt’s them versus us, oka ?
iDO FO

The empires are growing... I think fiefdoms ar~&’~dig up.
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One effect of centralization is that it impacts the credibility of DOE with

its external stakeholders. A common complaint about centralization is that,

because the FOS have little authority and must refer decisions to Ha where

delays are the norm, requests for information coming from the general

public, media, regulators, etc., are not dealt with in a timely fashion. This

contributes to the view by external stakeholders that DOE is being less than

forthcoming in providing truthful information. Further, HQ review

sometimes leads to a change from the position on a particular issue taken by

the field or a contractor-lack of consistency of information also undermines

public Cotildence. Many external stakeholders expressed the view (described

in further detail subsequently) that they would like a local (FO or contractor)

contact from whom they could obtain information.

Many times documents fina~ly exist and positions are taken
bear little relationship to what was sent out o the technical

1organization, and that pla s heavil into the ands of the
)!/!oversight groups such as t e EEG ecause consistency gets to

problem.
Contractor

that

be a

Environmental monitoring reports are always anywhere rom a
$year to a year and a half behind because th sat on some ody ‘S

8desk...l don ‘t care if they send them up to ashington. But tht
seems to be the han -up. The site does their part. It ‘S be~ Wetty

Lmuch cleared and o yed down here. Send it up to DC. lBut] @
God in thirty days, get it back here so it can be gotten out to the
people.

Local Activist

Finally, our interviews with FO staff gave a clear message of a

demoralized workforce. Many people characterized the Secretary and, to a

‘ lesser extent, Leo Duffy as critical and unsupportive of their own people:

The Admiral had toid the world that the people were a bunch of
turkeys from top to bottom.

Contractor
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Watkins has one through a process totally demoralizing to the
1 ?stuff that he ad. The stafl with a lot of competent peep e ruas

just
Y

tted. He’s taken authority away, been arbitrar with them,
{left t em not knowing what they were doing and w ere they

were going,
Congressional Staff

4.2.1.3 Contractors vs DOE

Both contractor personnel and other stakeholders expressed the view

that DOE has tried to disassoaate itself from its contractors and, indeed, has

overtly discredited them. DOE’s moves to increase the liability of the

contractors

Contractor

Two

express the

is seen as symptomatic of this position. (See the paper on DOE-

Relationships in Section 4.5 for more information on this topic.)

views of this phenomenon are fairly common. First, people

idea that DOE, espeaally DOE Ha does not trust the contractors to

perform responsibly, and that, in some cases at least, such concern is

appropriate. For example, there is concern that the contractors do not keep

DOE fully informed.

The contractors have been hit with sledge hammers. Sometimes
with good reason, sometimes not.

DOE FO

In the past there was a very deliberate gfort on the part of.

Bmically no bad news was gm~nms...{t!~;~;~;h;;”;”
contractors not to keep DOE in ormed o

evulm”ng relationship where the contractor sees it’s in his best
interest... not only just because it’s the change in culture, but also
because there are rules coming down the pike that make it
imperutioe that the contractor not sit on problems.

DOE FO

Second, the notion that increasing the accountability of the contractors,

thereby keeping DOE “out of bed with” it’s contractors is a positive step in

making the complex safer is widely held. But, increasing contractor liability is

seen as counter-productive in terms of the relationship between DOE and the
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contractors and between the DOE family and external stakeholders. Similar to

the case of the FOS vs HQ, the contractors do not trust DOE to deal with them

fairly, but rather, see DOE as wanting to assign blame to contractors and take

credit for themselves.

Both the contractors and the external stakeholders view DOE as being

inconsistent-saying one thing (that DOE is willing to be accountable and that

they are the ovmers of the complex) and doing another (blaming the

contractors for anything that goes wrong, and washing their hands of

responsibility or liability).

What DOE doesn‘t understand is every time they discredit a
contractor, they discredit themselves and they [have] just about
run out of contractors to discredit without having said that their
whole program was no good.

Contractor

DOE has a history of ointing the fin er at the prime contractor
Land sacrificing them h fa sacrificial amb. They’ve done that at

severai sites across the countr , and are in the process of doing it
+at a cou le more, all right? [ he contractor] is a big compqny~

!
with a “net respectable re utation. For them to ~ve to slt

&handcu ed and allow D E, through the media, through
agencies, even to the public, public forum, point a finger at them
and not be able to respond is wrong.

Labor

All this focus on individual ownership, punishment, and
discipline--what it does is bring ou back to saying “We ot no

i fteams, we got no integrated wor forces. It’s every man or
himself. ”

Contractor

In addition to undermining public confidence, DOE’s actions are

viewed with concern because there is a fear that the risk/reward imbalance

will become so great that experienced contractors will no longer see any

incentive for continuing operations in the DOE complex, leaving a technical

1
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and managerial void. This fear seems well-founded, in light of the

comments given by an interviewee at a corporate headquarters shown below:

It is unreasonable to ex ect people to take risks that are either
ambiguous or uncappe 1 ...Cor orations won ‘t do that..J think we
are willin to take risks and

f
f think we are willin to take the

responsible ity assuming the rewards go with it. f he rewards are

i

a very, very important piece o that Ingredient. But you can ‘t
just expect to take a nuclear acility that’s been going for umpty-
ump years and say, “O~y, r. Contractor, it’s yours. All the past
is yours, all the future IS yours. U‘s our kettle of fish. But, by

fthe way, you don ‘t have any contro over how much money you
spend on it. ”

Other stakeholders though, especially Congressional staff, do not

believe that argument:

The threat by contractors that th
7

will withdraw j+orn, or not
compete for, business with DOE i they are exposed to water

tIiabdity is hooey, there are too many dollars to be ma e.
. .

Contractors also complain that they do not have open communication

channels with DOE HQ. Numerous interviewees discussed having been

asked to provide review and comment on orders and standards, only to see

that there was no result from their input. People are developing a cynical

attitude of “Why bother? No one’s listening.” This is also a complaint

voiced by external stakeholders. ,,

A case in point is a recently issued DOE order (W80.11)
addressing radiation protection for occu ational workers. The

{consensus of a contractor conference (Al uquerque, January 31-
February 3, 1989) was that this order will not si ificantly reduce

rrisk, that it will be expensive to implement, an that it is overly
broad in its reach. Yet, as far as we have been able to determine,
the results of the conference have had little if any effect on the
order.

National Research
Counal (1989)
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4.2.2 Stakeholder Observations on External Credibility Issues

The general view across stakeholder groups is that the DOE family has

low”credibility with the external world and that many of its actions serve to

further reduce public trust. Factors affecting external credibility fall into five

general categories: mission-related issues, programmatic issues, issues related

to oversight, management issues, and public relations issues. Stakeholder

views on each of these areas are detailed below.

4.2.2.1 Mission-Related Issues

One of the largest challenges facing DOE in terms of establishing

credibility for environmental management is overcoming its past, namely,

the perceived emphasis on weapons production over safety and the

environment. Stakeholders are still not confident that DOE is giving

appropriate programmatic priority to EM activities over DP work. In spite of

the Admiral’s statements that safety comes first in the DP side of the house,

stories are still told about EM functions taking a lower priority than DP

functions. Budget squabbles and the lack of clear-cut guidance about where

DP responsibility ends and EM/ER responsibility begins only exacerbate the

lack of confidence that EM activities are being viewed as a serious mission of

DOE. Further, the continuation of DOE DP activities allows for muddling of

the issues raised by public interest groups-waste management, compliance,

and litigation issues are being used as an easy avenue of attack for people

whose “real” agenda is suspending work on nuclear weapons. (On the

opposite side of the coin, though, is the position that the pushing of a non-

nuclear agenda through

some activist groups.)

attacks on waste issues undermines the credibility of
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..’

?’Du is responsible for WM facilities at [site].. .He wants to run
his acilities in a compliance mode, which he has always charged
us to do. If we‘re in danger of missing a production milestone,
he ’11say go ahead and miss that production milestone at [site].
The programmatic side will say abscdutel not--that weapon part

ithat we have there is necessary, and has igher priority than
taking care of the waste,

Contractor

One of the problems here they are tr ing to deal with is this dual
7mission of building wea ons and c caning up the environment.

{And they don ‘t o toget er very well in most cases.,,Each step
fthey take towar s developin

~
a new plan for building wea ons

somehow usually detracts !om any steps they take towar s
environmental restoration.

Federal Agency

People aren ‘t convinced that production isn ‘t going to return as
a priority.

State Official

Additionally, stakeholders feel that DOE is carrying the culture of

secrecy that surrounded weapons production over into its environmental

management activities. Here, the view is that DOE is hiding behind the veil

of secrecy, not because national security would be compromised if

information was made available, but simply because it does not want

information that might be damning to itself available for public scrutiny, so

as to avoid liability. Critics argue that all information pertaining to

environmental management, including things such as environmental

monitoring reports, public health assessments, and the like, should be readily

available.

From the standpoint of EM, there’s nothing that should be
secret... We ‘re talking about waste streams, environmental
restoration primarily of things that happened urs and ears

{ Jago. The secrecy stamp just really shouldn ‘t e involv ,
period... I think there’s very little justification or claiming

1national security on waste management, but t at doesn ‘t stop
them from doin

7
that. It also, I think, creates some skepticism

from a certain evei of people.
Local Activist
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Finally, the personnel practices of DOE and its contractors have been

criticized as not adequately supporting EM activities. There is great concern

over personnel actions in which former DP employees are placed in EM roles.

Firstj stakeholders view this with somewhat of a “fox guarding the hen

house” mentality, arguing that these employees are biased away from being

able to perform adequately in the sense that they come from a culture in

which production goals are (or have been) viewed as more important than

ES&H issues. Further, stakeholders voice the opinion that people who have

the skills necessary for designing nuclear weapons (physicists and nuclear

engineers, primarily) do not have the requisite skills for environmental

remediation “activities (such as training in environmental science,

biotechnology, etc.). Stakeholders view environmental management as a

distinct discipline, and feel that, if DOE is to demonstrate true commitment to

EM, it must hire practitioners of the discipline. HQ staff, in particular, is

viewed as lacking in expertise, not only because of the large numbers of

“retreads;’ but also because of the prevalence of political appointees in the

highest positions.

Don ‘t take weaponeers, don ‘t take plutonium reprocessors and
put new hats on them and expect peo /e to believe that within a

fmonth they know anything about c eanup, enoironrnental
restoration, or waste management.

Local Activist

When the AEC ceased to be in ’76, and all the good eople
[started leaving, and political candidates came in wit no

technical back ound, but simply a paycheck for their political
Tcontribution, t e a~encu went into disrmair...[The A~encvl did

not keep up”with t%e
guidelines to its field

Z@?C and technical expertise or” in “
ofices and contractors.

Contractor
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4.2.2.2 Prcwrammatic Issues

Concern over programmatic issues is mainly focused on the cleanup

commitments that DOE has entered into at its various sites. (See also the

paper on Compliance Agreements in Section 4.7 of this report.) Stakeholders

express the view that the commitments must be realistic and that failure to

meet commitments that have been made will further damage DOE’s already

low credibility. Of speaal concern are delays in areas where technology

currently exists to solve problems. Critics seem to have the view that

inadequate budget or finding that problems are more technically challenging

than was originally thought are not acceptable reasons for not meeting

commitments. In fact, there seem to be no circumstances under which

slipped milestones will be publicly acceptable. However, there is the

recognition that, when timelines do slip, DOE must be honest about the

reasons for adjustments. DOE personnel, though, seem to resent this rigid

position and note that states, if they are acting realistically, must be willing to

use compliance agreements as a mechanism for ongoing dialog.

The worst thing you can do under agreement is not to do what
you said you were going to do.

DOE FO

A little compliance can buy you a whole lot soo:t~~.

If the Congress decides not to appropriate the money, then we
need to o back to the parties and make sure th

% ?
understand

this is w
i

the program isn ‘t going to be done. hat’s a different

i!
uestion t an leading the states to believe that a certain project
as a certain priority then the department unilaterally

reprioritizes the program without go in back to that state and
Jsaying, “Your project was repriorztiz .”

DOE FO
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A particularly sensitive issue is that of complex-wide prioritization.

Local stakeholders, including state regulators, take a very dim view of

activities at their site being deferred because work at another site is deemed to

have higher priority. The position seems to be that DOE has committed to

complex-wide cleanuD in a thirty-year period, and “the public” fully expects

that promise to be kept. Missing milestones leading to that goal at any site

will inevitably lead to public backlash.

The states don ‘t want a priority system..,Th
2

will tell you that
they think a priorit system is fine, a good “ ea, so long as they

fdon ‘t end up num er 30.
Congressional Staff

It’s oing to create a tremendous amount o anger and hostility
i

L
Jon t e state level if a number o states fin that their compliance

agreements are going to be bro n and disregarded, and instead
have a national priority system.

National Activist

Watkins is sitting back there saying, “Well, I’ve got my 5-year
plan here. I’ve of my priorit system on how we’re going to go
at this. ” f !And t e governor o New York is over here saying,
“Wait a minute, ” you know, “how can you put mine down here
at the bottom of the fist?”

Contractor

Related to this issue is the attitude of many stakeholders that they want

to “see progress.” Rather than studying the problem, there is pressure on

DOE to “turn dirt.” On the one hand, succumbing to this pressure may help

alleviate the short-term public relations problems of DOE. Caution must be

exercised, however, that short-term efforts do not have the effect of delaying

I
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long-term milestones.
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d

We are ivin you people all this money to spend, but we don’t
t%see an t ing appen.

i
There is nothing happening. There is

vlrtua y, at least, a sin, to an outsider, very little in the way of
fproductivity, actualy moving to turn dirt to soive problems.

There is a remarkable amount of characterization and
paperwork, but there are real internal con/7icts over things such
a5 trainin of employees...

%
There is real concern that uhmately

what has een accumulated here may well go bust again because
the job that was sup osed to be done is not being done and the

rresources will be puled out in frustration or the political whims
wili change again.

Local Business

Controversy exists overthe bestways forprogress to be made. DOE

advocates a risk-based approach to cleanup as being the only rational way to

contain costs. A risk-based approach is critiazed by stakeholders, though, as

not being responsive to public concerns or to Congressional pressures.

Advocacy groups and state legislators, on the other hand, use the concept of

total cleanup as a political lever, insisting that sites be returned to “pristine”

condition. This position, too, is criticized-DOE and contractor interviewees

expressed the view that insistence on this hard-line position undermines the

credibility of the public advocates, making them appear irrational. (The risk-

based approach to prioritization is also discussed in the paper on

Impediments found in Section 4.3.)

If we don ‘t get more cooperative about a risk-based budgeting
process where the highest environmental priority gets the
dollars first, there’s going to be real chaos.

Contractor

The actual risks associated with the transportation and
placement of the waste--which done properly are very, very /ow-
-those tend not to get discussed.

Congressional Staff

You have the pubiic who doesn ‘t talk about cleaning up, for
example, a hazardous waste site to some reasonable level. They
want it ail cleaned up, They want it to go away.

Contractor
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Most stakeholders agree that
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there is a need for external oversight of

DOE, if for no other reason than to enhance credibility.

there is a perceived need for oversight is indicative of a

Indeed, the fact that

lack of trust of DOE.

Many interviewees noted that past problems in DOE would never have

come to light without outside pressures. However, there are many critiasms

of the oversight process, ranging from operational impacts of multiple

reviews to the credibility of the oversight groups themselves.

The DOE’s record to date is such that 1 think oversight is
required. They reaiiy hauen ‘t prooen that they can change their
strives and consistently carrv out a cleanuv mission effectively.
So from that point of diew Ifi say the criti& are right and
oversight is required.

DOE HQ

Technictd advice from outside the complex can be a source of
insight from peo le with broader experience and a fresh

\pers ective, and Y demonstrating opemess, can help to restore
fpub ICconfidence m DOE decisions.

National Research
Council (1989)

Insiders in the DOE complex, including contractors, complain that

there are too many audits, impairing their ability to get work done. They also

wonder about the credibility of audit results, sting cases where different

reviewers, looking at the same problem, reached very different conclusions.

Finally, there is a question about the motivation for and the utility of the

audits (again, taken as indicative of avoidance of risk by DOE) and the concern

that audits have caused an unnecessarily adversarial relationship between the

contractors and DOE.

1
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Th ‘re [the auditors] not shareholders, they ‘re not stakeholders
Yin t e outcome per see The kind o at times are in a osition

)! (./where they come up with t ezr fzn Ings and th ‘re o . There’s
no ownership of what they ‘ve come up with.

~{
here’s no need

for them to balance it against other priorities. There’s no need
for them to assess the dollar impact. They just have as their
output a bunch of findings. Plop, Off to the next game.

Contractor

Two diflerent teams in two weeks hud opposite opinions [on a
management system].

DOE FO

Reviews are used to avoid risk-taking,
Contractor

The concept of Tiger Teams was widely viewed as positive both for

cleaning up the complex and for enhancing public confidence. However,

there was a concern that results were sensationalized, misleading the public

about the seriousness of problems, and that Tiger Team findings were treated

with a “drop everything and fix it” mentality that causes delays in getting “

real work’ done. Further, there was criticism about HQ sincerity-stakeholders

noted that HQ has yet to have a Tiger Team investigation itself. Finally, the

credibility of some of the Tiger Teams was questioned, with critiasms that

Tiger Teams were often composed largely of contractor (rather than DOE)

employees, that the same people who sites hired to help them prepare for

Tiger Teams then served as the auditors, and that some Tiger Team members

behaved in a less than ethical fashion (i.e., offering paid consulting services to

fix problems that they had identified during their visits).

Now instead of writing a document to fix the roblem, we ‘re
+going to be writing an action plan telling the i er Team how

fwe ‘re oing to write the document to fix the pro km. So the
fTi er earn placed another la er in the process of doing the job,

fde ayed things from getting / “xed...1 know some audits are
necessar ,

2
but every time you have an audit, you have to take

somebo y off of doing productive work while the audit is going
on.

Contractor
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Everybody would love to have the Tiger Team at headquarters.
DOE HQ

I think where it gets to be
1!

ustrating is they [oversight groups]
often times are populated y people who know little about the
business. They ‘re subcontracted out.

Contractor

One of the things rue thought was pretty unethical about one of
the TI er Team members was he wrote three or four findin s on

Fone o the information s~sterns data bases that rue huve anf then
called back after the Tig~r Team was over and asked if
people could consult with his company in developing
for them.

DOE FO

Other oversight groups were similarly critiazed. The

Facilities Safety Board (DNFBB), in particular, has taken hits.

the system
a system

Defense Nuclear

It is widely

faulted by external stakeholders as being worthless from a public standpoint;

it collects a wealth of information, but that information is inaccessible to the

public. Further, the chairman of the Board is himself a weapons retread,

therefore, suspect in the public eye.

1 think the Conway Board gets an extraordinary amount of
iinformation. I think the Conway Board is /oat e to disc/ose

anything to the ~ublic...Those guys are used to operating for the
most part as inszders and in an Inside game and very little gets
out to the public...So from a public standpoint, the Conway
Board is close to useless.

Local Activist

The GAO (1991d) has commented on the functioning of the DNFSB as

follows:

Safety Board actions that could erode the public’s perce tion
Kof the Board’s independence include (1) communications wit

DOE or its operating contractors that could a
recommendations or suggestions to DOE anZl%%?u: :f%’
contractor employees to conduct safety Board studies. The Safety
Board has no written criteria or procedures to govern its actions in
these situations. I

)
I
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At DOE’s Savannah River facility, DOE changed its seismic
pr

%
am in response to discussions with Board members about

the ard’s safe
?

and health concerns. Although the Board
issued no forma recommendations to the Secretary of Energy,
DOE took corrective action. While discussions between Board
members and DOE may improve safety at the facilities, the
informal nature of these actions limits public awareness of the
safety and health problems, the Board member’s concerns, and
DOE’s actions, as well as eliminates the opportunity for public
comments. In addition, formal recommendations require a DOE
response and im lamentation lan that the Board can use to

J idetermine the a equacy of DO ‘s corrective action.

4.2.2.4 Public Relations Issues

Within the area of public relations, stakeholders unanimously cite the

need for more effective interactions between DOE and the public. Many

prescriptions were given for improvements in this area. One of the most

commonly voiced was that DOE needs to be the one to tell any bad news first,

and in as much detail as possible. Otherwise, “they will always look like they

have something that they are trying to hide.”

External stakeholders complain that there are inadequate mechanisms

for providing input on orders, standards, policy, and requirements, and that

their input is not taken seriously.

I thou hi that we were really going to have a chance to discuss
8the D E priority system, and It became apparent that the process

was too far along, and they ‘ve spent too much money, and it
redly isn ‘t open to much public input.

National Activist

Most people agree that public meetings, led by public relations

speaalists, are probably necessary, but are not a particularly gmd way to

exchange information with the public. Additionally, stakeholders suggest

that DOE allow the “public” access to technical people within DOE. The

rationale is that the ability to engage in technical dialogue would enhance \
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trust, because it would foster

because the technical experts

the idea of dealing with “a real person” and also

have available both the facts and uncertainties

needed to set realistic expectations. It is a widely held view that delegation to

the field would improve local credibility, as the FOS are seen as being more

willing to work with the public and more technically credibIe than HQ.

1 don‘t trust [site representative] any more than I trust Leo Dujfyo
But I think at least that there were smne conversations that we
had over the course of the last six months where 1 think he has
reveaied things about the process of [site] in terms of cleanup
and how they ‘re doing the ranking and how they ‘re doing their
bud eting, which have been a lot more realistic than what

fhea uarters describes that process to be, which is sort of like a
fant~y about what’s going on in the OpS offices.

~&ex~”ence h

Local Activist

as been that the ublic wants to deal with the
ho are doing the work. f hey don ‘t want to deal with a

bunch of go-betweens.
Contractor

OTA (1991) notes that “Serious and sustained efforts will be required to

educate community members about technical aspects of the contamination,

proposed remediation plans, and associated problems or saentific

uncertainties. Similarly, DOE managers and technical experts must solicit,

acknowledge, and respond to the health concerns of local communities.”

Like the stakeholders we interviewed, then, OTA seems to favor increased

~ Uogue with the public by technical experts.

Share what we know when we know it. Tell people what the
problems are and the uncertainties. We need to be the first
people out the door with the bad news. We are akuaysothe first
people out the door with the good news. We don ‘t gan any
credibility when we go out and tell ood news. We gum our

!credibility when we go out and tell ad news.
Contractor

When you tell just part of the story, you give the public the
impression that you ‘re trying to hide something.

Contractor

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
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We have to get to the point where they [the public] accept them
[the things oin on at the sites]. The way we do that is not with

$fa bunch o R elks oin out and tr ing to do a snow job and
/ ?f 1convince elks and se 1 t e site. An not with a bunch of slick

brochures and fact sheets and those kind of thin s. The wa we
fdo that is that rue make ultimately the technics project an1

program managers accountable for public interactions.
Contractor

Finally, many people suggested opening the sites for public inspection

via tours and other outreach activities. Again, the rationale is that exposing

“the public” to real people employed at the sites will enhance confidence to

some degree, and that removing the secrecy that has traditionally surrounded

the sites will also remove some of the fear (i.e., fear of the unknown).

They [the public] appreciated it that we went around and shook
hands and said “hi.’ A lot of people like having some contact
and when they meet someone who works at [the site] they like to
shake their hand and raise the confidence level. The highest
level of confidence came

t
om knowing someone who worked

at [the site]. They have a igh kwel of confidence by seeing (the
site], so we do tours of the place. ..Familiarit y is very important to
making people feel confident.

DOE FO

4.2.3 Implications for EM

The credibility of the EM organization has been criticized by the public,

by government officials, and, at times, by DOE management itself. As past

errors and omissions are disclosed, DOE people are accused of having been

incompetent, of having concealed the truth, or even of having lied, and of

leaving a huge legacy of contamination for others to deal with. Those views

result in another legacy, namely a mistrust of DOE’s competence and

truthfulness, that seriously affects EM’s ability to do its job well.

Many of the manifestations of lack of trust within the DOE family, such

as the centralization of functions at HQ, formalization, and the increase in
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audits and inspections, have the effect of increasing the administrative

workload to the detriment of technical work accomplishment. For example,

requiring additional approvals at the HQ level means that more people/time

are needed at HQ to review documentation. Increasing the number of orders

means that more people must spend time in verifying and documenting

compliance. Time spent preparing for audits and hosting auditors means

time away from “real work.”

The increase in the administrative workload brought about by lack of

trust also has an effect on external credibility, namely, that information

requests at all levels are delayed, giving the perception that DOE is being less

than forthcoming. In addition, the fact that technical work is being

gives the impression that little progress is being made on cleanup.

impacted

On the positive side, though, there is general agreement that DOE is

working hard to improve its credibility. Stakeholder representatives indicate

that indiuidwds within DOE are making an attempt to communicate more

openly. But, there is no consensus on how well DOE’S efforts are working,

just a general feeling that more needs to be done. There is the feeling that a

“cultural revolution” in which DOE as an entity fosters open communication

has not yet happened, but is needed.

Quite clearly the issues impacting DOE’s credibility are complex ones,

and ones in which there is a great potential for backlash from one or more

stakeholder groups. Indeed, it may be that dealing with the lack of public

trust is on the critical path for DOE’S accomplishment of its technical mission.

Not only does EM need to arrive at technical solutions to waste problems, it

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
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needs to convince the public that those solutions are credible. The ability to

be seen as credible is inherently linked to trust.

Numerous suggestions appear in our interview data for how DOE

might better respond to public concerns--through greater openness, more

public interaction, increased external oversight, etc.-thereby building public

trust. But, some of these suggestions would no doubt have the effect of

further alienating internal stakeholders, especially at the field and contractor

level. Increased oversight, for example, would likely be viewed negatively at

the sites, not because of any inherent belief that oversight is a bad thin& but

because of the disruption of work and message of lack of trust that such action

would convey.

Thus, it is very often the case that DOE is in the position of needing to

optimize its strategy to satisfy competing requirements. This is an area where

DOE needs both a clear view of stakeholder goals and objectives and a

mechanism for assessing the impact of its proposed actions on various

stakeholder groups and planning mitigation activities if needed. Our Phase II

research should give further insight into cause-effect relationships impacting

credibility and trust.
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4.3 Impediments

Kent F. Hansen

Progress in carrying out the cleanup mission has been very
slow, to the extent that concern with progress emerged as a
frequent issue among various stakeholders. Numerous sources of
delay, or impediments to progress, have been suggested. The most
frequently cited impediments were: unclear work priorities;
unclear cleanup and/or management standards; a lack of
appropriate technologies for some work to be done. Those factors
impact the EM management task directly in terms of carrying out
cleanup work, and indirectly in terms of morale of personnel,
public perceptions of DOE, and the potential of failure to meet
compliance agreements.

There is a widely held perception that DOE has made very little progress

toward the physical cleanup of weapons complex sites. The lack of progress is

particularly bothersome in view of the very large expenditures on environmental

restoration and waste management the last three years. Total EM expenditures

for FY90 through FY92 are about ten billion dollars. In spite of these

expenditures, observers within and without the complex itself agree that almost

no cleanup has occurred. The objective of this paper is to identify how

stakeholders view the situation and to identify the causes which they believe

have impeded progress.

In the next section we summarize the observations obtained from the

stakeholders interviewed and present a distillation of impediments revealed by

the interviews. There were many reasons ated for lack of progress, such as

inadequate funds, inadequate manpower, political interferences, etc. We have
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focused on only three impediments because they were the most frequently

mentioned and had the greatest impact on progress. The other impediments are

in various issue papers. In Section 3, EM’s Arena, we present some analysis of

how different types of EM activities are affected by the impediments.

4.3.1 Stakeholder Observations

Stakeholders had varying explanations for the slow rate of progress in

effecting the cleanup. Most of the opinions could be characterized as one of three

major factors that impede the cleanup work. These three are:

. a lack of appropriate priorities for the work to be done;

● a lack of standards regarding how the work should IX done;

● a lack of adequate technologies to conduct some of the work.

4.3.1.1 Work Priorities

The issue of work priorities was seen as a continuing, important factor by

almost all stakeholders. Each stakeholder (or stakeholder group) has its own

priorities which it attempts to impose upon DOE. Usually these different

priorities are in conflict. The Department faces the difficult task of maintaining a

balance betrween the many conflicting views, as well as the political pressures

that accompany some stakeholder groups.

There is the perception amongst contractors and DOE FO personnel that

HQ is guilty of inadequate or even conflicting signals about priorities. The

consequences are manyfold, including
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● An inability to do integrated planning on a site-wide basis.

There is a lack of priorities /70m the DOE on work to be done. Further,
there is a hzckof commitment by DOE to those priorities that already exist
for work being done. [Site] cannot do integrated planning without an
agreement /+om DOE on priorities.

Contractor

● A sense that money is being wasted on unimportant problems.

We don ‘t have enough money to do everything simultaneously. So we
ought to be going after the problems that present the biggest hazard to the
public and the environment. Wecan ‘t even do that.

DOE HQ

● The view that rapid changes in priorities create delay and disruption in work

as funds get reallocated.

So we’re always changing. We‘re always either revising projects in
midstream or something, because finding gets cut at the last minute.
There seems to be an inordinate amount of time spent on finding, and
very lit tie, less time on execution of the projects.

DOE FO

● Too much activity takes place in a “fire-fighting” mode which is ineffiaent

and disruptive.

The ‘fire-fighting’ mode of current operations is counterproductive.
Everything is given immediate prz”oritywith a consequent paralysis of
action.

Contractor

● The lack of priorities leads to a diffuse, mediocre effort on too many projects

rather than a focused effort on appropriate projects.

The lack of prioritization finds us often going off in one direction, getting
redirected by DOE, then going off into another direction and being
redirected. So it results, not only are we short on resources, but lack of
prioritization often results in in#lcient use of the resources we have. And
I think that might becomplex-wide.

Contractor
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● Morale of FO and contractor personnel is adversely affected by ever-changing

priorities, and a lack of a sense of direction.

Priorities are not clearly establishai and not@nally documented. And
they change weekly. And that’s a morale buster, because you don ‘t know
where we’re headed.

DOE FO

Stakeholders put forward several reasons for the diffkulty in setting clear

priorities. The contractor and DOE personnel frequently mentioned the conflict

in objectives between Defense Programs and Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (EM), or between EM and Environment, Safety, and Health

(EH).

There apparently continues to be just basic, fundamental di@rences and
rz”valries,intramural warfare, going on between the dijferent departments
that I don ‘t think helps the complex a bit.

Contractor

So, almost all implementation of orders, budgeting, prz”oritization,
everything we do there, we get two sets of instructions, one@rn Defense
Programs and onefiom Dufi’s outfit, and they’re never consistent.

DOE FO

There was widespread appreciation of the fact that setting priorities is a

political process, as well as a technological process, and a lack of consensus

amongst influential actors is a major impediment. Most contractors and DOE

staff felt it would be useful to have a risk-based priority system. However, they

were appreciative of the difficulty in DOE adopting such a priority system.

If we think that a technically-based prz”oritysystemis going to answer all
those questions, we are kidding ourselves. The point there is, we should
have some good reasons for setting priorities. But we also need to
understand that there is going to be influenced heazn”lyby politics,
particularly by Congress.

Contractor

I
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... aithougk on a legislative basis, I mean, we stiil fight that issue tooth and
nail...just anathema to discuss the concept of priorities in any legislative
sense.

Congressional Staff

A final difficulty cited by DOE staff was the impact of compliance

agreements on the ability of EM to set its own priorities. The existing agreements

represent legal commitments by the Department that take precedence over the

order in which work is done.

The bottom line in terms of cleanup is, how fat is fat enough. And the
budget issue is directly linktzi to the prioritization. All of these things are
kind of hooked together, non-compliance is an issue on the part of the
states.

DOE HQ

The only way to accomplish this in the given legal and regulatory
environment is to play hardball in these compliance agreements. And
when we feel like we need to change priorities or ah?r the agreement based
on mo information on what the hazard is, 1 think we just have to fight for
what we think is right.

DOE HQ

The problem we ‘ve got now, though, is I think we are entering into so
many compliance agreements with the states that we are not going to have
the money to fund all of those, and where are you going to go then?

DOE FO

4.3.1.2 Standard$

There were many references in the interviews to standards, or the lack

thereof. Two distinct types of standards were alluded to. The first reference is to

technical standards for safety, health protection, and/or cleanup. These are

basically physical standards. The second major use of the word related to

managerial standards for measuring operations performance. We discuss

observations on both definitions below.
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There was widespread agreement amongst contractors and DOE staff that

a serious impediment to progress was the lack of clear cleanup standards for

contaminated sites. The ability to properly characterize a site and then plan and

conduct cleanup requires a definition of the levels of cleanup required. Many

interviewees expressed concern that there was no consensus, or guidelines, on

how clean is clean.

There’s no top level headquarters standard@ what some of those
regulations are. From an ER standpoint, how clean is clean? What is the
criteria as you go and approach one of the cleanup sites? We think that’s a
fundamental issue; it just has to be worked.

Contractor

... the cost estimates just keep escalating and people want to knowwhy
they’ve gone up. Why didn ‘t you do it right the first time? Geez, when
you don ‘t know what the standards are, and that sort of thing, or where
you are getting fake assumptions, what the heck can you do?

DOE FO

To a pre-existing, pristine mvironment--not doable. I don ‘t know of any
technology.

Federal Agency

The same stakeholders expressed a need to establish a de mininzis risk

level, or levels of contamination below regulatory concern so that cleanup and

restoration could proceed in an efficient manner.

There’s node minimis standard. Headquarters has said that the minimis
number is zero. That’s a prettyabsolute number.

Contractor

SO@ally we say we’ll ship it to Europe, they ‘ve had enough guts to come
up with a de minimis standard.

DOE FO

There was some view that DOE would make progress, and increase its

own credibility, if it would adopt standards set by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission or the EPA and stop trying to create its own standards.
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The way around that lack of credibility is DOE should not have their own
reguliztions. They should comply with EPA and with the NRC. If they
don ‘t have something in the way of regulation that DOE netzis, DOE
should ask one of these other regulatory agencies to provide the regulation.

Contractor

There was some dissent horn the general view that radiological standards

are too conservative.

Even though some say there’s more openness on DOE’s part, it is still
resisting state standards that are more rigorous than federal-the
resistance is at all levels: HQ, plant, and contractor.

State 0jficia2

... I would say they aren ‘t stringent enough. So there’s that side, but how
practical is it to meet those standards? I’m not sure and I guess I’m less
sensitive to that issue than, hey, this is thegoal, let’s try to meet it and
let’s just not try to skirt the issue of hadth and saf~y,

Local Activist

There was a second context in which standards were identified as

impediments to progress, namely the management standards that influenced

how work is carried out. This interpretation was very frequently cited by

contractors. The general feeling was that DOE HQ imposed standards for

policies, procedures, and reporting that were excessive and led to ineffiaency,

confusion, and wasted time and effort.

I still understand the basic, fundamental idea, I believe,behindall this
thing, that it’s trying to get this standardization within this agency so
that we know that we’re doing the same things across the system in the
same ways. And that ‘s, you know, I think that’s critical to the success,
the eventuai success, of DOE in its #forts to clean up all of these facilities
and these sites. [Q: Can you have standiardizztion and still tallowenough
room to accommodate the obviously dijj%rentsituations at the sites?] My
personal opinion is they’re mutually exclusive.

Contractor
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... whd fills the domain is orders, directives, other requirements. And
they ‘re imposed on DOE sites which are GOCO ‘s, Government-Owned
Contractor-Operated, through a contract, okay? That is the predominant

. forcing mechanism. If you may, if you’ll forgive me, to approach the stufl
on this side of the [environment] through the order standards mechanism
is wrong-headed, because you ‘ve got seventeen laws that are stac&d up
before you ever get to an order, or you ever get to work.

Federal Agency

Many contractors expressed explicit objections to the imposition of

Institute of Nuclear Operations (INPO) standards upon conduct of operations.

There is a clear consensus among contractors that INFO standards were

developed for the civilian nuclear power industry and are inappropriate in many

contexts for EM work.

Another big issue is when you ‘re getting ready to do some big project,
you ‘ve got all these people and requirements-NRC, INPO, industry
standards, DOE orders, and then things that just make sense, you ‘ve got
to do those too. We’re spending more and more resources on keeping track
of those things and tracking where the money goes.

Contractor

Things like IZVPOgood practices. When1came here I thought we’d pick
out the good parts of INPO requirements, but now they say we ‘re going to
do everything, In some cases they don “tfit.

Contractor

There was some sympathy for the contractors’ position as expressed by a

bad DOE Offkkd:

I probably am more ofa zealot for technical excellence than people would
normally perceive because I oppose most ofthe ideas that centralization
and standardization and all that sat of thing because it’s been my
experience that technical excellence does not come out ofa policybook,
does not come out of standard rules and regulations. It comes out@
individual application of skills, creative knowledge, cmtive techniques,
developing the precise answer to what your circumstances are that you ‘re
conj+onted with.

1
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4.3.1.3 Technolo gv Development

There was a reasonable consensus amongst all stakeholders that some of

the cleanup tasks would be extremely difficult without new technologies. The

contractor and DOE personnel have the hope and expectation that new

technologies can reduce the volumes of waste as well as the costs of processing.

So I have a concern in the longer term with waste minimization, and in
particular the technology for solving problems in situ without creating
large quantities of waste. This must be a major fzctor in this overall
program, We just cannot continue to implement action that creates the
quantities of waste that we’re creating, because the legacy associattxi with
those waste costs are be~”nningto grow as a hwger and larger percentage
of the budget. So that has to be brought under control.

Contractor

The general perception is that new technology is necessary.

... we just cannot afford to do everything as an archaeological dig, the way
the laws are set up right now. And we need new technolo~”esto make that
happen.

Contractor

The public interest groups also advocate investments in technology

development albeit for reasons somewhat different from the DOE and

contractors. The public interest groups want the cleanup to be extensive and

believe new technology will contribute to a higher level of cleanup.

... but there’s going to be a great need for research and techniques
developed to clean it up to the lmels we all want, and that technology isn ‘t
around today, and there’s just going to be a whole lot of brain power
needd to make it happen safely, which is our concern.

Local Activist

... it ‘d just be much better to deaf with it once, somehow destroy it, or
there’s transmutation. Have you heard of transmutation? It sounds like
turning led to gold but evtiently it’s a new technology of these 2onger-
lived radioactive wastes into shorter-lived waste.

l.aal Activist
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In spite of the universal appeal of new technology, there were some

criticisms that the actual program is somewhat misaligned with existing needs

for new technologies. In some cases the concern was that some R&D projects

were inappropriate, whereas other projects might be relevant but would not be

available in a timely fashion.

On the other hand, from the research perspective, if resewch isn ‘t directed
at a specific need, then it doesn ‘t do you any good. And very jlequently,
and in looking at a lot of the proposals that havebtzn submitted ... it’s
almost research for research’s sake.

Contractor

The typical bureaucratic response to solving a perceived
kchnical/management problem is not going to work in tday’s
environment where we are so subject to outside regulation. ER owns the
impact of the problem, but the resolution of the problem gets handed to
technology development, a whole other organization that isn ‘t affected by
the milestones and the criticality of it, that then develops its own little
empire and problem-solving thing whose schedule has no reiiztionship to
ER’s needs.

DOE FO

4.3.2 Consequences of the Impediments

The major activities at any site can be divided into physical activities or

managerial activities. Physical activities include the characterization of the site in

terms of waste types, quantities, and distribution. The second major physical

activity is the actual cleanup effort which would include recovery, transport, and

transformation of materials. The managerial activities include program or

project planning and conduct of operations resulting from such planning.

All of these activities are affected by the impediments of priorities,

standards, and technology development. For instance, the characterization of a

site such as the Hanford tanks requires development of technology for sampling

and analyzing tank conten&. At the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
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(INEL), the characterization of buried wastes may need to be done remotely

using robotic technology not yet available. Even at sites where the

characterization is available, it is difficult to plan the cleanup due to uncertainties

in policies and procedures as well as how to conduct operations. Limited

experience, such as obtained at Rocky Flats, has indicated that the tasks are very

complex, time consuming, and expensive.

As a consequence of the impediments to progress, the EM program is in

the position of having spent large quantities of money but still faang major

uncertainties about many aspects of the problem. Thus, the lack of standards

and a definition of how clean is clean leaves the characterization process

incomplete at many sites. For the same reason, there remains much uncertainty

about the level of cleaning that will be required, the technologies required to

accomplish cleanup, as well as uncertainties about what the costs of cleanup will

be.

.
The contractors feel overwhelmed by the managerial and documentation

requirements imposed upon them. This is compounded by a sense of

uncertainty regarding liabilities and legal prtxesses which, in turn, affects the

productivity of the work. Finally, there is great uncertainty about the work

priorities for different tasks at the same site, as well as uncertainty about

priorities between sites. Compounding the uncertainties is the pressure upon the

sites to enter into and then conform to compliance agreements.

The effects of the lack of progress to date are clear. Almost all stakeholder

groups are frustrated by the situation and becoming increasingly antagonistic.

The loss of credibility of the Department is frequently cited by stakeholders

within the complex as well as outsiders. The morale of personnel in the FOs and “
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the contractor organizations has been adversely affected. There are suggestions

that the falling morale has lowered productivity of contractor staffs, and possibl y

the quality of the work. In the case of facilities that are extremely hazardous,

such as the Hanford tanks, there is a concern that a demoralized staff may add to

the risks of operations.

It seems clear that DOE will face a more difficult future unless steps are

taken soon to resolve the uncertainties and begin making real progress in the

cleanup. In Section 6, Phase II Research Topics, we suggest a few topics for

research that might assist in overcoming the existing impediments.
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4 4.4 Proiect Management

Constance Perin

Abstiact

AH EM projects are subject to the reporting requirements.
of DOE Order 4700.1, and those estimated to cost $100 million or
more are subject to further requirements as Major Systems
Acquisitions (MSAS). Currently, about half of the Department’s
MSAS are in EM. Both DOE field staff and site contractors
question the applicability of these requirements to EM’s mission,
largely because the uncertainties surrounding waste
management and environmental restoration activities require
more flexibility than the types of projects associated with
conventional project management. Meeting reporting and
tracking requirements, they also feel, diverts operational
resources from remedial activities. They also observe that the
budget cycle is out of phase with project schedules and, as a
consequence, EM projects have a history of being poorly defined.

Because conventional project management models are
oriented to outcomes and products, they tend to neglect the
organizational and managerial processes needed for mobilizing
the technical, human, and financial resources to achieve
cleanup, restoration, and decommissioning. The formalisms of
conventional models further overlook the institutional,
organizational, and technological contexts of change,
uncertainty, and lack of information inherent in EM’s mission.
The scale, scope, and costs of EM programs suggest that they
might better be regarded as mega projects.

Achieving EM’s mission depends on such fundamental
organizational and managerial processes as information
development, information interpretation, strategy formulation,
negotiation, learning, and consensus building within and
outside of DOE. An organizational strategy that acknowledges
the significance of these processes would evaluate alternative
project management systems in terms of each system’s capacity
to develop and facilitate them.
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4.4. I Introduct ion

EM programs and projects are obligated to meet the requirements of

DOE Order 4700.1, the Department-wide project management system. All

management poliaes, requirements, and procedures are also required to

conform to this order as well as to SEN-27-90, “Strengthening the Department

of Energy Reject Management System.” These orders and policies define

steps for developing program requirements, project development, cost-

estimation, and project tracking systems designed to produce monthly and

quarterly information about EM programs’ progress and expenditures.

data are used in determining whether projects meet various statutory,

financial, and contractual obligations. The system structures project

These

objectives into tiered milestones--e. g., projects can slip lower-level milestones

if they meet those at higher-levels.

Major Systems Acquisitions (MSAS), which are projects estimated at

$100 million or more, are subject to further DOE procurement requirements;

currently, DOE has 53 MSAS of which about half are in EM. EM has

developed its own system of Activity Data Sheets for each piece of work at a

site. Both GAO and the DOE Procurement Office are concerned that EMs

reporting systems be consistent with both OMB and DOE requirements. Even

though EM’s activities and tasks have proved to be difficult to “put fences

around,” according to DOE’s Office of Procurement, they have to comply with

DOE Order 4700.1. Stakeholders observe as one consequence that EM projects

have a history of being poorly defined, in that dollar requests are not well

supported and legal milestones may be defined without having considered

the activities required to meet them.
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Stakeholders suggest that EM activities and governmental control

structures are misaligned in other ways, as reported in the next section. But

there do not seem to be inherent obstacles to considering alternative project

management approaches, in that the “management concepts” mandated by

DOE Order 4700.1 and SEN-27-90 appear to be open to interpretation:

● Identification of basic program and MSA project requirements;

● Description of a systematic process for MSA project development;

● Establishment of cost, schedule, and technical program and MSA project

baselines;

● Speafication of performance variances from program and MSA project

baselines;

● Regular reporting and assessment of MSA project status, DOE (1991b).

For example, EM has looked to EPA for models of project management

that might relate to its environmental concerns and the t~”es of uncertainties it

faces. EPA has explored those of the Bureau of Reclamation and the Corps of

Engineers. The extent to which other models have been shown to be relevant

to EM’s unprecedented concerns with radiation, potential criticality, and

chemical contaminants, for example, is unclear from our research thus far.

Cleaning up land areas contaminated with nuclear and chemical

wastes and decommissioning and decontaminating reactor installations have

few precedents, The kinds of wastes as well as the criticality and safety issues

involved are unprecedented. The sites are vast in scale and scope, and the

cost involved are enormous. But current EM project management models
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appear to be misaligned with the degree of complexity, change, ambiguity,

uncertainty, lack of information, expenditure, and risk that are involved.

They emphasize managing to schedules, baselines, and budgets and tend to

neglect the activities needed for developing and managing the fundamental

organizational processes through which project results are achieved, such as

developing and interpreting information, reaching consensus, reducing

uncertainties, and learning.

4.4.2 Stakeholder Views

Stakeholders express a range of concerns about the current project

management system’s affect on work quality and performance capabilities.

Because the system requires definite budgetary and schedule commitments to

be made on the basis of indefinite and unavailable information, this mis-

alignment appears to exacerbate DOE’s general reputation for unsuccessful

management of large-scale projects. Not only are stakeholders concerned

with how the system affects EM’s reputation and credibility with the public

and Congress, there are also concerns about its effect on internal relations

between HQ and field staff (see Section 4.2, Credibility and Trust). Field

officials, site contractors, and corporate-level contractors implicitly express the

need for alternative models in their criticisms, without, however, suggesting

others that might be more appropriate.

● Off-the-Shelf Project Management Models

[To have established a dijferent system] would have taken some
coordination up front to pull together some key people and to
make some conscious decisions on what type of project
management system do we really need for doing this type of
work. The easy decision was to take DOE order 4700.1, which
was required for major system acquisitions, for big buck ticket
items, and just say “That’s it. ”

Contractor
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DOE Order 4700,1 imposes a fairly heavy burden [due to] the
nature of the number of plans, project management plans,
quality assurance plans, data management plans, systems
engineering pians. The whole order was built around building a
project like a nuclear power plant. And extrapolating that and
trying to adapt it to cleaning up dirt, where you don ‘t know what
the components are of what you have to clean up, is difficult and
has been a challenge and has taken a lot of time.,..A system
engineering management plan is required.,. these came out of
the Department of Defense. And we ‘re really geared around
how do you do system design for an R&D project and then
transition that R&D project into a prototype and then into a
production item. So there’s a lot of studies and trial and error.
The whole system engineering policy was developed around
that. It actually sprung out of NASA and the DOD for putting
together complex weapon systems. Well, the DOE order 4700
requires a systems engineering management plan. Now trying
to figure out what that is in the context of remedial action is
difficult. I just blew it off and said it wasn ‘tnecessary, and said
that the CERCLA process, the superfind process in itself, was a
system engineering process.

Contractor

I
● The politics of funding drive project implementation.

Apparently there is enough difficulty in getting support for what
needs to be funded and enough politics in that so that funding
becomes a major issue. Once there is funding, they take off and
run with it. For some reason there is a big hole there, where it
says you really ought to do your homework and you really ought
to make sure that you answered all the technical issues before
you start into this design and fhsttracking it with all these
budgets and schedules and pressures. And more time ought to
be taken from the Jlont end during conceptual phases, the initial
phases of the project. Or more money put into the R&D aspects.
You can run a lot of that in parallel without having to add a lot
of time to it.

Contractor

Schedules and audits are based on requirements level but we
don ‘t get funded to that kvel.

Contractor

I
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● DOE Order 4700.1 is difficult to implement in a changing environment.

This system was designed to @nction in the environment of a
/ine item project, where you can spend some time defining the
up-front requirements, develop a baseline understanding of the
facility and the process that will meet the objectives and can

- spend the time necessary to go through and imp2ement that.
What we’re finding is that the situation is so changeable it
makes that process very difficult to implement.

Contractor

The preferred way to work would be for top level goals,
strategies, and objectives to be agreed upon between the project
office and upper DOE management, whether that goes to
Albuquerque or Leo Duffy or to the Secretary of Energy. Once
there are upper level goals and objectives are identified and the
schedules and budgets baselined, then the project ojfice should
be able to go out and execute to implement that and deliver the
product without thousands of changes through the year. Over
the Jast two years we’ve had thousands of changes each year.
And we have not been able to maintain the baseline because
once we get schedules and people committed and planned and
everybody starting to work towards our objectives then we get all
these other caUs that say, “Oh, no I need this, change this, don ‘t

do that, go l#t .... “
Contractor

The rigor of the traditional process is too rigorous for direct
application to this work.

Contractor

● The system prevents a flexible, experimental approach to technical

improvements.

Throwing money at technology that may fail is DOE’s role.
There’s more and more pressure to act. The baiance between
acting and having technology is causing conflict. For example,
closure activities involved in decommissioning. The pressure
to be perfect the first time is directly in competition with making
the situation better. Improvements based on engineering
judgments should be made and then continue to enhance and
evaluate them. There hasn ‘t been enough thought about how to
live with mistakes and at least be making improvements. There
are no indications that regulations allow us to do that.

DOE FO
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In the [reactor designJ work that I’ve done in the past, we would
have goals ....and we’d have our constraints, but there was a lot
of freedom in developing the end product. The schedules were
firm, but the things that took place along the way were very,
very loose. We could do a lot of things, and it created a better
atmosphere for creativity than what I’ve seen here so far, The
way we looked at many of our situations were, okay here’s a
problem or here’s a barrier or here’s a certain situation, we need
to solve this. Then everyone would go off and we’d start putting
on our thinking caps and start working on solving the problem.
The process may be a little more formal in this atmosphere
because of DOE Order 4700,1, which lays out in very specific
terms how you go about getting to one point to the next. [n my
opinion, it doesn ‘t leave a lot of flexibility for solving problems.

DOE FO

● Documentation takes time and resources away from operational activities.

Even though faster, better, cheaper is a clear goal and everyone
wants to do that, the basic management structure of DOE does
not provide any incentive for that to happen. Project
management requirements are extensive and burdensome
because they require documentation in great detail of cost and
schedule. Developing clear cost and schedules on EM projects is
extremely diflicult and time consuming.

Contractor

My activity data sheet is a basic component of the five-year pian.
So we’re getting that kind of direction. We’re also getting
direction on the SEN-25 side of the house that says, “We need all
of this project management system documentation, which
relates back to the DOE Order 4700 that says you ’11do things like
you ’11do technical logic. And you ’11do work breakdown
structures and you ‘Ii do monthly reports and schedules and all
of this kind of stuff ’’....So immediately we are thrust into two
separate reporting requirements. That gets even firther
complicated by different kinds of reporting requirements that we
see coming out of the controller’s organ ization ....Pure financial
Stujf. “We want things reported this way, ” which happens to be
different from any OJ the other two ....We end up putting a lot of
resources into administrative work, rather than taking the
money and the staff and putting them into actual cleanup.

Contractor
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YOUgo through a process that ‘S called “remedial investigation, ”
a feasibility study that says, “based on this characterization, here
are the various techniques we would use. ” That process, from
the time we start the work plan to the time we get the record of
decision takes anywhere from four to seven years, per operable
unit, Just paperwork. Before you turn a shovel out there to do
any cleanup takes four to seven years. And then you wonder
why the money is going down the tubes.

Contractor

● Field input is missing.

But [HQ] also don ‘t seem to understand that in the field we do
think and we do develop systems. For example, project
management and environmental restoration. We started quite
some time ago implementing project management systems in
that program. Had an implementation plan for 4700,1.
Headquarters decides they need to develop a system but they
don ‘t request any input from the field, So they ‘re developing
something out there in their own little black hole not caring that
we ‘re spending time, money, and resources development a
program, as was Hanford, as was Albuquerque, at the same time.
What they’re coming up with and what the three of us are
coming up with aren ‘t going to be the same.

DOE FO

● Unmet program goals widen EMs credibility ”gap.

If you look at the history of DOE’s management of big projects
you would have to say they have almost a 100 percent chance of
failing in the clean up. Because they failed in virtuaily every
other large project they ‘ve managed in the last fifteen years.
Anywhere from 50 to 100%, 200% cost overruns, years behind
schedule. The record shows the complete lack of management
capability in DOE. And part of it has been on and off again
funding in Congress. But for the most part it’s been overselling,
understudying problems, promising too much too soon, and
launching off on things that they just aren ‘t prepared to do and
have no capability for managing,

National Activist

1
I

I
I
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● HQ and site personnel report differently to the public,

..’

The assistant plant manager has revealed things about this site
in terms of cleanup and how they ‘re doing the ranking and how
they ‘re doing their budgeting, which have been a lot more

“ realistic than what headquarters describes the process to be,
which is sort of like a fantasy about what’s going on in the Ops
offices.

Local Act ivist

● Once project schedules are set, HQ staff may be unresponsive to technical

issues at sites.

DOE does not do their technical homework before they get into a
major project and DOE project management division does not
want to deal with technical issues once (projects start] because
those people get their gold stars by staying on schedule and
within budget. So if the project is started and you haven ‘t done
your homework, nobody really wants to hear about the issues,
because they will either cost money or run into a schedule slip.

Contractor

4.4.3 Indications for EM and DOE

EM programs are characterized by their complex inter- and

intragovernmental contexts, their high degrees of scientific and technical

uncertainties, and their enormous scale, scope, and cost. To what extent does

the primary management control system align with these characteristics?

4.4.3.1 Pro”wet Mana~ement Svstems Atmrowiate to the Characteristics of EM

~

EM programs have two main characteristics. First, they are defined and

implemented in institutional, organizational, and technological contexts that

require managerial and organizational plans and actions no less significant

than technical performance. Second, the scope and timetable of EM’s mission
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are at a scale comparable to if not exceeding the great public works of recent

history. EM programs readily classify as “mega projects,” defined as “any

collaborative project which requires knowledge, skills or resources that exceed

what is readily or conventionally available to key participants”, Morris (1988).

Because of the length of time mega projects require, they are subject to

unanticipated changes of all kinds--in the availability of funding, political

commitment, and material and human resources, for example.

EM’s programs also reflect the characteristics of DOE programs as a

whole. These are, according to Joseph S. Hezir of the US Office of

Management and Budgeti

Very expensive and multi-year ....
Many scientific and technical uncertainties ....
Very complex and on the cutting edge of US science and
technology ...
Very extensive, complex, and often contentious interactions
with outside groups ....
One-of-a-kind projects ....
Involve interactions with other federal agencies ....
Rely on contractors ....

GAO (lWlc)

These characteristics suggest that EM activities depend so greatly on external

resources that EM’s organizational and managerial processes are as much

geared to these contexts as to its own program activities.

4,4.3.2 Institu tional, or~anizational, and Technological Contexts of EM

I@iW=!S

Appropriate project management systems would also take account of

the characteristics of the contexts in which EM’s work occurs. Conventional

project management logics are arranged to meet legal and administrative

requirements--e. g., assessing contract fulfillment, tracking EM expenditures,

I
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4 and reporting program progress to OMB and Congress. But these

administrative logics generally fail to take account of the institutional,

organizational, and technological contexts of EM’s programs. These can be

prime, structural sources of “delays” and “schedule failures.”

● Institutional contexts consist of the inter- and intragovernmental

activities EM engages in to comply with DOE Orders and other internal

regulations, to meet regulatory requirements by defining and

implementing tri-party compliance agreements with public participation,

and to get budgets approved to meet these obligations;

● Organizational contexts are central to such EM activities as planning,

designing, and staffing EM program implementation;

● Techno/ogica/ contexts form the background to choosing technical

objectives, assessing their feasibilities, and estimating the availability of

appropriate tools and techniques.

The public’s and Congress’ expectations of EM program

accomplishments have been set by schedules and milestones likely to have

been defined without taking into account the managerial and organizational

processes that these contexts require. The institutionaL organizational, and

technolom“cal contexts of EM’s urwr ams tend instead to be re~arded as sources

of delav and failure rather than recoin ized as Dart and parcel of momam

imdementation. By the same token, as a consequence of being neglected, few

if any performance criteria exist with which to set expectations for program

implementation within these contexts.
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As it stands, project management concepts are generally the same

across construction engineering, industrial production processes,

procurement functions, and cost-accounting. By setting budget and time

horizons, they clarify and guide activity sequences and commitments. Yet

these concepts also set up both external and internal exDecta tion~ of schedule

adherence, measurable outcomes, and tangible products. These particular

expectations may be more appropriate in conventional projects than in

projects with the higher degrees of complexity, ambiguity, uncertainty,

expenditure, and risk that constitute EM’s mission. Other kinds of

expectations for productivity and effectiveness commensurate with the

activities involved also need to be set.

The fact that conventional project management logics and decision-

making can adapt to contingenaes and changes does not adequately deal with

deeper differences between EM’s mission and more predictable activities,

such as building construction and routinized production processes. EM’s

performance is evaluated in a rigid system that penalizes for “delay” and

“failure to meet milestones,” for example, instead of providing positively for

the flexibility needed to surmount problems (see Section 4.6, Delays). When

“delay” is the term used to describe the time used to negotiate differences,

achieve commitment, and solve problems, for example, it is mistakenly

pejorative. But if these activities are not anticipated in the schedule, yet

inevitably (and constructively) occur, not only have they been neglected but

they are disparaged as well.

When expectations for performance are not met and cannot be met due

to operational uncertainties and lack of technical information inherent in

9
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9
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much of EMs work, those responsible--both contractors and DOE staff--

become dissatisfied with their own performance yet feel helpless to do better,

Internally, staff morale suffers, and externally, credibility with Congress and

the public suffers.

It is already far from simple to define the administrative logics of EM

project management, and it is even more complicated for project

management paradigms to take institutional, organizational, and

technological contexts into account. For example, in the current institutional

context, Congressional budget approvals may drive implementation activities

and distort program objectives. One result is that the conceptual work

(simulations, experiments, prototypes) needed up front maybe neglected,

thereby leaving a

this result occurs

can acknowledge

“big hole” in project Iogics, as a site contractor suggested. If

regularly, then a project management system is needed that

that this hole needs to be filled.

Similarly, when project schedules and budgets are predictably liable to

be renegotiated and adapted to unfolding technical and political

circumstances, it clearly signals that the formal logics may not mesh with the

substantive concerns of waste management and environmental remediation.

The conventional models create expectations appropriate to conventional

products, but there are few conventional objectives in EM’s mission.

Stretching the activities of remediation and restoration work to fit the

Procrustean bed of cost accounting management appears in many (not all)

respects to be counterproductive. Inattention to the management processes

necessitated by EM’s contexts may contribute to widespread complaints that

EM’s mission is unclear, that accountabilities are ambiguous, that

communication is poor, and that priorities are missing.
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4.4.303 Scale, scope, and Cost of EM Promams: Me~a Proiects

TO frame EM programs as presenting a conventional engineering

challenge not only does them a disservice, but misleads. They are mega

projects with unique characteristics that make them more dependent on their

institutional, organizational, and technological contexts than conventional

projects. But mega projects generally are often not understood that way:

“Faced with the difficulties of a mega project, conventional managements

take refuge in studying what they know best; hence, the huge engineering

studies often undertaken on projects that will later fail for nonengineering

reasons,” Sykes (1990).

In addition to neglecting nonengineering factors, mega projects have

the following characteristics that often explain their rates of failure, according

to analyses of a number of studies that evaluate the sources of project

overruns and of project success and failure, Morris (1990, 1988):

“ Large numbers of stakeholders with whom relationships
have to be managed;

● Difficulties in estimating costs;

“ Difficulty recruiting senior managers because results take a
long time and can damage their career;

● Scarcities of competent people and/or high turnover.

after Sykes (1990), Morris (1990)

In addition, given the length of time mega projects take, regulatory standards

and engineering practices and standards can change and changing interest

rates can force projects to stop and restart, for example.
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Considering the extent to which EM’s mission should be defined

among the mega projects of our time is one way to clarify the policies behind

its strategic choices. Equally important, this could help to orient the

expectations of staff and constituents. Through this exercise EM might better

identify its sources of uncertainties and design strategies required to reduce

them. Other questions need to be considered, such as: Is EM engaged in a

temporary or a continuous enterprise? How do its programs divide between

purely engineering tasks and organizational-institutional-technological tasks?

How are its programs phased, vis-a-vis manpower resources and

technological developments, and how do these mesh with budget cycles?

Program by program, such characteristics should govern choices not

only of appropriate project management systems but of organizational

designs as well. These structures should outlive the personal capabilities of

“leaders” or “champions,” no matter how gifted they may be in managing

bureaucratic and political environments.

4.4.3.4 Alternative Proiect Management SvstemS

Missing from stakeholder discussions and from discussions with DOE

HQ staff are alternative concepts for project management that are more

consonant with EM’s objectives, financial and human resources, and the

saentific, technological, and political constraints it faces.

When asked whether other types of project management models were

being considered for EM activities because its mission is a major departure

from previous Departmental concerns, a staff member in the DOE

Procurements Office replied that clearly experimental work would not be
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closely tracked, but because EM’s work is strictly operational the project

management system is appropriate. EM and DOE need to consider the

circumstances under which that perspective can be supported. Can fulfilling

EM’s, objectives be categorized across the board as singularly operational? Can

“close tracking” accommodate every kind of trial-and-error, simulating, and

prototyping activity that may be appropriate to reducing the uncertainties

inherent in EM’s programs?

To carry out operational procedures, project management systems rely

on developed scientific principles, standards, or consensus. In EM’s case, one

goal is to apply these in the form of risk-benefit ratios rather than as statutory

or regulatory standards. But neither the information nor the consensus are at

adequate levels for immediate application. So few principles and standards

readily translate to waste management and environmental restoration

activities and so little consensus exists around interpretations of risk data that

to accomplish its mission, EM by default is oriented more toward

experimental or incremental work than toward operational performance.

(See Section 4.3, Impediments.)

The high levels of information deficit almost guarantee that

operational staff will make mistakes or try out new approaches as they

develop new information to lower the deficit. But project management

concepts foster expectations of being “perfect the first time,” which prevents

learning “how to live with mistakes.” When new information is absorbed to

influence procedures, policies, and routines, organizational learning is

occurring, as changes are made in a spirit of experimentation and continual

improvement.

organizational

But when only ultimate results are rewarded, these

processes are jeopardized. Although EM programs appear to
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require only straightforward technical implementation,

uncertainties align better with an attitude of experiment

Emel, Kasperson (1990).

their inherent

and discovery, Cook,

EM activities that consist mainly in defining and solving problems

instead of applying known techniques to well-defined problems require

project management principles tailored to exigencies and organizational

learning.

4.4.4 Conclusion: Mana~ement Svstems And Or~anizational Desi m That

Alim with Promam Characteristics

Under the conditions of technological, political, and soaal change and

uncertainty that will accompany EM’s mission into the next century,

organizational strategies that value learning and continuous improvement

are needed. A project management philosophy designed around such goals

can be a powerful tool in coping effectively with uncertainty. A first step in

developing that philosophy or theory of project management is to assess each

program’s needs for information. The second step is to redefine information

development and interpretation processes as themselves “projects” with as

high a priority as program implementation.

These shifts in emphasis also imply shifts in managerial competenaes.

In situations where projects face few uncertainties, project management can

proceed “by the book” and concern themselves most with control and content

and least with process issues. Technical competence is primary. But in

contexts where projects are more vulnerable to failure, managers need to be

able to give top priority to process issues and secondary attention to control
..,

and content issues, Buchanan (1991!.
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4.4.4.1 Reducin~ Uncertainties and Developing and Interm-etirw Information:

The Tasks of Mana~ement and or~anizational Desire

Organizational and managerial systems differ and should differ

according to the ways they approach the necessity of identifying, collecting,

and processing information to reduce uncertainty, Stinchcombe (1990). This

hypothesis suggests that organizations do not operate and cannot be designed

“as a whole.” How their constituent units each identify, collect, and process

particular kinds of information needed in its particular environment shapes

both organizational design and managerial practices. Each EM program

differs to some extent by the kinds of information it needs and can get, and

within each program, specific projects further differ. Doubtless there are also

commonalities across programs.

The information developed in conventional project management

models often does not help in the management task, according to GAO staff

we interviewed, for two reasons: Those using the information to manage

with may not have been consulted in setting up reporting categories and the

available information therefore is not relevant, and/or the available

information is out of date. In EM’s case, the problem is again deeper:

Conventional information categories are unlikely to tell the stories of many

projects, and more often than not, the information that program managers

need is in any case unavailable.

Management science and organizational design are centrally concerned

with uncertainty-reducing processes--information development, information

interpretation, strategy formulation, consensus building, and reaching

commitment. These constitute most of the work that field and HQ staff do to
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meet their fiduaary obligations. Not by design necessarily but certainly by

default, conventional project management models obscure their importance.

When expectations are oriented to milestones and products, these critical

processes can be seen as “just paperwork” or painful and disparaged up and

down the chain of command.

In considering alternative project management systems, the first

question is, to what extent do which they align with the particular

characteristics of each EM program, and above all, with the uncertainties and

information deficits that affect them? How do current project management

paradigms and alternatives align with:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

The state of scientific and technical knowledge about waste management

and environmental restoration?

The processes involved in defining and implementing compliance

agreements?

The

The

federal appropriations cycle?

iterative work processes involved in cleanup, restoration, and waste

minimization?

The social, political, and organizational

decision-making?

processes in technical-political

The organizational feedback and incremental learning processes necessary

for efficient and effective implementation?

Situations involving short-term certainties and long-term uncertainties?\
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Other questions are: What do the answers imply for the internal

organization of EM? Are programmatic or functional divisions the most

effective grounds for managing complex projects where “cross-cutting

issues...come together”? Can conventional project management models

consolidate activities across programs and acknowledge that they need to be

managed as mega projects?

EM 40 has their fence around their money, EM 30, EM 50 has the
fence around their money. But what I’m talking about is where
you get these cross-cutting issues that come together, You ‘ve got
interrelationships like the contents of the single shell
tanks,,., Putting together an integrated program covers not only
the people that are treated in 30, but who have to deal with the
tank in 40 to get rid of it. How are those integrated schedules
forced upon, requested from the contractor, to get those put
together, and how are they brought into one single unified
package? ....You ‘ve got to make sure that the intertwining logic
between those milestones is fully laid out.

Contractor

As Section 4.1 Organizational Design and Fit suggests, shaping the

organization as a tool for carrying out its mission-and changing its shape as

program phases and circumstances warrant-is a primary strategy for

successful project management.

4.4.4.2 Viewin~ Mana~erial and Or~anizational Processes as Products

Drawing on conventional project management models implies

parallels between EM’s mission and large-scale construction projects with

engineering challenges-e. g., dams, the supercollider, nuclear power plants.

Although some EM projects may be wholly construction projects or include

construction phases (e.g., rehabilitation or replacement of tanks), most are

different in kind. Given the many unknowns, EM activities are in practice
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dependent for their success in carrying out organizational and managerial

processes that allow them to achieve products.

Spelling out the activities and processes needed for developing and

interpreting information, reaching consensus, and making commitments in

project management documents and reporting requirements would make the

performance of these as important as any other kinds of outcomes. A study of

DOE’S policymaking process suggests that as important as it is, nevertheless

the process of interpreting information, for example, is little valued

organizationally, Feldman (1989). Situating the development and

maintenance of these processes themselves as “subprojects” within every

project could help to change that. Given the magnitude of external and

internal changes that have occurred and that will continue to occur

throughout the years of EM’s mission, the importance of these processes

looms large. But they also should be seen as experimental and flexible, to be

reviewed and improved as lessons are learned and conditions change.
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4.5 DOE - Contractor Relationshitx

Jerome A. Morzinski

Abstiact

.

Relationships betw~n DOE and its contractors reflect
fundamental changes that aretaking place throughout the
complex. Thesites aresubject tomore rigorous accountability
measures and increased headquarters control, and those changes
have several consequences,

Efforts to make contractors more accountable for their
work are matched by contractor actions aimed at ensuring that
they don’t bear more than their fair share of risk. Contractors
and field office employees are concerned about liability. The
response, in some cases, is to do more than necessary, which will
add to the cost of cleanup.

Site stakeholders feel overwhelmed by what they see as
multiple and redundant audits and reviews. They feel they are
visited so often that they can’t get their job done and would like
to see headquarters coordinate those visits.

DOE doesn’t have the resources to do all its work with
federal employees, and so makes substantial use of support
service contractors. The potential problems of loss of control,
increased cost, and conflict of interest may make the cure worse
than the disease.

Plans to create Environmental Restoration Management
Contractors are little understood or accepted outside of
headquarters. The ERMC will have to play by the same rules as
the M&O contractor, but will be handicapped by startup and
integration problems.

In general, contractors and DOE field office employees
think they should be working together more closely, but see
several things that push them into more of an adversarial
relationship. Other stakeholders think the relationship has been
too cozy all alon~ and that it’s about time DOE started to exert
proper management and oversight of its contractors.

Relationships between DOE and its contractors are undergoing a

transformation, brought on by fundamental changes that are taking place

throughout the complex. Among those changes are increased scrutiny of
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DOE by Congress and the public, and increased scrutiny of the sites by DOE

headq~arters. The entire DOE family is being held to different standards of

accountability than has been the case throughout the history of the complex.

The new accountability rule, which is intended to hold the contractor

responsible for costs that could have been avoided by proper performance, is

one example of such change. DOE and its contractors are responding to those

changes in ways that affect their relationship.

Much of what follows is colored with a site perspective, quite naturally.

Most of our interviews were with site stakeholders; other stakeholders were

not as likely to be concerned with the DOE-Contractor relationship as those

people who have to live with it every day.

1 Stakeholder Views

One result of increased public scrutiny is that contractors (and DOE

employees at the sites) are subject to higher standards of accountability than

they were in the past.1 Measures (such as the new accountability rule) that are

designed to ensure compliance with those higher standards produce other

effects as well. Contractors and field office persomel are concerned about

liability, and those concerns affect their actions. The sites are subject to

increasing amounts of oversight-far too much oversight, in the view of site

stakeholders. As DOE changes the way it manages its contracts, the general

nature of the relationship is changing so that DOE and its contractors are

becoming less like partners and more like adversaries.

lIt’snothstthesites--DOEingeneralissubjecttoincxeasedmxmntabilitymeasures,butthemaineffect
isonthe”sites.
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In addition, two other topics arose that bear on the relationship

between DOE and contractors: there areconcems about DOE’suse of support

services contractors and about plans for creating Environmental Restoration

Management Contractors (ERMC).

Comments about the nature of the

summarized in these

● Liability

s Oversight

● Support

● ERMC

● General

4.5.1.1 Liabilitv

five categories:

Service Contractors

Concerns

DOE-contractor relationship are

There is general agreement across all stakeholder categories that the

specter of liability affects how people are acting. It includes things such as

doing more to minimize liability, to being less open on a personal level, to

broader system-wide behavioral changes. Managers will order more

characterization studies before acting, or take action based on legal opinion.

We check with our lawyers before doing something, which
might sometimes overrule how we feel we should proceed on a
strictl~ technical basis.-

Correspondence
because people

DOE FO

has to be signed of by ten or 15 other people,
are afraid of the personal liabilities.

Contractor

With the concerns about going to jail, we’re going to take the
conservative approach and go beyond meeting all the
regulations.

DOE PO
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On a larger, system-wide scale, there are fundamental changes in the

way contractors and DOE are doing business, ranging from the way contracts

are being written to the process of vwiting proposals and asking for funding.

Contractors are changing the way they operate to lessen their liability risk. In

response to the new accountability rules, contractors request enough money

so that they can be totally in compliance, even though they may not know

what “total compliance” entails. They attempt to share liability with DOE by

getting DOE buy-in before proceeding on a course of action. At least some

field offices feel they need to pass contractors’ proposals on to headquarters

“as is,” including requests for funding, in order to avoid liability.

If there is a problem on site, and the contractor says we asked for
a certain amount of money and you, DOE, chose not to fund
that, they, the contractor, are off the hook. The burden of proo)
is now on us to show that the problem would have happened
regardless of whether he got the full amount or not. So we ‘re in
a position where we ‘re forced to pass the contractor’s estimate
on to headquarters. It’s very chancy, with the criminal liability
aspects, to attempt to cut the contractor down jiwther than what
he’s willing to go.

DOE FO

We feel we share liability with DOE by telling them what we
need, making recommendations, and getting their concurrence.
We take a little liability back when we recommend something,
but I feel we should be doing that.—

Contractors generally understand

accountability rules mean that they will

they should stand to gain more, too.

Contractor

and accept that the new

be more at risk; naturally, they feel

We won‘t take on unbounded risk. There must be a reasonable
risk-reward relationship.

Contractor
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4.5.1.2 Oversi~ht

The sites have to submit to many audits and reviews--entirely too

many, in the view of contractors and field office staff. People understand that

audits are necessary, but object to being hit so often and so redundantly--they

feel the same material is covered by different groups. There is no sense that

anyone at headquarters understands what the cumulative impact of the

various reviews is. Contractors bear the brunt of those reviews, but DOE

employees are affected as well.

It wasn ‘t only one headquarters group, we had several, We
thought they would send out one unified group with the same
goals and intents, but that was not the case. They came with
separate goals, with different schedules. And they weren ‘t even
headquarters people. Maybe a couple of headquarters people on
a team of ten, the rest beltway contractors who DOE hired.

Contractor

Operational readiness reviews have been a problem. The
contractor did theirs, then DOE did one. We worked with
headquarters to resolve their findings, and thought we were
pretty well along on that. Then months later some other
headquarters groups jump in and review the adequacy of the
ORR and have their own findings. So it’s a very strung out
process.

DOE FO

The amount of wersight is excessive, to say the least. This
summer past was just one series of audits after another. And it’s
gotten to where nobody’s told us anything new in a year.
They’re all on our list to do. If they woufd just get ofl our backs
ati. let us go fix the things that we have commitments to fix,
we‘d be much better off.

Contractor
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Wk get a lot of external reviews. And since Iune, we have a
quality mana~ement team, we’ve had the independent cost

cost

estim-te team-in, we are getting ready for the OMB audit week
after next at the field office, and those three audits collectively
have taken about two and a half months of my life, in about a
four-month period. That gives me about a month and a half to
do four-months worth of work, and I am only one-third time on
this program. And so inconsistent, late, contradictory guidance,
and just woeful amounts of oversight. All three of those audit
teams I just mentioned are ail looking at exactly the same thing,

DOE FO

The problem people have with being audited often is that they feel like

there isn’t enough time to devote to getting their real jobs done.

They want to know what’s going on in the field--want to see
some progress--and by the way, tomorrow give us all this
information. And so we are required to instantly jerk eight
people off a job to deoelop information on estimating the
volumes of all our mixed and hazardous waste by type, that’s a
characteristic example.

Contractor

I have never seen more audits and assessments and tiger teams
and special studies in my life go on in an area. The EH part of
folks we work with--and the M&O’s time is consumed with
;esponding to those as opposed to managing the actual
restoration project.

Contractor

We ‘ve had three or four budget reviews in the past two mon tbs.
Duffy’s ICE team, tie Corps ;f
fwrth one, 1 can “t recall who.
significant advance preparation

En2ineers, OMB, ‘and there’s a
Ea~h one of these required
and a lot of time.

Contractor

I don ‘t know whether you ‘ve heard about all the ICE teams and
OMB reviews, but of the last six weeks, four of those weeks have
been dedicated solely to independent audits and reviews of the
organization.

Contractor
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There is some sympathy for the plight of contractors among other

stakeholders, too.

In terms of oversight, audits, reviews, uht the fiefd regards as
redundant, in a lo~ of cases 1 think they ‘re right. In a lot of cases
we’re failing to communicate what we’re doing.

DOE HQ

4.5.1.3 Suu~ort Service Contractors

There were comments about the tendency of DOE to hire contractors to

do work that, in the view of many people, should properly be done by DOE

employees. It is felt that DOE loses control by having support service

contractors do too much work. Another reason, of course, is cost. GAO

criticizes DOE for not using cost estimates when determining whether or not

to contract out certain work, but acknowledges that many contracts are

awarded simply because DOE does not have the resources to perform the

work (GAO, 1991b). It is recognized that OM13puts limits on the number of

FITs that DOE is allowed, and that a large part of the problem stems from

that. Nevertheless, the widespread use of support service contractors is seen

as detrimental and symptomatic of DOE’s personnel problems.

The problem now is that we have support services contractors
reviewing the results of support services contractors. The DOE is
a big player in it. The truth of the matter is, DOE is not in
control of that process. Take any evaluation anymore. It isn ‘t
reviewed by the feds. It is prepared in most cases by support
services contractors and it goes through the review system by
support services contractors.

DOE FO

There are too many beltway bandits controlling the activities of
DOE in Washington, DC. There are not enough DOE people.

DOE FO
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Given the quality of personnel DOE (headquarters) has, they’re
just not up to managing the programs they have. So they tend
to hire a contractor, even on simple things like giving testimony
to Congress.

Public Activist

Most of the comments regarding the use of support service contractors

were directed at headquarters, but field offices make use of them, too, and

received some similar critiasms.

We’re overwhelmed by outside help, meaning the contractor
staff the department gets to supplement its own staff. We have
contractors here that supplement the field office, and there are
contractors supplementing the staff at headquarters. For each
one of those people, we need more contractor stafl to respond to
their questions.

Contractor

4.5.1.4 ERMC

There is much uncertainty about the creation of ERMCS. People

outside of headquarters don’t understand the motivation behind the idea, or

see why they would be any better than M&O contractors in getting on with

the cleanup.

Dufi decided that he would enter into a series of ERMCS. I
don ‘t recall, the stated reason, I guess, was that they didn ‘t want
M&O contractors cleaning up and profiting at the sites that they
had polluted. The persuasiveness of that was, it wasn ‘t very
persuasive to me.

Congressional Staff

Nobody out here seems to know really what ERMC is going to
involve and that in itself may make the case where the point
that the programs or policies are not well enunciated. The
contractors we have talked with don ‘t have a good grasp on
what the ERMC really is, except that nobody is real happy with
the concept.

Local Business
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There’s a lot of uncertainty
trained, and don ‘t want to

with the ERMC. Lubor t)ti site is well
[ose job security.

Labor

There is some feeling the idea can be made to work at sites where

rernediation is the only mission, but people don’t see anything to be gained.

The ERMC will have the same set of problems as an M&O contractor has, but

will be starting over in a sense and won’t have the benefits of the existing

contractor’s corporate knowledge.

At this site, I think that the ERMC does have a chance to work. I
think the ERMC, though, is going to be plagued with some of the
same problems that DOE has been plagued with and not yet
resolved.

Contractor

To gi~e all this stuff to the ERMC and get it out of the DOE
system–that’s just not the way to get this job done. Because the
ERMC comes in and has the same problem. We’ve got the same
rules.

Contractor

There are other drawbacks, too. Establishing an ERMC will interrupt

cleanup activities in progress, and there will likely be problems trying to

integrate activities of the ERMC with those of the M&O contractor.

M&O contractors have established solid cleanup programs.
Their progress should not be interrupted by reassigning
responsibilities to new, independent contractors. Integration of
waste management activities and environmental activities
would be severely hampered.

ACNFS (1991)

One comment on the ERMC concept that is difficuit is for an
operating facility like this one, we find it difficult to imagine
how an ERMC concept could work, just because it is an operating
facility and the amount of interface that’s required.

Contractor
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4.5.1.5 General Concerns
I
)

IStakeholders within the DOE family think of the relationship between

DOE and its contractors as being somewhere between partners and

adversaries. Generally speaking, people on both sides see the need to work

with the other side as partners, but think that the current climate (the new

accountability rule, e.g.) has pushed the relationship more toward an

adversarial one.

If he (Dufi) can establish a partnership with those on the site,
then rue can get a lot accomplished. But if he starts out that
rue‘re the enemy or the field office is the enemy, then
everybody’s going to go into a foxhole.

Contractor

As far as the relationship with the contractor, right now it
borders on the edge of adversarial, confiontational, and it needs
to move away from there into more of a cooperative team ejfort.
With the new accountability rule, everybody is going, well gee, I
don ‘t trust him now.

DOE FO

Again from stakeholders in the DOE family, there are some feelings

that DOE is being too hard on its contractors, not “working with them” in a

cooperative atmosphere.

The mode, it is more of a, “Let’s see how we can go out and get
the contractor. Let’s go out and see what we can find. And
where we can hammer them over the head or where they are
messing up. ” That seems to be more of a common flavor than
the, “Let’s work together as a team. ”

Contractor

I still have managers that like to point fingers as to who is to
blame and they want to write this letter expressing their
unhappiness. Like, look at what you have done. 1 don ‘t think
that’s the way to do it. We need to work together and I strongly
belime that they are very willing to work with us.

DOE FO
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In stark contrast to those comments are the views of some stakeholders

outside the DOE family. To them, DOE has been too much of a partner with

its contractors for too long, and has not adequately exercised its proper role of

oversight.

DOE as a government oversight body has not provided adequate
direction and oversight of the contractors. That is one of the
deficiencies the critics identifl. In many of these sites the local
DOE guys were basically aiong for the ride, kind of go with the
flow within fairly broad parameters.

Congressional Staff

The GAO agrees with this view. While it recognizes DOE has made

significant changes in the way it manages its contractors, GAO nevertheless

feels DOE’s management of contractors is a high-risk area. A recent report

GAO issued on DOE’s oversight and management of contractors, concluded

that

DOE’s contracting is vulnerable to waste, fraud, abuse, and
mismanagement because of its long-standing approach of (1)
indemnifying nearly all contractor costs and (2) not exercising
adequate oversight over contractor operations and activities.

GAO (1992c)

And finally, several field office people think that DOE relies too

heavily on certain contractors-specifically, that one contractor should not be

the prime M&O contractor at multiple sites. The fear here is that one

company is not likely to have a large enough talent pool to provide topnotch

managers for many sites.

1s it a mistake for DOE to allow one contractor to be the prime at
multiple sites? You bet it is. The depth of talent is not there.

DOE FO
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4.5.2 Indications for DOE/EM

The issues mentioned in this section are not all independent--they are

inter-related. Two overarching themes tie them together--accountability and

control. Changed standards of accountabilityy, and the responses to that

change, have resulted in behavior that is influenced by concerns about

liability. Increased headquarters control, together with the new accountability

rule, has brought about an increased level of oversight. The trend toward

increased headquarters control is not compatible with current levels of

staffing, and so support services contractors get called on to do work that

should, in the view of many stakeholders, be done by DOE employees. Plans

to create ERMCS can also be seen as an attempt by headquarters to maintain

control, because cleanup activities of a, contractor strictly devoted to cleanup

may be easier to control than similar activities of a contractor engaged in both

production and cleanup. In what follows, we discuss implications and

consequences in the context of those two themes (accountability and control).

4.5.2.1 Liabilitv

DOE’s new accountability rule is intended to make contractors more

responsible for their actions. Contractors respond in two ways: they (1) ask

for more money, out of a genuine desire to “do things right,” and (2) try to get

DOE approval for everything they do, which, they figure, puts a good deal of

the liability back on DOE. Headquarters wants the field offices to filter those

proposals, to make them more reasonable (ask for less money). Some field

offices are unwilling/unable to do that, because they’re concerned about

personal liability, too. So contractor’s requests tend to get passed on “as is.”

On top of that, because of liability fears, more testing and characterization will
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be done before actually breaking ground. The combined effect is rising

cleanup costs.

Fear of personal liability is likely to have another effect. Companies or

individuals won’t be as willing to admit making mistakes if they know they

might have to pay for it, resulting in loss of “lessons learned” information.

One of the reasons for imposing higher standards of accountability is

the hope that costs can be kept under control. A major concern of EM must

be to see that the actions that people take to neutralize the threat of increased

liability don’t overshadow the gains hoped for by insisting on higher

standards of accountability.

4.5.2.2 Oversivht

DOE needs to maintain an appropriate amount of oversight of its

activities and can’t afford to even give the impression that it’s not conducting

oversight of its contractors. On the other hand, if what the sites say is true-if

significant resources are being wasted on redundant inspections--then the

cleanup effort is suffering. It’s not clear what a reasonable audit/inspection

cycle should be, but if many audits do indeed cover essentially the same

material, this might be an area where

provide some relief.

4.5.2.3 Sumort Service Contractor~

DOE’s wish to control more of

HQ coordination (of audit teams) could

what goes on in the complex means it

must use support services contractors, because it doesn’t have enough people

to do everything it wants to do in-house. Some stakeholders feel DOE risks

losing control by using support service contractors too much. Specifically,
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DOE field offices and contractors feel it’s not right for (other) contractors to be

reviewing their work,

Then, there’s the matter of cost accountability. We recognize that DOE

doesn’t have sufficient staff to do all of its work, and must use support service

contractors, but that can mean increased costs. GAO has reported that using

support service contractors can cost significantly more than using federal

employees would (GAO, 1991). Continued dialogue with OMB to effect

higher personnel ceilings is clearly appropriate.

Finally, conflict of interest problems can arise. One example is

illustrative. According to the field office at one site, a (contractor) member of

the Tiger Team wrote several findings in a particular area, and then inquired

later whether his company could help fix those defiaencies. Such incidents

don’t appear to be widespread, but are still cause for concern.

4.5.2.4 ERMC

Prime M&O’s can’t help but see imposition of an ERMC for

remediation work as a slap in the face, a demotion of sorts. Labor is worried,

too, because it looks like another excuse to dump existing workers and hire

“experienced cleanup personnel.” There will undoubtedly be disruptions in

cleanup work while responsibilities are transferred to the new ERMCS, and

integration of the ERMC’S activities with those of existing M&O contractors

would be a problem. Lacking clear, compelling reasons to establish ERMCS, it

would seem that there is more to be lost than gained by doing so. If there are

good reasons for creating ERMCS, those reasons need to be made clear to all

stakeholders.
)
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4.5.2.5 The General Nature of the Relationshi~

DOE field offices and contractors (site stakeholders) see the relationship

between DOE and its contractors as lying somewhere on a scale between

adversaries and partners (Fig. 4.5-l). They see partnership as good and would

like to see the “relationship pointer” over on that end of the scale.

RelationshipGauge,Site Stakeholders

Figure 4.5-1

In contrast to that, many other stakeholders would use a scale with the

ends labeled tough oversight and loose guidance. Those stakeholders feel

DOE has traditionally provided loose guidance, while what is needed is tough

oversight of its contractors (Fig. 4.5-2).

RelationshipGauge, Non-SiteStakeholders

Figure 4.5-2
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Those twoviews areincomplete opposition to each other. Field offices

and contractors work closely together and share similar goals and experiences,

It’s only natural that they develop a close relationship and feel the need to be

partners with each other. Many other stakeholders equate partnership with

loose guidance, which they think is bad because it contributed to the problems

that exist today. In that view, the relationship has been much too cozy for too

long, and it has been just that cozy partnership which has precluded DOE

from providing the effective, tough oversight it should have been doing all

along.

If we combine the views of site stakeholders and non-site stakeholders,

we get a scale (Fig. 4.5-3) which shows those views in opposition.

Headquarters job is to balance those opposing views, to define a relationship

that is a compromise between the partnership needed for smooth running of

the complex and the tough oversight needed to ensure that contractors are

held accountable for their actions. Such a compromise is required to

overcome the contradictions inherent in DOE’S dual-natured role-that of

providing both guidance and oversight.

Tough
Oversight

0=-

Guidanm

Adversaries Partners
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IRelationshipGauge,Combined

Figure 4.5-3
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4.6 Delavs

Jerome A. Morzinski

Abstract

Interviewees from virtually all stakeholder categories feel
that DOE headquarters takes far too long to grant approvals and
make decisions. These delays have obvious and immediate
consequences--work gets postponed or canceled, schedules slip-
as well as consequences that are harder to pin down or measure-
lost credibility and frustrated employees. Delays are explicitly
linked to the issue of headquarters vs field office authority.
Stakeholders from all categories feel that the field offices should
have more authority to make decisions than they now have,
espeaally in light of the perceived inability of headquarters to
make timely decisions. Previously published reports have also
said DOE headquarters needs to delegate more authority.

Despite the nearly unanimous chorus of complaints about
headquarters delays, there are unresolved issues. We have no
yardstick with which to measure delays and their effects, and
what is “bad delay” to one party might be “necessary and god
interval of time” to another. Delays have turned out to have
good effects in some cases. Perhaps people who complain about
delays don’t see the big picture. It maybe that what they see as
headquarters delays are in fact part of a deliberate strategy to gain
positive results, although it’s not clear that such a strategy exists,
or if it does exist, that it produces benefits. Whether delays are
deliberate or not, they have real, negative consequences which
must be weighed against any possible benefits.

When making important decisions, any organization needs to gather

information, examine alternatives, and assess the soundness of different

opinions and arguments before agreeing on the most appropriate way to

proceed. That process takes time, and the length of time depends on many

factors, such as the degree of delegation of decision-making authority, the

amomt of information deemed necessary before making a decision, the
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mechanism by which alternatives get proposed and tested, extent of approval

chains, etc. Most of those factors depend on and are, in theory, controlled by

choices made by leaders of the organizational

. From the perspective of many stakeholders around the DOE complex,

DOE headquarters has chosen to operate in a manner that results in

unacceptably long delays in the process of making decisions and granting

approvals. The issue of delays, then, is primarily one of delayed decision-

making. There are, of course, other kinds of delays, namely, delays in getting

work done. That, however, is just one consequence of delayed decision-

making. Some other consequences are increased costs, wasted resources, and

strained relationships with other stakeholders, including employees of the

DOE family.

4.6.1 Stakeho Ider ViewS

The issue of delays is important because delay in making decisions and

granting approvals frequently has negative consequences. Most of our

interviewees, however, did not focus on specific instances or examples of those

consequences, but rather spoke to what they felt were the underlying causes or

reasons for the occurrence of delays in the first place. Those reasons tended to

fall into one of two broad categories

“ Headquarters vs Field Office
. .

s Headquarters Inefficiency

Authority

lThereareexceptions,of course, andforDOE/EM,onethatstandsoutisstaffing.Ifheadquarters
cannotattractandhiresufficientnumbersof qualified people, the decision-making process will
sufferno matterwhatorganizationalchoices are made,
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Delays, of course, have other sources, such as task uncertainty, but our focus

will be on the two categories of headquarters delays listed above.

4.6.1.1 Headquarters vs Field Office Authoritv

There is a great deal of frustration in the field over the issue of authority

to make decisions. Authority to make decisions and grant approvals has been

centralized at headquarters, which, even in the best circumstances, causes

inherent delays. It simply takes longer to do things long distance. The field

offices can’t make what many people see as routine decisions, and this fact is

explicitly linked to delays in getting work done. Two interview segments

are typical of comments in this area follow.

The system isn ‘t working, things aren ‘t getting done, because Leo
DuN has to personally approve, everything. Until just recently,
we needed his personal approval to paint walls.

DOE FO

lVEPAl ... it’s got to go back to headquarters for their review, and
get signed by Leo. Absolutely ludicrous, it’s costing us millions.

Contractor

that

People recognize that the Watkins/Duff y team needed to take control, to

show that things were not going to be “business as usual” anymore. We heard

over and over again, though, from stakeholders in all categories, that it went

too far, has gone on too lon~ and that the system is suffering.

The other thing that’s sad, a lot of decision-making has been
cerztrulized. I think there was a need for sonze coordination and
to that extent, centralization. But the result has been people
feeling left out, and a lot of institutional paralysis because
everything had to get approved from the seventh floor.

4National Activist

1Much NEPA authority has recently been delegated to the field, but this wasa hottopicwhen
we conducted interviews, and is indicative of the generalnatureof theproblem.
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The field has little or no abiiity to make decisions here at the site
so we can do things more efficiently.

DOE FO

Leo talks about doing things smarter, cheaper, faster, but
roadblocks are killing us, because of this type of activity where
everything has to be approved at headquarters.

Contractor

DOE’s field offices have no authority now. The Congressional
Liaison people are no help except on routine issues, because they
never know what’s going on and they need front office approval
to say anything and that causes more delays.

Congressional Staff

This same view-that headquarters doesn’t delegate enough authority--

also comes from other studies of the DOE complex. For example, the final

report of the Advisory Committee on Nuclear Faality Safety (1991) concluded:

Headquarters appears to control deasion-making at a level that is
inconsistent with the inherently decentralized regulatory process
and the diversity of cleanup problems in the field.

And from the National Research Council (1989), in their report ~

Nucl ear WeaDons ComtAex:

Many decisions are now unnecessarily deferred by staff to higher
management levels, sometimes creating delay and paralysis in
decision-making.

People in the field (DOE and contractor employees) feel they can’t get

their job done because of the delays encountered in getting headquarters

approval, oftentimes for what they view as minor things. The prevailing

attitude is yes, some things need to go to headquarters for approval, but let’s be

reasonable and delegate more decision-making authority (along with policy

guidance) to the field.

I
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4
There seem to be precious little policy and a lot of specific 10-
point directives and layers of approvais coming out of
headquarters. Rather than saying this is our policy, and as long as
you ‘re going to work within policy, you have approval to do as
you see fit.

DOE FO

The obvious question is, are ail these headquarters approvals
necessary? What do they pay me the big bucks for if they ’re going
to manage it from Washington?

DOE FO

There’s approval cycles for all these things, which takes a long
time. Besides lack of delegation, the problem is really micro-
management. If I want to make a change, it’s not enough that I
get approval from the level above me, I have to get approval from
all levels above me.

DOE FO

Frankly I think it doesn’t make sense for us to try to operate in as
detailed, on as detailed a level as we are from the headquarters. I
understand the value of it, but unless the system is willing to put
a gnat deal more resources into the headquarters, it’s putting a
stress on the staff that is not going to be able to continue.

DOE HQ

4.6.1,2 Headquarters Inefficiency.

Admitting that some things do need headquarters approval, there is still

widespread feeling that headquarters is a black hole-things go there but never

come out. People understand that some deasions must be made at

headquarters, but feel that it takes far too long for that to happen.

The tie here is not only one of headquarters vs field office
authority. If headquarters was a smoothly running outfit, we
might be able to operate by having all decisions made at
headquarters. The fact is, headquarters doesn ‘t work very well, so
we have the worst of all possible worlds--we are not allowed to
make decisions, and headquarters doesn ‘t seem capable of doing
so in a timely manner.

DOE FO
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Everything has to go to headquarters to be approved, and nothing
ever gets done there. Or if it does, it comes back ambiguous,
conflicting.

Contractor

The regulatory process is slow in terms of authorization, but
. when you find that it outruns the DOE’s capabilities of making a

decision, and you are waiting for a response when you have all
the regulatory approvals, there’s something wrong.

State Ojficial

One contributing cause to delays at headquarters is inadequate staffing,

and it is a problem recognized by virtually everyone, including DOE

headquarters. Its ultimate solution lies with getting authorization to increase

the size of the EM staff and then finding people with the right talents. The

interim solution of using support service contractors raises another set of

problems (see Section 4.5 on DOE - Contractor Relationships),

We had to build in our schedule time for headquarters to do
document review. They pore over these documents and send
them out to support contractors, come back and say we don ‘t like
your wording of that phrase on page 27, etc. That’s a big barrier.

DOE FO

When you send something back to headquarters, it immediately
goes out to another subcontractor for review. I don ‘t see that
that’s going to improve things, and it does result in a big delay.

Contractor

Various reasons other than inadequate staffing are proffered. There is

some feeling that DOE as a whole is still struggling with the issue of how EM
.

fits in with other programs.

There apparently continue to be fundamental differences and
rivalries, intramural warfare, going on between the different
major departments that don ‘t help the complex a bit. (One result
is) a lot of wasted motion in terms of positioning and budgetary
shenanigans that a stronger hand topside would probably save us
guys in the trenches a lot of make-work,

Contractor

I
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,.. not coordinated well enough between DP and EM, because DP
runs the reactors, and aiso the separation facilities. And there’s
not communication up there, so consequently the direction
coming down from up there, and sometimes implementing
plans, there’s differences. With no real basis.

DOE FO

Other comments indicate that clear lines of authority don’t exist within

headquarters. One illustration is the use of special assistants. Line

management within headquarters feels that it sometimes gets bypassed as a

result of the way special assistants are used.

Instead of our office handling it, (one of Leo’s special assistants) is
handling it. We didn ‘t even know it was up there. So if the field
is sending something directly to Leo’s staff, they ‘re not even
giting us a copy of it. This gets pretty bad after a while. And we
don ‘t really know what’s going on.

DOE HQ

We can ‘t get memos out of Leo’s shop because it’s so fragmented
with all the groups they ‘ve set up there.

DOE HQ

Finally, stakeholders from all categories speak to general organizational

ineffiaencies, such as too many approvals, unclear roles, and lack of

delegation.

The problem with headquarters is primarily one of lack of
resources to do a quick turnaround on these reviews, and also the
lack uf authority at lower levels at hemiquarters. There’s a
tremendous number of signatures required with concurrence on
all actions at headquarters,

DOE FO

You shouldn ‘t take months to review something and decide
whether it’s OK or not just because you do things in sequence
instead of simultaneously.

Contractor
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Another item about impediments to getting the job done, was the
need to define better roles, Because we’re trying to cover a lot of
territory here, If we could concentrate on certain roles, on beefing
up certain roles, and delegate some of the stuff to the field, it
would aUow us to operate more ciearly and concentrate our
energies.

DOE HQ

Whatever the reason, there is consensus across all stakeholder groups

that when/if something has to go to headquarters for approval, the process is

unreasonably delayed.

4.6.2 Indications

Is the picture we’ve painted here, of unreasonable delays caused by the

way DOE headquarters operates, an accurate representation of the situation?

Or, is this nothing more than the typical amount of discontent that could be

expected from any organization? If there’s more to this than “typical

complaining,” and we think there is, what are the implications for EM?

Perhaps if we step back away from the field and take a more global view, it’ll

turn out that what the field sees as delay is an unavoidable, maybe even

desirable, part of the process. HOWdo we judge if delays are bad, how bad they

are, and what the consequences are? There can be both negative and positive

aspects to delays.

Nave Conseaue rices of Delav~

In one sense, it could be true that complaints about delays are

exaggerated, or that people’s vision is clouded, or that perceptions from the

field (and even from some headquarters stakeholders) are too narrow. We

don’t have a good way to measure delays and their effects. On the other hand,

though, several things argue for the general validity of what most of our
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interviewees said. First, sheer numbers. While not making any claims about

statistical validity, one can’t help but note that so many people said basically

the same thing too much has to go to headquarters, and it takes too long to get

anything out of headquarters. Second, those comments come from across the

spectrum of stakeholders, as well as from other reports. And finally, if enough

people think delays occur because of actions or inaction that headquarters

should be able to control, that perception can have real effects which add to

other negative consequenas on the way the system works.

What are those consequenms? First, problems of an operational nature.

When work is delayed for any reason, there are problems with meeting

milestones and staying on schedule. And that, of course, can affect compliance

agreements and have other legal implications. There will also likely be

increased costs and wasted resources. Although our interview data is sparse on

specific examples of those kinds of effects (because we didn’t ask for them), we

did get many comments that clearly implied that those problems are occurring

now. Second, delays affect people and agenaes; we can say there are political

consequences. When unwarranted delays occur, DOE loses credibility with

Congress, regulators, and the public. Compounding the issue, those

stakeholders are likely to push back in ways that make life harder for DOE-

with bad publiaty and lawsuits, e.g. The effect on DOE employees is no less

severe. For many, problems with delays are directly tied to the

centraliza&n/authority issue, and maintaining centralization to the degree

that exists now sends the message that they can’t be trusted. Both in the field

and at headquarters, many DOE employees feel frustrated and alienated, which

can’t help but have bad long-term effects.
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Having said all that, we admit that there isuncertainty here-we haven’t

objectively measured delays and their consequences, and it may be that part of

the problem is perceptual as opposed to real. Acknowledging that uncertainty,

let’s step back and look from a different perspective, and ask if some of what

people see as delay doesn’t in fact serve some good purpose.

4.6.2.2 Positive Consequences of Delavs

Consider the idea that what one party sees as “bad delay” may simply be

seen as a “necessary and good interval of time” by another party. There are

several aspects to this line of thought, motivated by Stinchcombe’s work on

delays in government approvals in Norwegian offshore oil development

(Stinchcombe, 1985).

Delay can be part of, in fact is a necessary component of, many processes,

Public partiapation is an example. DOE is given credit for making a real effort

to give the public a chance to participate in finding solutions to cleanup

problems. That process requires that the public be given time to review plans

and proposals and to respond to them. It may be that what many people see as

“headquarters delay” is really part of SUCha process. It would be wrong to label

delays of that nature as bad.

Then too, delay can simply be a time to figure out what really is in the

best interests of DOE. People in the field, whether they be contractors,

local/state government or DOE employees, have a relatively simple agenda

when compared to DOE’S national programs. It is relatively easy to determine

what course of action is best for an individual site, but much harder to make

that determination for all sites together. DOE headquarters has a complex

agena~ with many objectives, and part of the problem may be that those

I
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objectives are not well-known in the field (maybe not at headquarters either,

but that’s another issue). In any event, DOE’s needs maybe better served if

basic policy decisions are made with great deliberation, while the interests of

the site would be better served by decisive businesslike behavior in which

fewer values are taken into account. Given that dichotomy, it isn’t surprising

that the field sees delays as bad.

Finally, consider the matter of control. Headquarters does need to

maintain control over operations in the field. From one perspective we could

say that delays, whatever their cause, really help DOE headquarters to maintain

control. Without the benefit of delay, headquarters might be for=d to make

decisions before they are ready to do so-decisions which maybe good for one

or a few individual sites, but which turn out to be bad in the overall scheme of

things. In other words, rather than (or perhaps in addition to) being a result of

an attempt at control, delay may be a factor in maintaining that control. (That

can be carried to extremes, of course, if lengthy delays are encountered because

too many approvals are required, or because ~omplet~ information is sought

before making a decision.) Our research has not produced data on this issue,

but it would be interesting to know to what extent headquarters intentionally

delays actions to maintain control, or to gain other positive results. If some

delays are part of a deliberate strategy that is beneficial for DOE overall, and if

that information were communicated to the entire DOE family, it’s likely that

people wmticl be more inclined to put up with what they see as bad delays. But

in any event, delays, whether deliberate or acadental, can be good from the

standpoint of helping headquarters to maintain control.
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1Even with the uncertainty of whether or not there are good reasons for

delays, or if the perception that most people have of delays is wrong by some

ab~lute, “big picture” criterion, it still is apparent that there are real,

undesirable consequences of delays. It might be the case that potential benefits

(maintaining control, e.g.) outweigh the negative consequences. If so, that

information needs to be clearly communicated to the field. If it turns out that

the negative consequences are serious enough so that the problem of delays

must be dealt with, one action stands out as having most promise: more

delegation of authority to the field, accompanied by clear policy guidance. That

idea is echoed in other studies.

The Department should strengthen its management structure by
delegating authority and responsibility for the initial resolution of
issues to the lowest possible management levels, subject to clear
guidance and support from upper management.

NRC(1989)

Headquarters should provide overall guidance to the FOS to help
them select cleanup projects. But the field offices and M&O
contractors should be given substantial latitude in developing the
specifics required to implement the overall policy.

ACNFS (1991)

It is clearly necessary for DOE/EM to maintain control over operations

in the field, but it is also clear that most stakeholders feel that headquarters is

trying to do more than it is currently capable of. Just about everyone outside

headquarters feels that the balance of headquarters/field office authority is too

heavy on the headquarters side, and that it’s time to start delegating authority

back to the field, as was recently done with NEPA. Continuing to return

decision-making authority to the field, accompanied by guidance in the form of

policy statements.. has the potential to ~!leviate many of the problems people

I
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* see with delays. Keeping most decision-making authority centrahzed at

headquarters, on the other hand, enables DOE/EM to maintain more control

over operations, but reduces the likelihood that problems with delays will be

solved anytime soon.

.“
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4.7 Comdiance Ameements

Malcolm A. Weiss

Abstract

..”

Binding compliance agreements between DOE and
regulators are an increasingly important driving force in setting the
direction and priorities for EM’s cleanup effort. Stakeholders see
those agreements as raising issues from conception to closure.

Both regulators and DOE are motivated to enter into
agreements, the regulators to get legally binding commitments and
DOE to demonstrate responsiveness, clarify tasks, and justify
budget requests. However, there is widespread concern that the
costs of strict compliance will exceed the funds Congress will make
available long term. Negotiation of specific agreements is
complicated by DOE’S desire for national uniformity conflicting
with EPA’s regional autonomy. Pressures to reach agreement may
result in unrealistic agreements and failures to meet milestones.
Successful implementation of compliance work is influenced most
by funding for the siteits overall adequacy or its diversion to other
P-s”

Those stakeholder views imply three needs for EM. The first
is to negotiate realistic and nationally equitable agreements
involving partiapation by the field for realism and by HQ for
equity. The second is to acquire, deploy, and manage the resources
required for compliance with broader acceptance by all
stakeholders that uncertainty is inherent in the cleanup business.
And the third is to develop a constructive relationship with the
overseers of compliance agreements; that depends most on
increasing mutual trust and credibility.

Compliance agreements have become an increasingly important driving

force in setting the direction and priorities for EMs effort. The agreements are

entered into in order to serve legal, management, and political purposes. But

they have also caused legal, management, and political problems. This section

summarizes the views about compliance agreements that have been expressed by

l“Compliance”byDOE or EM is mentioned frequently by stakeholdcrs and is a broad area including many
topics. “Compliance agreements” is one of tlIOSCtopim md it is CIICsole topic discussed in this section.
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the stakeholders we interviewed. We also consider the implications of those

views for EM.

Compliance agreements are defined as follows:

- Legally binding agreements between regulators and regulated
entities that set standards and schedules for compliance with
environmental statutes. Includes Consent Order and Compliance
Agreements, Federal Faalities Agreements, and Federal Facilities
Compliance Agreements.

DOE (1991a)

A regulatory agreement defines the responsibilities of the parties
involved, what activities are going to be accomplished under the
agreement, and who will be finanaally responsible for those
activities.

DOE (lWIC)

In general, the agreements apply to spe@fic sites and the parties involved are

DOE agreeing with the state or EPA or both (the latter constituting a tri-party

agreement, TPA). A total of 64 agreements are listed in EM’s last-published five-

year plan, DOE (1991a). In addition, 10 agreements-in-prinaple with states have

been finalized and others are under negotiation. Agreements are intended to

ensure compliance of particular sites with site-relevant federal statutes including

CERCIA, Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), Clean Water Act

(cWA), Clean Air Act (CAA), Toxic Sulxtances Control Act (TSCA), National

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and/or Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA),

and/or with site-relevant state statutes.

4.7. I Stakeholder Views

The compliance agreement serves as the formal connection between the

site, the cognizant regulators of the site, and other parties that are permitted to

enter into the negotiating or oversight process. Although the formal agreements

are with DOE, the contractors are seen as key participants since they pmsess
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most of the expertise and they will have to implement the agreements. The

views expressed by contractors and DOE field people about compliance

agreements rarely seemed to differ systematically. For example:

If yougo out the field and get a group ofpeople at one of the facilities
sitting right at the table, it is very difl%uh to tejl who works with DOE
and who works for a contractor, And very often people will not even offer
to tell you where that dividingline is–...it’s very hard@ people to really
men understand where thtn”rresponsibility is. Especially mid-ievel
managers.

Federal Agency

We have chosen to summarize stakeholder views in five categories:

●

●

●

●

●

Motivations for entering into agreements

National allocation of resources for implementation of agreements

Negotiating agreements

Implementation of agreements

Compliance agreements as program drivers.

4.7.1.1 Motivation for Enterirw Into Ameements

The existence of compliance agreements, arrived at after negotiation by

DOE with federal or state agencies or both, is generally regarded favorably by

stakeholder groups-in prinaple, at least. However, the reasons for that favor

vary.

The states and federal regulators usually see compliance agreements as a

way to compel legally the fulfillment of speafic commitments by DOE.
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..,the compliance agreement is a way o)getting DOE’s commitment that
they ‘re going to do something; and I think that people are rushing to get
those DOE commitments met and then say, “DOE meet your
commitments in this, either court ordered or your admimktrative order,
that you ‘ve got. ” And they want penalties in there...

State Official

But not every state will partiapate. For example, Ohio is thought to believe it

will lose authority by signing on to the agreement between DOE and EPA at

Femald. DOE sees a problem in the failure to have Ohio as part of a tri-party

agreement at Fernald.

DOE HQ sees a negotiated agreement-and preferably a &i-party

agreement-as evidence that can be presented to Congress or other political

offiaals that DOE is responsive to legal, political, and public needs at the

individual sites. The sites see the agreements as clarifying their mission by

setting specific targets for action. In addition, the sites can use compliance

agreements as a justification for budget requests to Ha while HQ can similarly

justify requests to OMB.

With one conspicuous exception, no stalceholder expressed an unfavorable

view of compliance agreements in principle. That exception, a Congressional

staffer, sees compliance agreements as a way for Congress to avoid dealing with

the broader problem of cleanup on an equitable national basis.

Gngress doesn’t have the pcditicaf will to mandizte the development ofa
comprelwnsive long-range plan by DOE. Rather, they permit the
bandizids of compliance agreements. Congress is aiso not in the habit of
long-term thinking, and waste management is a long-term problem.

Congressional Stafl
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Another Washington, DC, stakeholder believes it may & too late to

abandon local compliance agreements. Congress and the Administration don’t

want to try to override existing commitments to local interests.

I don ‘t know enough by way of alternatives to the agreements that have
already been negotiated to be able to say we would have a better system if
there were a national priority system. I’m also inclined to believe that, at
this point, that comes a little Me, because it’s going to crate a
tremendous amount of anger and hostility on the state level ~a number of
states find that their compliance agreements are going to be broken and
disregarded, and instead have a national pn”oritysystem.

National Activist

4.7.1.2 National Allocation of Resources for ImtAementation of Ameements

Although the prinaple of compliance agreements is widely favored, many

stakeholders expressed concerns about the cumulative cost of living up to those

agreements. Those concerns focus on the belief that there is not enough money

appropriated by Congress now, and never will be enough, to meet every specific

obligation of every agreement even if most future decontamination and

decommissioning (D&D) activities-a potentially huge cost burden-will not be

subject to compliance agreements. In other words, the agreements, however

well-intentioned when entered into, are ultimately unrealistic.

We’re told this is the age of compliance, we’ve got to meet afl the
regulations, we’ve got all the consent orders, everything else, everything’s
got to be met. And there’s just not enough dollars and qualified staff in
the rmrld to do it all.

Contractor

. .. 7%ec~t of doing business is so great that we un”llnot be able to comply
with our compliance agreement. Not just here but across the country and
there will be a court case. Congress then un”llU& up...

DOE FO

The enormous prospective cost of full compliance is well-known among

stakeholdws inside and outside the complex. Therefore, these stakeholder views
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support the previous conclusion. That is, the willingness of Congress and the

Administration to let local compliance agreements drive the EM program is a

way to avoid faang up to a national policy and decision about the total resources

the US should commit to cleanup and the priorities to be established. That type

of issue is not unique to the cleanup of weapons plants. It is also faced by

Superfund:

Last, [among the main Superfund Issues] what are the risks of
Superfund sites to human health and the environment? These risks
have not been adequately defined. The Congress and the public
need better information to help set expectations for the program in
light of alternative possible uses for scarce environmental
protection resources.

GAO (1992a)

4.7.1.3 Ne~otiatin~ Ameements

The process of reaching agreement, and the content of the agreement

itself, inspired comments from many stakeholders. Those comments fell into

three areas.

● Uniformity and consistency of agreements

● Involvement of HQ in the negotiating process

“ Confidence in the details of the agreements.

Issues of uni~ity and consistencyarise most often because EPA grants a

great deal of autonomy to its regions while DOE HQ is attempting to establish

more uniformity for its sites. Therefore, site-to-site variations in agreements are

the norm for EPA, but they cause DOE HQ discomfort.

I
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There’s been a lot ofdiscussionbetweenEPA, states, and DOE on these
cleanup agreements... It’s been a major issue of contention. So the way

~ DOE is trying todeal with that is to developthesestandard clauses.
However, my impression is EPA is not supportive of that,EPA would
liketo havethe/7exibility to develop clauses as they see fit at every site.

Federal Agency

At the sites, DOE field office personnel are more likely to prefer uniformity than

contractor personnel are.

There ought to be a central locationin headquarters that is able to takeall
that informationtogetherand be able to SRy, “wait a minute, EPA YOU
are doing this, this, and this to us across our sites. EPA headquarters,
what can you do to get some uniform guidance out to your various
regz”onsso we are deding with this problem in a uniformmanner. ”

DOE FO

The basic prz”ncipleof negotiating fderai facilities compliance agreements
and consent orders is god... [But HQ needs to] understand that you ‘ve
got dijferent regz”onsin there. AZlright? And you ‘uegot to negotiate on a
rep”on by rep”on basis.

Contractor

The invokwment of HQ in negotiating agreements is tied to the desire of

HQ for uniformity, and it is one manifestation of the centralization of authority

in HQ. That involvement imitates some non-DOE site people, especially when

faced by the model of EPA.

You know, we’re deding with EPA right now in negotiation witha
com#ance agreement and a consent order. And whereas we ntwdto go to
Wns toget our portionof the agreement signed, the retio~
dministmtor in [EPA regional HQJ is signing that here because it’s been
dde$lted.

Contractor

At the fiefd oft?celevel we negotiatedan agreement that was essenttilly
based on a model agreement. We had the publichewing assuming that
everyone had reviewed it and had signedoff on it and that everyone who
signedit that there were no publiccomments that necessitatedthe
requirements to change it. Ittooknine months to get that agreement back
from hemiquarters.

State Official
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No site interviewee was expliat about seeing a need for HQ involvement

in order to ensure reasonable equity among sites in the allocation of limited DOE

resources, although there was a suggestion of that in the comments of two

Washington, DC, stakeholders.

As compliance agreements are ba”ngsigned at the ofices, there needs to be
some consistency in thzk. So they need to go through headquarters. But at
the same time the field has the experience. It seems tome that the people in
the field who have been producing nuclear materials or cleaning up waste
havethe best knowledge as to hw to address it.... My personai sense is
that they need [some headquarters] controls. The compdmce ~ not ~
high in thefie!d ojj?cesas peoplemayhaveassumed it to havebeen.
Especially in the cleanup arms.

Fedend Agency

I guess we’re going to have to tick off even more people than we have
already. Because 1 think we can ‘t in good conscience go out and clean up
something that isn ‘ta problem while some other, while there’s a iife
threatening situation in the next neighboringstate.

DOE HQ

Confidence in the details of the agreements reached maybe shaky. The

pressures to reach agreement have resulted in making some speafic

commitments about cleanup without adequate characterization of what needs to

be cleaned up, or of what the cleanup will cost, or of how long it will take, or

even if adequate technologies will be available. And dominating those technical

uncertainties is another-whether funds will be made available to do the pb.

Thus, the agreements negotiated are sometimes seen to be agreements which

portend q failure to meet the commitments made. Several interviewees in the

field were sure, and believed that others were sure, that some commitments

could not be met. The impacts on the site for failing to fulfill commitments could

mean losses of credibility, impairment of morale, needs to renegotiate, and

possibly the imposition of legal penalties.

I
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We know we have commitments tlmt we can ‘t make. That’s going to
create lots of problems for us.

Contractor

[The contractor] has prepared schedules they cannot meet using
nonrealistic assumptions and milestones provided by DOE..... this
false planning [is] one of the major reasons for worker frustration at
the plant.

Independent Technical Review
(1992)

Agreements that are, or come to be, inappropriate should not be accepted

supinely by DOE, according to one interviewee. Provision for renegotiation

should be up front, part of the system.

... if we [DOE] don ‘t think they [compliance agreements]makesense,we
say so. And when wefeei like we need to change prz”oritiesor aiter the
agreement based on new information on what the haazrd is, I think we just
have to fight for what we think is right.

DOE ?lQ

4.7.1.4 Implementation of Ameemen@

Several types of issues arise once a compliance agreement is in place and

the site begins work to carry out the terms of the agreement. The views

expressed by stakeholders fell into three categories:

● Funding

. Missing milestones

● Conflicts of priorities.

Funding for DOES implementation of compliance is a concern to both

outside and inside stakeholders. Outside stakeholders want to be assured that

DOE wil! request sufficient funds from the President (who requests them from



Congress)
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to meet the commitments made in the agreement. Pursuing that

reasonin& they may see the compliance agreement as a budget agreement.

When the Hanford tri-party agreement was made, it wasn ‘t a budget, it
wasn ‘t intended to be a budget document. It became one.

DOE HQ

But outsiders are legally prohibited from partiapating in the formal budget

process. Being excluded from the process raises suspicions about whether the

funds needed are in fact requested.

Our state, for instance, wants to be part of what we do, putting that
budget together to see if we are budgeting suficient jimds to meet our
compliance agreement. Well, we can let them look at what we do. Once it
goes to headquarters, they don ‘t see thosedolfars anymore. And thereis a
tug there. Because by law the state has the hammer on us to be in
comphimce. And one of the outs in compliance agreements is “Did
Congress authorize funding?”, did you ask it?

DOE FO

If funds are requested but not authorized, the responsibility for being out

of compliance is frustratingly unclear. (See Section 4.5, DOE-Contractor

Relationships, for further observations on liability.)

And so, if we don ‘t get enough money to meet the compliance agreements,
then who is out of compliance? And what is the ]ustice Department’s
assessment of that, on the basis@ we have an agreement. U‘s a legal
document. We don ‘t have themoney.

DOE HQ

Being out of compliance because of missing milestones, due to a lack of

funding or to an overoptimistic agreement as noted above, or to any other

reason, is seen as damaging credibility of the site and of possibly invoking

penalties, as well as the displeasure of other stakeholders.
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I’m afraid renegz”ngon those agreements is going to cost us cnzfibilitythat
we’vebeen working pretty hard to gain with the regulators. One possibie
budget situation right now for next year will allow us to work on three
operable units on this site whereas the agreement we have requires us to do
seven. I mean, that’s not completingany of them.

DOE FO

When milestones are missed, the sites try to avoid using insufficient

funding from HQ as an excuse, even if they believe that to be the reason.

... we try to makeup technical arguments for slipp”ng a milestone when it
is really a budget cut. A lot of those milestones were slipped because there
wasn ‘t enough money to do the job. Yet, DOE’s ojficial line was they
were all technical drz”ven.What they wanted to say is, well, thy are
technical driven because we had new technical problems that we didn ‘t
anticipate so we had to divert money over here.

Contractor

It’s a budget issue [milestone deiay] redly, but [EM HQ] needs a
technical rensonfw doing it because of the legal rapirements of the tri-
party agreement.

DOE FO

Conflicts of prz”oritiescan cause the sites to satisfy one milestone at the cost

of missing another, or can cause diversion of funds and effort to other urgent

problems at the site that may not be covered by compliance agreements.

I have a customer in DP, a customer in NE, two customers in EM, Xhave
other people txzckthere who I have toSatisfi,including the Ojfice of
Nuclear Safety, the Conway Committ*. EH gets into it onewayor the
other through NEPA. J have responsibility for [most of the compliance]
agreement milestones. They all want things, and their sense of priorities
are aUdifferent. Every group has its mm ida of what the priorities ought
to k. So there’s absolutely no way to win in this situation.

DOE FO
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There’s also, though, I think, a lot ojfrustration on [HQ] part in seeing
the my the estimateskeepincreasing... and it doesn ‘t seem like there’s
anything ba”ngdone, Milestones are still bo”ngmissed and we ‘re henring
a lot from [HQ] nuw as, for example, waste tank safety needs money.
That’s your highest prz”ority,go get it from the rest of the waste
management program. [But that is] not recognizing we have TPA
milestones.

DOE FO

4.7-12
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4.7.1.5 Compliance Ameements as Pro=am Drivers

Compliance agreements sharpen up the tasks at the sites. In addition they

carry with them the threats of avil or miminal penalties for failure to comply.

Therefore, increasingly, these agreements take precedence when the site sets its

priorities and allocates its resources.

... we have a whole range of agreements, some of them Pay formal, like
compliance agreements. ... the chaflenge becomes to meet those agreements.
So far we haven ‘thad the luxury of looking at other requirements... the
drirn”ngjivce of the program so far has been the real legal requirements.

DOE FO

... what I do on a daily level, quite j+ankly the things that impact me the
most, are the regulations that come from EPA and the State, all right ? So
my order of prz”oritiesto my folks are, you takecare of things that result in
fines and penalties. Then come DOE orders.

Contractor

Although compliance gets highest priority, it does not always provide the

highest satisfaction.

... Wre spending the whole front end of the TPA mostly doing paper,
paper, Part B permits and sampling and analysis pkns and lots of
negotiations. We have not cleaned up one tank yet. Well, we won ‘tfor
several years.

DOE FO

Complaints about money being spent but dirt not being shoveled are widespread

among outside stakeholders who are impati~nt with delays due to the
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“papework’, characterization, and planning undertaken before picking up those

shovels.

4.7.2 Indications for EM

Compliance agreements are a driving force for EM activities broadly, not

simply for setting priorities at the sites. Money to satisfy legal commitments

justifies budget requests to OMB and to the President, and can inspire a more

sympathetic hearing from Congress. On the other hand, failures to meet

commitments provoke political and perhaps legal fallout hazardous to EM’s

health.

Compliance agreements are a relatively new experience for DOE and an

unavoidable consequence of the change in mission from production to cleanup.

The issues assoaated with compliance agreements are often consequences of

other changes: the need for scrutiny by and accountability to the public, the

uncertainty of the cleanup task and not simply the technical change from

production, and the shifts of control from the sites to headquarters.

There is no prospect that compliance agreements will go away. On the

contrary, more will be negotiated (for example, as required by the Federal

Faality Compliance Act of 1992) and an increasing share of all EM activities is

likely to be devoted, directly or indirectly (as in technology development), to

satisfying omnmitments made in current or future compliance agreements.

Therefore, the first issue for EM is to negotiate equitable and realistic agreements;

the second is to acquire, deploy, and manage the resources necessary to satisfy

those agreements; and the third is to maintain an association with the cogninnt

regulators (and other involved parties) that will result in a constructive
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professional (even if formally adversarial) relationship for dealing with the

inevitable changes and failures to meet milestones.

On the issue of negotiatin& the dilemma for EM is to meet local demands

to a tolerable level of regulatory dissatisfaction without giving away the store--

without allocating resources to the site that seem inequitable when compared to

the problems needing attention at other sites. (That assumes, of course, that EM

is not given enough money by Congress to pursue all tasks simultaneously; “it is

the responsibility of each executive branch agency to request sufficient funding

for environmental compliance”, EPA (1991).) The Environmental Restoration

Priority System was designed to deal with the issue of national equity by

establishing “a risk-based priority system to help formulate and allocate the

budget for cleanup”, DOE (1991b). However, its adoption is unlikely in the face

of widespread stakeholder opposition. For example:

This letter is to express my strong objection to the Environmental
Restoration Prioritization System that US DOE is proposing.

Oregon (1991)

Oregon’s objections emphasized complexity, inappropriate use of the system to

establish budgets, and disregard of legal requirements. The system maybe

useful within EM as a guide for allocating resources, but its persuasiveness to the

states in negotiating or implementing agreements seems limited if the states

won’t sign on. Despite this resistance, DOE should continue to press key

stakeholders for convergence on a workable national process to set cleanup

priorities and standards; an agreed-upon process could give DOE the added

moral and legal leverage it needs to reach some agreements.

Aside from national equity, an important aspect of negotiation is realism.

Realism means that commitments should reflect the state of techni~al uncertainty
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, or lack of ~owledge or lack of resources that exists when the commitments are

made. As uncertainty is reduced, or as new knowledge is generated, bad news

may cause milestones to slip even if there were full funding by Congress and

flawless implementation by DOE. We do not underestimate the difficulty of

getting regulators to accept the prinaple of writing that type of flexibility into

compliance agreements.

The assurance of national equity in negotiation is primarily a HQ

responsibility. The assurance of realism is primarily a site responsibility since

the site carries the burden of implementation and has most of the technical

expertise. Therefore, the negotiation process should engage both HQ and K)

groups at DOE.

On the issue of resources, uncertainty and lack of knowledge again

intrude on everyone’s comfort level. Auditors, regulators, and Congress

notwith.standinq firm cost estimates and schedules cannot be built on a muddy

foundation and EM needs candor about the mud. One broad alternative for EM

is to try to delay cost estimates and budget requests until the foundation is

firmer. As GAO (1992b) states: “...projects need to be better defined and there

needs to be a better understanding of the degree of technological complexity and

the variety and type of contaminated media and contaminants present.” All that

takes roomy and time.

Another broad alternative is to market suc~sfully the prinaple that early

dollar estimates and requests are and should be subject to revision without

stigma. Both alternatives face serious political obstacles but perhaps not

insurmountable ones. The obstacles are high in part because of a broader

problem-DOE’s poor credibility with its critics.
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Credibility and trust are the key to the third issue, developing a

constructive relationship with the regulatory and public overseers of EM’s

performance on compliance agreements. Credibility and trust are discussed in

detail in Section 4.2; therefore, they are not expanded upon here. However, there

is one asset available for EM to build on. That is, state officials at several sites

expressed to us their views (echoed by site DOE and contractor people) that they

could work constructively with people at the site; issues could be resolved

professionally (although the relationship cannot become too cozy for fear of the

regulators losing thez”rcredibility with the public) even when there were disputes.

The role of HQ was seen as most often delaying or disrupting that resolution. So,

here again, there needs to lx a sensitive balance between the roles of DOE-HQ

and DOE-field in dealing with regulators on compliance agreements.

EM has now begun to accumulate a body of experience with compliance

agreements across the complex. Some agreements are working better than

others. One or more case studies maybe helpful in understanding how to deal

more effectively with the issues we have raised.
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5. The Consequences of Chamze

~ In this section we present an overall summation of the information and

opinions collected, analyzed, and reported in the previous sections. In particular,

we summarize the important consequences for EM’s effectiveness that are

reported by stakeholders or that can be directly inferred from their comments or

behavior. “Consequences” is the term we use to mean behaviors (or attitudes that

affect behavior) of the EM workforce, or of external stakeholders, that affect the

way in which the organization functions.

This section represents our interpretation of the significance of what we

have found for the management of EM.

We believe that the driving forces behind these consequences usually stem

from the changes described in Section 3. These include both the external changes

imposed upon DOE by the cleanup mission and the changes that were self-

imposed. “Changes” mean differences between the arcumstances under which

people now in the EM workforce now function and the circumstances under

which they functioned while produang nuclear weapons before EM’s birth in

1989. The concept of reacting to and coping with change provides us with a

framework for helping to understand the origin of the consequences.

A simple diagram of our logic is:
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iMISSION-IMPOSED , * DOE-IMPOSED
CHANGES CHANGES

I

CONSEQUENCES

The two groups of changes shown in the diagram were categorized in Section 3

as follows:

Mission-Ire rinsed Charwes DOE-Ire msed Charwes

● Culture ● Headquarters Control

● Public Involvement ● Formalization

● Task Uncertainty ● Staff Growth

The “consequences” shown in the diagram may result directly from

mission-imposed changes, or tiom DOE-imposed changes, or from both. For

example, one mission-im~d change is exposure of site activities to public and

legal scrutiny and accountability; that leads to the sense of a punitive

enviroruq~t due to the threat of civil or criminal liability. One DOE-imposed

change (introduced in order to carry out its new cleanup mission) is a large

increase in control by headquarters which has created a more anxious and

mistake-intolerant atmosphere in the organization; that change also leads to the

sense of a punitive environment due to the threat of administrative action for
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failure or mistake. The sense of a punitive environment leads, in turn, to a risk-

avoiding behavior, to reduced initiative, and to paper blizzards (and delays)

while responsibility is kicked upstairs.

The specific important consequences for EMs organization and

management have been selected from those covered impliatly or explicitly in the

issue papers of Section 4 or from our other reviews of the interview data. We

have categorized them into two groups, randomly ordered below in the two lists.

One group includes attitudinal/behavioral consequences, and the other group

includes structural/organizational consequences.

5.1 Attitudinal/Behavioral Consequences

The attitudinal/behavioral consequences are reviewed below and are

listed in Table 5.1. The connections Mween the causal changes and resulting

effect (consequence) are shown in Figure 5.1. Although we think that Figure 5.1

is a helpful model, we realize that it (and Figure 5.2) is an obvious simplification

of reality; consequences interact, consequences can create changes as well as the

converse, and change cannot explain all consequences.

● Morale Impairment at Sit-

Morale impairment at the sites was frequently encountered in the interviews.

We use the term “morale” to indicate the degree of satisfaction people feel

about the importance of their work and their sense of contribution to its

completion. There was a great deal of dissatisfaction among DOE field office

personnel and contractor personnel. One reason for the lower morale was the

belief that transferring authority to headquarters had removed decision-

making responsibility from the site, plaang the site in an entirely reactionary
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mode. Another reason was the lack of priorities, or the rapid change in

priorities, for the work to be done. People frequently expressed frustration

with the inability to complete tasks because of changing priorities. There is a

further feeling of frustration that some matters given priority are

inconsequential and a waste of time and resources. Finally, many people

expressed frustration with the uncertainties that complicate and confound

their work. The uncertainties related both to what should be done, as well as

how it should be done.

● Low External Credibility of DOE

There exists a widespread perception by external stakeholders that past

activities of the Department have done a great deal of damage to the

environment, and the damage was avoidable had DOE managed its activities

better. Further, efforts in recent years have not produced visible

improvements in progress of the cleanup in spite of very large expenditures.

Local stakeholder groups have the view that DOE HQ frequently intervenes

in local negotiations without adequate understanding of local issues. Finally,

numerous stakeholders believe that DOE HQ has been excessively optimistic

in its own public pronouncements leading to the perception of continued loss

of credibility.

● co~ that Om anization and Mana~ement of EM Are Not Good

The sense of inadequate organization and management of the cleanup is

widely held by stakeholders throughout the complex. There are several

reasons cited as the source or cause of inadequacy. The centralization of

control within headquarter has numerous unfavorable impacts upon the

quai~tyand timeliness of decision-making. There is a common opinion that
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too many low-level decisions are made at headquarters rathex than in the

field. There is also a belief that work priorities are frequently changed by

headquarters. In addition, there is conflict and ambiguity about priorities

between different parts of DOE that lead to confusion in the field. Finally,

many observers were outspoken in their view that headquarters has imposed

a large number of managerial controls that are inappropriate, unnecessary,

and excessively burdensome in the conduct of local cleanup operations.

● Sense that the Internal DOE Environment is Punitive

Many stakeholders within the complex expressed unhappiness with the

climate within DOE. In particular, there is a belief that HQ authorities are

very anxious to avoid any negative publicity and as a result will punish any

mistakes, irrespective of merit. This atmosphere is compounded by the

imposition of new external factors such as compliance agreements. The new

external factors include legal liabilities that can be very severe. The

consequence is a risk-averse environment where decisions are passed upward

to avoid responsibility and potential punishment. The combination of public

accountability and HQ control was introduced because of the belief that

various sites were inadequately controlled in the past. The situation has

reversed in the view of many interviewees to the point of near paralysis

becauae of excessive control.

● A Belief that DOE EM Is Held to Unrealistic Emecta tions bv Extema~

Stakeholders

There is a widely held view by many stakeholders, within and external to

DOE, that the public and other stakeholders such as Congress have

unrealistic ex~ctations abut the level of cleanup that can be achieved at
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reasonable costs. These expectations arise from the belief that DOE should

return the sites to their original, uncontaminated status. At the same time, the

technical uncertainties about the level of contamination and the level of

required cleanup make it impossible for the Department to estimate costs

accurately. The inability to carry out the restoration to the desired level leads

to unwarranted criticism of DOE and a further lowering of public credibility

and trust.

● A *n* of Lezitimacv Rwardin~ the EM Mission

DOE leadership has been successful in bringing about a notable change in

attitude with regard to the EM mission. The internal value system, at least at

sites devoted to EM activities, has come to recognize and accept cleanup as an

important objective. Almost all internal stakeholders expressed their

endorsement and support for DOE undertaking the cleanup mission. The

production mission has not been abandoned or displaced but, in the minds of

many, cleanup is approaching equality with production.

. Structural /Or~anizaticmal Consea uences of Changg

The structural/organizational consequences of change are listed in Table

5.2 and shown graphically as they relate to changes in Figure 5.2. The

relationships are discussed below.

● Lad d Physical Prcwress in Cleanu~

The EM expenditures since its inception in 1989 total over ten billion dollars.

Yet the perception, and reality, is that little actual cleanup has occurred. The

fundamental source of difficulty in making progress rests with the

uncertainties ti,at surround the cleanup task. The uncertainties extend from
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the lack of detailed knowledge about the degree of contamination at each site,

through to the appropriate technologies to use in effecting the cleanup. The

combination of problems has frustrated progress but has not diminished

expectations by the public.

Q Public Outreach

In the past the DOE weapons mission was carried out in a very private and

secretive manner. The revelations about widespread contamination produced

a demand for greater openness of the Department. Almost all stakeholders

agree that DOE has made great strides in opening channels of

communication. The external stakeholders are not always satisfied with the

results of the dialogue, nor are they convinced that their views are given

adequate attention. Nevertheless, there is a general consensus that the

Department has worked hard to improve public outreach.

● Unclear and Chantin~ Priorities

Many persons within DOE and the contractor organizations expressed the

view that work progress has been hampered by unclear and/or changing

priorities. The general view is that DOE headquarters has reserved for itself

the right to set priorities to very detailed levels. At the same time the

headquarters staff is no less uncertain than others about the nature and extent

of the task it faes. This uncertainty can lead to reprioritization with the

shifting winds of public or Congressional attention. Complicating the matter

is the high degree of formal control exercised by headquarters. The formal

control is enacted by different offices of DOE with inconsistent and often

conflicting priorities. Taken together, these changes have produced a strong
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consensus across the complex that there are real problems resulting from a

lack of clear, consistent priorities,

● co ntractor Relations

Relations between the Department and contractors are perceived as strained,

both by DOE personnel and contractor personnel. The conventional wisdom

is that DOE local offices and site contractors had a very close relationship in

the past which contributed to present environmental problems. By taking

greater control in headquarters, the Department has tried to restore a degree

of control over the contractors. However, the contractors and field offices

disagree with the assessment of their past activities. Their view is that they

carried out their mission in accord with DOE wishes and are now being held

responsible for decisions over which they had little or no control.

Exacerbating matters is the increased level of procedures, rules, and

guidelines that dictate how work must be done. Further, the increased public

accountability, with the related legal liabilities that accompany cleanup

projects, has created added tension between DOE and contractors. The

combination of changes has led many contractor personnel to question the

value of work with DOE.

The changes have made it very difficult for DOE to recruit and retain the

technical personnel needed to operate and manage the EM tasks. The growth

in the program has been very rapid, and in the best of circumstances it would

be difficult to staff up. There are relatively few persons with a strong

background in EM-type work, either within DOE or elsewhere. In addition,

tktchigh degree of formalization demanded by HQ requires that a great deal
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of technical staff time be spent in bureaucratic activities, which has the effect

of increasing even more the need for trained people. Compounding the issue

is the public scrutiny of DOE and the perception amongst potential staff that

they would be functioning in’s goldfish bowl. Further, the EM task remains

“vague and uncertain in detail. Lacking a clear understanding of what cleanup

means and entails, it is difficult to recruit first-class talent. Finally, within

DOE there is a concern that staff at field offices are given large responsibilities

but inadequate authority. Positions at the field offices are seen as high-risk,

low-reward opportunities. This is in notable contrast to working for the

contractors, where the pay scale exceeds that of the government and the risks

are much lower.

● Poor Communication Between HO and Sites

Concerns with communication were expressed by DOE employees at HQ and

at the sites. The centralization of authority is seen as the mapr source of the

problem. The centralization move has placed a heavy burden on the HQ staff

making them unavailable to site persomel. It was suggested by several

stakeholders that the rapid growth of HQ staff inhibited communications

amongst themselves, as well as with the field. As a consequence the site

people feel that headquarters is inattentive to, and unfamiliar with, site-

specifkissues. Conversely, headquarters employees are concerned with

gme@ssues and believe that site personnel have failed to remgnize the

need for control of decisions to enforce some degree of uniformity for similar

issues and to recognize the costly consequences of extending local decisions

into a national scale.
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. Increas irw Oversizht of DOE Activities

The change to a more public form of accountability of DOE operations has

produced a large increase in oversight of the Department. Some of the

“oversight has been imposed from outside by Congress, while other oversight

activities have been created by DOE headquarters to provide independent

assessment of many activities in the complex. Finally, state and local

governments have requested a role in reviewing and assessing local

operations. Collectively these activities have had an impact on the

organization in terms of resource consumption, added activities, and

reorientation of priorities. All stakeholders agreed on the reality of increased

oversight. Not surprisingly, there are varied opinions on the benefits of the

oversight.

● b _np Delavs in Decision-Making

The movement of authority to headquarters has had an obvious effect upon

the time constant for deasions at the sites. In addition, there is a general

desire amongst site personnel to refer decisions to HQ to avoid risks of

making a bad decision. As a result the headquarters staff is overwhelmed

with work to be done to prepare a decision. At the same time the continued

urmrtainty of the task makes it difficult to develop decision-making

mechanisms to streamline the process. All of these combine to produce an

almost universally held view that delays in decision-making are very long.

“ There Exist Too Manv Pathwavs for Rermrtirw to HO

Some site people perceive another managerial complication resulting from

the centralization changp. In order te retain control, HQ personnel sometimes
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4

communicate directly with contractor personnel rather than go through the

field office. Further, there are many different offices within Ha and most of

these have adopted a separate communication path. This practice results in

contradictory orders to contractors. In addition, the Department has retained

the practice of allowing the field office to do the assessment and award fee

grant to the contractor. Thus, the contractors find themselves dealing with

too many supervisors and in a conflict over whose needs to satisfy.

5.3 Wratminp U~

The consequences listed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 may lead to the impression

that there is an overweighting of site views, an emphasis on site (contractor and

DOE field office) dissatisfaction with their relationships with HQ. That

impression probably derives from the fact that most of the interviewees were

contractor and DOE field office people, and they were more likely to be critical of

HQ than HQ was of the sites. HQ was as likely to be critical of itself. Most

outside stakeholders did not make systematic distinctions between HQ and the

field.

The fact remains that there is a widespread belief that EM has not been

organized and managed as effectively as it could have been. Our review of the

data so far suggests that disappointment with EM’s effectiveness is importantly

due to unrealistic expectations-by DOE itself about what it could accomplish,

and by outsiders who generated their own unrealistic expectations or who relied

on DOE’S. DOES overoptimism led to the making of promises which could not

be kept, thereby increasing the dissatisfaction of outside stakeholders.

The difficulties posed by the changes experienced by EM have been

widely underestimated. Therefore, a broad conclusion is that the management of
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change deserves much higher priority as EM works to improve its effectiveness

in the future and introduces further changes.
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Table 5.1

Attitudinal/Behavioral Consequences of Change

Morale impairment at sites

Low external credibility of DOE

Consensus that organization and management of EM is poor

Sense that the internal DOE environment is punitive

A belief that DOE EM is held to unrealistic expectations by external

stalceholders

The sense that DOE EM and contractor personnel believe that the EM

mission is an important and legitimate activity



(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(n

(8)

(9)
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1

Table 5.2

Structural/Organizational Consequences of Change
I

There has been little progress in the physical cleanup of sites

DOE has made progress in its efforts at outreach to stakeholders, with
mixed results

DOE has rapidly changing and unclear priorities for accomplishing its
many missions

Relations between DOE and its contractors have deteriorated with serious

results to progress

The recruitment of capable personnel into DOE is unnecessarily diffkult,
as is retention of existing competent persons

There is poor communication between DOE HQ and the various sites, as
well as a lack of understanding of their respective roles and values

There has been a dramatic increase in oversight of DOE and its different

activities

The time constant for decision-making within DOE has grown
unnecessarily long

There exist too many pathways for sites reporting to HQ with consequent
confusion
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Mission-Imposed
Changes Conseaue ceSn

DOE-Imposed
Changes

●

Morale
Task Impairment
Uncertainty b Formalization

I

Public
Involvement

Culture

Legitimacy
b

P@ure 5.1 Attitudinal/Behavioral Consequences of Change
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Figure 5.2 Structural/Organizational Consequences of Change
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In this section, we present a number of research ideas that we think

have potential for inclusion in our Phase II research program. We feel that

these topics have the potential to make an important contribution to DOE’s

ability to fulfill its waste management mission and can b reasonably

undertaken by the staff available through LANL and MIT (which may include

staff who are not currently members of the research team, if needed to gain

requisite skills). Research ideas are listed in a rough descending priority (i.e.,

with the first item listed being viewed as of the highest priority). We expect

to be able to accomplish only three or four of these projects, given available

funding therefore, further refinement of the list is needed. We expect to

consult both EM personnel and our advisory committee in determining the

final projects to include in Phase II.

6.1 A SVSterns Dvnamics Mode1 of Environmental Mana~ement Policv

Analvsis

The long-term goal of this policy research project is to provide DOE

with a means for assessing the impacts of decisions and/or policy options on

the overall performance of the EM mission.

We start with the observation that there are a large number of

stakeholders interested in the EM program. Further, these stakeholders have

a variety of goals for the program that are frequently in conflict with one

another and the current DOE-EM goals. The simplest example of conflicting

goals would be the priorities that different geographic locations have for

cleanup work. Each local site would like to have first priority on resources to
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conduct the cleanup. However, the

large that it is evident that EM will

estimated total cost of the cleanup is so

function under severe resource

constraints for many years. It is therefore inevitable that some stakeholders

will be unhappy with the EM effort at their location. Presumably unhappy

stakeholders will make some efforts to change the EM allocation of resources,

The above example is not the only type of goal conflict between

stakeholders and DOE. In addition to resource allocation there have been

struggles over priority systems, technology development, cleanup standards,

public accountability, information availability, compliance with federal and

state laws, and negotiations with local agencies. Independent of external

stakeholders there have been conflicts between headquarters and the field

offices over decision-making authority, reporting requirements, operating

pdiaes and procedures, etc. Finally, there are conflicts between EM and other

DOE offices that impact the functioning of the EM program.

We believe that the overall EM program is very complex with many

different pathways for information and influence to propagate throughout

the system. Mathematically, the system would be characterized as a nonlinear

feedback system. Characteristic of such systems is the difficulty of predicting

overall behavior to individual inputs. From the management perspective

the key inputs are the decisions or policies that are adopted to reach certain

goals. However, the actual system behavior may be more subtle than

imagined by the policyrnaker, with the result that the system does not

respond as expected. This can be frustrating to the policymaker leading to

further steps that also may be unproductive. It is also plausible that a given

policy may produce unanticipated

new reporting mechanism may be

results that are undesirable. For example, a

enforced which gives higher quality data to

1
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. headquarters. However, the cost of preparing the reports may be very high in

terms of staff time leading to a loss of productivity. A loss of productivity

may be harmful to field office or contractor staff morale, and potentially

decreased progress in certain cleanup activities. This in turn could increase

the level of discontent amongst local external stakeholders, and they in turn

might create bad publicity via the media or the courts.

The fact that complex systems are difficult to understand is the primary

motive for the research proposal in this task. Our objective is to develop a

model of a portion of the EM system that is sufficiently realistic that major

components of the system behavior can be simulated. It should then be

possible to analyze the system behavior under a variety of different policy

options to gain some insight into its behavior. Particularly important is the

ability to determine policy impacts on different stakeholder groups.

In the next section we present a brief review of the modeling language

and tools we propose to use. We then discuss the application of the language

to an EM problem.

6.1.1 Svstem Dvnamics Modeling

The method we propose to use in the modeling is termed “system

dynamics” and was developed by Prof. J. Forrester of MIT. The method

carries over the approach of engineering systems analysis to business,

economic, and social systems. The approach simulates system behavior in

terms of explicit models of internal variables and their interaction through

cause-effect relations. The method has been applied to industrial systems, i.e.

marketing, management, R&D policies, etc., in a variety of industries. It has

been very widely used to analyze large-scale design and construction projects
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I
such as nuclear power plants, ship construction, and aerospace projects.

Social applications have occurred in the housing and urban development

area, health care delivery, and primary education fields. The current DOE

National Energy Model is a system dynamics based model. A summary of

applications, and users’ views of the applications, are presented by Forrester

(1968).

The basic idea behind system dynamics modeling is that any complex

system can be represented in terms of a set of interactin& simple components.

Complexity arises because there may be many components and/or because the

components interact through complex pathways. Almost always systems

include feedback of signaIs and information between various components.

This feedback may be director indirect.

Two fundamental descriptors are used to develop a system dynamics

model. The first of these is termed a “level” and represents the magnitude of

a dependent variable that obeys a conservation rule; i.e. for which the rate of

change is given as the difference in the rate of inflow less the rate of outflow.

The mathematical statements of many physical laws are frequently in the

form of conservation equations. In social systems there are similar quantities

of interest, for example, staffing levels on a project, or resources available, or

materials requirements, etc.

The second descriptor is called a “rate” and represents the rates of flow

into and out of levels. Rates are controlled or determined by decision

variables or policies that characterize cause/effect relations. For example, the

rate of addition to a staff of engineers would be determined based upon

)
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perceptions of the amount of engineering work to be done, the productivity

of engineers, the resources available, and the schedule.

System dynamics models are created with the intent of simulating the

dfiamic behavior of systems. They are not designed to find steady-state or

equilibrium behavior. They are purposely designed to allow insight into how

complex systems behave, in time, under changing conditions. A general

description of the system dynamics approach is found in Senge (1990). A

discussion of the managerial applications is contained in Forrester (1961).

More advanced topics are presented in “System Dynamics Review,” a journal

which is published by the System Dynamics Society.

6.1.2 Svstem Dvnamics Application to the EM Complex

The overall EM complex consists of the DOE headquarters staff and 14

major facilities distributed across the United States. Each facility has a DOE

field office and one or more contractors working at the site. However, neither

DOE headquarters nor the sites operate without other influential

organizations. Figure 6.1 is a simplified picture of the EM complex including

internal and external stakeholder groups, a picture developed in our Phase I

study of management under the collaborative research program. The picture

is designed to show how influence and information flow around the system.

The dotted line in the middle of the figure separates local from national

stakeholders.

The methodology of system dynamics can be applied to management of

the EM program at several levels of aggregation. At the highest level it

would be possible to build a model that represents the totality of the program.

The model would then represent the DOE headquarters and each separate site
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with EM activities. Such a model would be strategic in the sense that it would

be designed to analyze such issues as resource competition between sites,

centralized versus decentralized control, national standards for cleanup work,

etc.

An alternative, disaggregated model might focus on DOE headquarters

and a single site. The model would incorporate the relations between

headquarters, the field office, contractors, and local external groups such as

state regulators, state and local officials, and public interest groups. Such a

model would then focus on addressing such questions as poliaes that affect

stakeholder perceptions, the importance of compliance agreements,

contractor-DOE relations, etc.

We propose to develop such a disaggregated model for our first applica-

tion. The objective is to determine if this class of models can be applied use-

fully for DOE-EM’s purposes. If successful, the research will provide a policy

planning and analysis tool for a select class of problems, and will provide

experience with an approach that can be used for more elaborate problems.

The first model

DOE Headquarters

DOE Field Office

Contractor

will contain the following sectors:

Local external stakeholders, e.g. regional EPA office, state regulators, state
officials, and public interest ~-oup=.

These sectors all interact with each other in a variety of ways. In general the

functions of each sector, and measures of performance used to assess other

sectors, are the key descriptors needed to build a model. The functions and

1
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measures of performance we propose here are for the purposes of illustration.

Actual variables and measures

with informed stakeholders.

(1) DOE Headquarters Sector

● Functions

.-

--

Distribute resources to

will be derived from extensive discussions

field offices

Distribute work of various types to be accomplished

Distribute priorities

Review and approve plans

● Measures of Performance of Field Office

-- Accomplishment of work to be done

-- Satisfaction of milestones in agreements

- Lack of complaints by local external stakeholders

-- Avoidance of high publiaty events

(2) DOE Field Office

● Functions

Communicate with and satisfy headquarters

Distribute work to be done and priorities to contractor

Review contractor plans and procedures

Monitor performance of work

Negotiate with local external stakeholders

Satisfy other local external stakeholder requests/demands

s Measures of Contractor Performance

- Work accomplishment

- Meeting compliance/agreement goals

.- Assistance in dealing with local external stakeholders
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(3) Contractors

● Functions

- Manage work to be done

- Carry out work

Support the field office in dealings with local external stakeholders

● Measures of Own Performance

Customer satisfaction, i.e. DOE field office

- Staff morale and productivity

Public credibility and trust of site

- Award fee

(4) Local External Stakeholders

● Functions

Negotiate with regard to site cleanup

- Monitor site performance

- Assure compliance to any agreement

● Measures of Performance at Site

Credibility/trust of site (DOE field office and contractor)

- Difficulty of negotiation

Responsiveness of site to requests for information, etc.

We illustrate the concepts of levels and rates by reference to a few

functions and performance levels. l’bus, in the DOE Headquarters sector the

functions of resource distribution and work allocation represent headquarters

acting as a source of input, or an initial value, into a level within the DOE

field office. Likewise, the task of reviewing and approving plans is a level of

1
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work within the headquarters sector that must be processed. The

headquarters distribution of priorities are control or decision variables to be

implemented by the field office.

Consider the following simple case in which headquarters assigns a

field office Nl, man-years of cleanup work to perform, N2 man-years of

technology development work, and N3 man-years of bureaucratic work. In

addition headquarters provides funding for N persons per year. Finally,

headquarters gives a priority to each piece of work. The field office

management would use the work to be done of each type, and the available

resources, to set a schedule for completing each task. Headquarters would

then review the schedule and approve, or modify based upon reallocation of

resources or priorities. As work progresses, changes may occur which affect

the level of work to be done, or the level of work already accomplished. For

instance, the cleanup work may be performed based on a certain standard.

Imposition of a new standard may create the need for additional man-years to

accomplish the work.

The types of work being done at any site consists of assessment work,

cleanup work, technology development, bureaucratic work, negotiation work,

and possibly litigation. It is likely that all these different types of work will be

represented because each requires resources to accomplish. Any policy that

increases “bureaucratic work is likely to reduce the available resources for

other types of work. Much of what was learned in the Phase I management

study suggesk that DOE headquarters imposed a great deal of bureaucratic

work on the field office and contractors. Similarly, preparing information for

external groups is a potential time sink for the field office that can reduce

work accomplished elsewhere.
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Describing the exact manner in which these sectors are tied together is a

major part of the model development. The process to be followed is iterative

between the model developers and stakeholders familiar with conditions at a

site.. We envision the first step as the development of a “causal loop

diagram” of the system. A causal loop diagram is a logic flow diagram that

provides an expliat representation of the proposed model. F@re 6.1 is not a

causal loop diagram but an overall picture of the major stakeholder groups

and how they communicate.

In Figure 6.2 we present a small portion of a causal loop diagram that

indicates how a contractor might accomplish some type of work and attempt

to adjust his staffing level to maintain the schedule. We assume there is a

certain amount of work of some type, say type A, to be done. The contractor

assigns personnel to the work. The rate at which work is done is the

combination of the staffing level and the worker productivity y. The amount

of work accomplished is compared with the schedule to determine the

perceived progress. This in turn is used to deade if the size of the available

staff should be increased to maintain schedule. The actual staff available may

be increased with new hires. Finally, the total available staff and the priorities

for all

Many

different types of work are used to assign staff to work of type A.

The example is a very elementary illustration of a causal loop diagram.

important feedback paths are not represented. For example, the

productivity of the staff is a function of many factors, such as schedule

pressure, concern with legal liabilities, unwillingness to take risks that might

anger DOE, etc. These factors can be incorporated into a system dynamics

model, which illustrates the complexity of the real world and the versatility

of the approach. After we have generated the initial diagram we will meet

I
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. with field office personnel, contractor personnel, and local external

stakeholders to refine the causal loop. The hope is that after discussion with a

reasonable number of knowledgeable persons we can reach a consensus on

how the system functions and how different individual

system should be modeled.

The conversion of the causal loop diagram into a

components of the

dynamic model will

be done using a system dynamics software package called “S’I’ELLA”which is

commercially available. The basic task is to review the causal loop diagram

and identify the set of variables that represent quantities whose values satisfy

a conservation principle. For example, the staffing level is such a quantity.

The staff size changes due to new hires, or due to firing. The rate of change is

the difference between additions and subtractions, which is the conservation

prinaple. There are likely to be many such variables, which are termed

“levels” in the system dynamics nomenclature. Examples of levels that will

be represented in our model include staffing of all kinds and work to be done

or work accomplished of all types.

The flows into or out of a level are rate relations and those are

determined by the basic cause/effect relations used in the model. For

instance, the rate at which available staff is increased by hiring would be

determined by perceived needs and by available resources (not illustrated in

Figure 6.2). Resumably the model will have a cause/effect relation built in to

decide if hiring can take place, and at what rate.

Much more subtle cause/effect relations are involved in quantifying

such variables as morale or credibility. These quantities are influential in the

actual behavior of ;:uman beings that are the stakeholders being represented.
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There exists a reasonably rich literature in the system dynamics field on how

to represent such matters. For example, productivity is a key factor in

determining the rate at which work is accomplished. This factor is important

in .t.heengineering design process and has been modeled in great detail in

system dynamics applications to larg~scale design/construction projects.

A major effort in developing our model will be given to representing

cause/effect relations that describe human reactions and attitudes, and their

influence upon key factors such as productivity. The process to be used is also

iterative. We will hypothesize relations based upon past experience and then

discuss the proposed relation with knowledgeable persons. We will again

seek a consensus on what is to be modeled and how it is modeled. The

second stage will involve sensitivity studies with the overall model to

identify the cause/effect relations that appear to have the greatest impact on

system behavior. We will then invest further effort in refining the relation

to achieve some degree of cotildence in the actual relations to be used.

The use of the final model will be illustrated by studying a variety of

“what if” scenarios. One obvious example is the impact of different resource

all~ation priorities on stakeholder perceptions. Assuming the site managers

are given a fixed level of resources they may opt to place emphasis on

pleasing DOE headquarters, pleasing their own staff, or pleasing the set of

external stakeholders. Each option has benefits and losses to the decision

makers, and these can be quantified to a reasonable extent. Further, the delays

inherent in each part of the system will produce a temporal distribution of

results that may carry interesting possibilities. As an example, investing

heavily in bureaucratic work will produce near-term satisfaction at DOE

headquarters. The effect upon DOE field office or contractor staff maybe

9
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4 immediate anti harmful, for example by lowering morale. This will reduce

the rate of progress in other types of work. However, the lack of progress may

not be apparent to external stakeholders for some time. Their response, in

terms of loss of credibility and trust, will lead to delayed pressures on the site,

and possibly headquarters, for greater action. It is conceivable that

headquarters would be favorably disposed to increasing resources for the site

due to satisfaction with the site management in the near term, and be

unhappy in the long run due to pressure from dissatisfied stakeholders.

Obviously, results can be different than proposed here, or other strategies can

be evaluated. The object of the model is to allow managers to study a host of

allocation policies to gain some insight into what effects are created in what

stakeholders as a function of time. Such insight should be useful in

developing overall strategies.

Other types of “what if” studies can be imagined that deal with

maximizing or minimizing certain stakeholder attitudes; the merits and/or

demerits of negotiating strategies; how to respond to sudden events such as a

resource allocation increase or decrease; the potential benefits of technology

developments; and the assessment of new proposed compliance agreements.

The uses of the model are very large and the focus is on analyzing policy

options that are complex in their impacts, and therefore hard to assess by

other means.

6.1.3 Study Location

We propose to make the first model development for the Hanford

Waste Tanks. We pick this particular problem for several reasons. First, the

tank farms represen+ one of the most serious problems for EM in terms of

I
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public risk. Second, the problem is well-defined in terms of the stakeholders,

the nature of the work to be done, the set of agreements in place between DOE

and the local external stakeholders, and the difficulty of the tasks. Third, the

prQblem has been the subject of plans, analysis, and negotiation for several

years. This implies that there exist many knowledgeable stakeholders who

can help us develop a model by constructive critiasrns and suggestions.

Finally, the problem has a large set of interested stakeholders and a successful

application of our approach would be a very important contribution to the

EM cleanup program.

It is important to gain the interest and cooperation of all the

stakeholders at Hanford. We cannot develop a reasonable model without the

insights and experience present at the”site. We also recognize that the DOE

field office and contractor staffs are very busy. They have a very difficult task

and will not welcome extraneous interferences unless they are likely to be

very benefiaal. Thus, an important initial task is to make contact with

Hanford management personnel and gain their cooperation with our study.

We can do this if we can convince them that the work proposed is reasonable

and that, if successful, can be of significant benefit to them. We must also

show that we will not produce excessive demands on their time or other

resources. A few discussions with site personnel indicate positive interest in

the work.

fi.2 An Organizational Issue: The Role of DO E’s Field Office~

The field offices represent the Department of Energy/EM to the two

broad constituencies who are the most important ones in determining EM’s

effectiveness over the long run: the contractors and the outside site

constituents (regulators, state officials, local community, activists). By

I
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* “effectiveness” we mean how well

while balancing to tolerable levels

EM accomplishes its basic cleanup mission

of dissatisfaction the often-conflicting

demands of the various important groups--in and out of Washington, DC--

that are concerned with its activities. In the long run, what happens at the

sites determines-through the influence of site-affected voters and lobbies--the

behavior of Congress and the Administration in controlling DOE and

allocating its material

In dealing with

types of responsibility

and human resources.

these two broad constituencies, the field office

which are discordant with each other. One

has two

responsibility is to be the professional opposition. That is, the field office

must oversee the performance of the contractors in living up to their

contractual obligations, and the field office must also resist those requests and

demands of site

unreasonably or

However,

constituencies which would consume EM resources

inequitably by national standards, such as they are.

the second field office responsibility is to be a constnxtive

part of the coalition. That is, the field office has to work with the contractors

to get effective cleanup performance, and the field office has to work with the

site constituencies to achieve d&ente on the inevitable

carrying out the cleanup program.

The organizational problem then is to define the

compromises in

field office role that

balances these two types of responsibility in a way that maximizes

organizational effectiveness (which needs to be characterized). A non-trivial

element in defining the role is the relationship between the field office and

DOE headquarters and how that relationship affects the field offices’

relationships with contractors and site constituencies. The recent shift to
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headquarters control has tilted the overall opposition/coalition balance

toward opposition, Has that shift increased or decreased overall

effectiveness?

A set of questions whose answers would help define the field office

role is:

● What measures of effectiveness should be used to assess field office
performance and how are those measures weighted by key stakeholder
groups?

● How do (selected) field offices in fact work with (a) contractors, and (%)
outside site constituents to discharge both their opposition and coalition
responsibilities?

● How are those working relationships affected by the field office
relationship with headquarters?

● How do different field office relationships correlate with measures of

effectiveness?

6.3 Analvsis of Compliance Ameements

DOE has entered into compliance agreements with the EPA and state

governments to serve legal, management, and political purposes. But,

compliance agreements have also caused legal, management, and political

problems. ‘T’heseproblems exist in both a macro- and a micro-sense. Macro

issues are concerned with the political agendas for which compliance

agreements are used by various stakeholders as well as difficulties that exist in

negotiating agreements that are realistic, fair at the local level, and nationally

equitable. Micro issues are concerned with the ability to negotiate

I
I
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agreements, deploy resources, and develop constructive relationships with

stakeholder groups interested in the agreements.

Both DOE and Congress certainly have their political agendas in

fostering compliance agreements. DOE relies upon compliance agreements to

prove the point that it is responsive to public needs at the sites. Congress,

according to at least one stakeholder, favors compliance agreements as a way

of avoiding the issue of a nationally equitable approach to cleanup. Lack of

accepted standards for cleanup and differing interpretations of those standards

by federal, state, and local regulators exacerbates the problem of national

equity.

EM, in its July 1992 Strategic Plan, acknowledges the regulatory

obstacles to negotiating locally and nationally equitable agreements. These

include:

●

●

Lack of risk-based criteria in present regulations, and the differing
stakeholder perceptions of what constitutes acceptable risk that further
complicates development of risk-based regulations.

The rapid growth of regulations and the lag of technologies and methods
that are adequate to comply with the regulations.

They note that program planning must be conducted in “a manner that

anticipates and helps shape the future of regulatory requirements (p. 9),” that

they must develop mechanisms for DOE participation in the regulatory

process, and that they must support risk-based national prioritization.

Even if there were national standards, however, differences would

exist in compliance agreements nationwide. Over time, negotiation strategies

have differed, for example, in terms of HQ involvement in particular
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negotiations. Likewise, implementation details have varied, with some

agreements being more flexible than others.

There is no prospect that compliance agreements will go away. On the

contrary, more will be negotiated and an increasing share of all EM activities

is likely to be devoted, directly or indirectly (as in technology development),

to satisfying commitments made in current or future compliance agreements.

Therefore, the first issue for EM is to negotiate equitable and realistic

agreements; the second is to appropriately manage the implementation of

those agreements, ensuring that necessary resources are available and that

constructive relationships are maintained with cognizant regulators and

other involved parties so that the inevitable changes and failures to meet

milestones can be dealt with. These issues are addressed in the research topics

below.

6.3.1 Research To~ics on Compliance

Macro issues are largely addressed in the section below on National

Priorities, as it considers the relationships between standards, technology

development, and priorities. This work should go a long way in helping EM

understand how they might conduct program planning to be on the leading

edge of technology and regulatory developments. One macro issue not

addressed in that section, however, is the political agenda served by

compliance agreements for national-level stakeholders. Therefore, the first

step for the work on compliance agreements would be a more detailed

analysis via interviews of stakeholders interpretations of the needs served by

compliance agreements at a national level.

I
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The second step would be to trace at least two existing or in-progress .

complianm agreements to determine what the motivations for seeking the

agreements were among the actual partiapants, what the negotiating terms

were and how they evolved, and how satisfied the parties to the agreement

are with the outcome. We would expect both to examine ~rtinent

documents and to conduct interviews with direct participants. The outcome

of this project would be not only a report of what worked and didn’t work in

the negotiations, but also insight into what could be done better in future

negotiations to help ensure stakeholder satisfaction.

The third step would follow up on an observation contained in the EM

Strategic Plan that, &cause the Department of Defense is faced with

environmental concerns that are in many ways similar to DOE’s, it is

reasonable to expect that each department can benefit from the other’s

knowledge and experience. Therefore, we would conduct an analysis of the

differences between compliance agreements negotiated by the two

departments with the intent of identifying which of the successful DOD

components might reasonably be used by DOE and with what effects.

. Proiec t Mana~ement Svsterm+

DOE has a long history of engaging in large-scale projects and has

successfully used project management methods that were chiefly derived

from traditional endeavors, such as construction engineerin~ production

processes, and cost-accounting for management control. At one level, EM

projects are treated no differently from other DOE projects; they are subject to

the reporting requirements of DOE order 4700.1, which lays out project

development steps, including program requirements, cost estimation, and
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project tracking systems. At another level, EM has developed its own system

of Activity Data Sheets, implicitly recognizing that some things do need to be

tailored specifically to its needs. That need is explicitly recognized in the

strategic plan, which states that insufficiently developed

management capabilities inhibit program effectiveness.

program

Many stakeholders argue that traditional project management methods

don’t work very well for the kinds of projects EM finds itself engaged in.

Those comments suggest that EM’s work is fundamentally different from

work for which traditional project management systems were devised. A

distillation of stakeholder comments follows.

●

●

●

●

●

●

DOE order 4700.1 is an off-the-shelf project management model that
wasn’t designed for the type of work we are engaged in.

The politics of funding drives project implementation; budgets are not
related to project management schedules.

DOE order 4700.1 doesn’t work well in an environment where change is

the norm.

There’s no room for

experimentation.

Documentation and

Input from the field

flexibility or to find improvements by

reporting requirements are

is discounted or ignored.

burdensome.

E$4’s programs have many features that are characteristic of what can

be called “mega projects,” defined as “any collaborative project which requires

knowledge, skills, or resources that exceed what is readily or conventionally

available to key participants.” All projects are subject to change, and

traditional project management systems antiapate that fact and have change-

control mechanisms to cope with it. In mega projects, however, the complex
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interrelationships and unprecedented scope of the tasks result in a level of

uncertainty that can’t be dealt with effectively by using traditional project

management methods. Some of the features of EM programs that,

collectively, make those programs different in nature from other engineering

construction programs are:

Very expensive

Multi-year

Many scientific and technical

Complex interrelationships

One-of-a-kind

uncertainties

Critical interactions with outside groups

In addition, the context in which EM finds itself working leads to

schedules and modes of work that should not and cannot be judged according

to traditional models. For example, the time used to negotiate compliance

agreements, achieve consensus, and solve problems can put a project off

schedule, and is typically labeled “delay” in a pejorative sense. The fact that

there may be no alternative to taking the time necessary to reach consensus

isn’t likely to be accommodated by traditional project management models.

Those models set up expectations, both expliat and impliat, that can’t be met

because of the high degree of complexity, ambiguity, expense, risk, and

uncertainty that constitute EM’s arena.

There are other consequences of the misfit between traditional project

management and EM’s unique needs. When expectations for performance

are not met and cannot be met due to operational uncertainties and lack of

technical information inherent in much of EM’s work, those responsible--

contractors and DOE employees--become dissatisfied with their performance
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yet feel he!pless todoktier, which leads to morale problem. When external

stakeholders see expectations go unfulfilled, DOE/EM credibility suffers.

6.4.1 ProDosed Research on Proiect Mana~ement

We will begin by identifying EM’s program uncertainties and

information defiats, in the belief that by identifying uncertainties, it should

be easier to design strategies required to reduce them. But because those

uncertainties will always be a part of EM’s cleanup operations, we will

examine ways in which they affect its ability to manage projects. For example,

how does a system that requires meeting firm schedules and milestones mesh

with a process in which unpredictable delays occur because of uncertainties

that are inherent in that process?

We will study traditional project management methods to see if

modifications can be adopted to make them more responsive to uncertainty

and changes that accompany uncertainty. It has been stated, for example (by a

DOE HQ stakeholder), that because EM’s work is operational in nature, the

existing project management system is appropriate, even though it ma; need

to be modified to closely track those things that seem to need something

more. Perhaps by identifying and characterizing different kinds of “non-

standard” activities EM is engaged in, such as prototypins trial-and-error, and

simulatin~ we can begin to understand where refinements and

improvements to existing project management systems may work.

We believe, though, that many of EM’s activities are fundamentally

different in nature from the activities for which traditional project

management systems were developed, and that new paradigms for project

management must be considered. The management of R&D projects may
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help shed some lighten this area. R&D is clearly a situation where managing

under uncertainty applies, and it may turn out that some R&D management

systems have something to offer EM in that regard.

In considering refined or alternative project management systems, we

will evaluate the fit Mween capabilities of those systems and EM’s unique

needs and characteristics. In particular, we will examine suitability in light of:

●

●

●

●

●

●

the state of scientific and technological knowledge

the processes involved in reaching compliance agreements

the federal appropriations cycle

iterative work processes involved in EM’s mission

soaal, political, and organizational processes involved in decision-making

organizational feedback and learning processes

Our goal will be to evaluate project management systems based on how

they improve on current practice and meet strategic objectives, and to lay out

the implications for EM of adopting or refining different systems.

6.5 National Priorities

EM has tried, with little success, to put into effect a national

prioritization plan to direct its efforts. Ideally, such a prioritization scheme

needs several characteristics in order to be successful. It must be understood

and accepted by both the people who employ it and by stakeholders who will

be affected by it. It should be equitable and, equally important, appear to be

equitable. It must be workable, which includes being flexible enough to take

into account changing requirements brought on by, for example, new

information about the nature of the contamination at a certain site.
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Phase I of our research showed that people are concerned about unclear

priorities, or about conflicts over priorities. This lack of consistent direction

causes problems in allocating resources, which results in other problems.

Some of those difficulties are listed below,

Work efforts delayed and disrupted by changes in funding.

Resources not used effectively.

Excessive planning and paper studies, little remediation work.

Reactive mode, with everything essentially equal in priority.

No focus on the most significant problems.

Lack of integration of efforts.

Lowered morale because of changing directions.

Perception that EM is inefficient and/or wasteful.

There is, of course, a prioritization of EM activities that exists de facto,

To a large extent, EM’s activities are driven by regulation, including

compliance agreements. Because those agreements are negotiated with local

entities, it’s likely that national needs take a back seat to local desires. There

may be serious consequences of that failure to put national needs to the front

in setting priorities.

To be sure, there are legitimate reasons for why it is difficult to set

priorities. Chief among those reasons is the fact that the very nature of the

work entails a significant amount of uncertainty, and that’s not likely to

change.

To people with a technical background, it is only logical that a

prioritization plan should be risk-based. If we are to agree on risk-based

priorities, however, we must first agree on certain standards-what level of
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risk is acceptable, how clean is clean, etc. There is currently no agreement on

what criteria to use to evaluate risk. Many people feel DOE/EM needs to

adopt a set of radiological standards that are based upon a recognized external

authority, such as ICRP, NCRP, or use of BEIR committee recommendations.

At a minimum, discrepancies in standards between the NRC, EPA, and the

States need to be resolved. Without an agreement on standards, any attempt

at establishing a risk-based prioritization

other reasons for the difficulty in setting

Competition between States/sites.

scheme is doomed

priorities follow.

Non-standard compliance agreements.

Conflicts within DOE (between HQ and FOS, between DP,
between DOE and other agenaes, such as EPA.

Uncertainty as to the nature and level of contamination.

Lack of direction from Congress.

to failure. Some

and EM, etc.) and

In addition to the link between standards and priorities, there is a link

between standards and technology development that plays in the setting of

priorities. The standards that do exist tend to be technology-based, because

that’s easier to measure than would be a standard based on, say, a long-term

health effect. If standards are technology-based, and priorities depend in some

sense on standards, then we must study the cause and effect chain that runs

from technology to standards to priorities.

6.5.1 Protmse d Research on National Priorities

In light of the technology-standards-priorities chain and its negative

effect on DOE’s ability to set national priorities, we propose to study the

relationship between standards and technology development. It may turn

out, for example, that the relationship is circular: technology affects
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standards, but technology development is affected by standards. We will

collect data and analyze how standards and technology development

influence each other. We expect that gaining an understanding of that

relationship will be useful in itself, as a means to pointing out which new

technologies would contribute most to accomplishing cleanup, for example.

That understanding would also be used to study the effect of technology

development/standards on priorities.

We have evidence from Phase I that the lack of clear standards and

priorities has consequences, the first of which is the failure to use resources

effiaently and effectively. Many stakeholders mentioned that during our

Phase I research. That failing in turn, has other consequences, such as

morale problems among employees and perception problems among other

stakeholders. There may be other consequences which, if understood, would

point to the urgency of establishing a national priority system. It may be, for

example, that there have been inequities in allocation of resources, which

could have had effects on DOE’s planning and management. Other problems

might also be identified, problems which haven’t been tied to the lack of

priorities because no one has been looking for thwe ties. In this second part

of our study, we will look for other consequences of the failure to agree on a

national priority system. In addition to providing an impetus to the effort to

find ways to establish such a system, we believe that identifying other

consequenms can point toward ways around the obstacles that have stood in

the way of reaching consensus on a priority system.

I
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6.6 Plannirw for Staff Growth in the EM Or~anization

There is widespread agreement among stakeholders that the changes

that have recently faced DOE EM have made it very difficult to recruit,

develop, effectively deploy, and retain the numbers of technical staff needed

to operate and manage the EM task. Both DOE HQ and field offices are

considered to be understaffed, due to the rapid expansion of the EM mission

and to the unavailability of qualified candidates. Consequences of this

understaffing expressed by the field offices include inability to: fully protect

government interests in overseeing the contractors, establish expertise in all

necessary areas, live up to agreements made with regulators, or satisfy

demands made by HQ. Similarly, HQ people expressed reservations that they

could oversee the field offices and respond to departmental and other

governmental demands without more resources. One additional

consequence is that contractors are doing many of the jobs that DOE itself

should be doing.

Recruitment presents several difficulties. First,

persons available either inside or outside the complex

there are relatively few

with a strong EM-type

background. Competition for these people is fierce, due to high demand, and

DOE often finds itself in a non-competitive situation because contractors and

other private-sector sources offer more attractive salaries and working

conditions (i.e., with less risk) than DOE.

The most oft-ated category of concern among stakeholders with regard

to human resources was that of competence and expertise of the current staff.

One consequence of the rapid staff growth has been that some EM employees,

both at HQ and in the field, are inexperienced in the EM arena, having been
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moved to EM from Defense Programs or newly recruited. Management and

technical oversight were areas specifically cited as lacking experienced

personnel. Questions related to competence can occur at two distinct levels:

how can the talent pool be increased to provide larger numbers of qualified

candidates and how can staff development practices (i.e., training) be

improved to enhance the competence of incumbents?

Several other observations made by stakeholders are important to

consider in dealing with staff planning for EM:

There are not enough dollars and qualified people in the world to satisfy
every order, requirement, rule, statute, and other demand-staff
prioritization is required.

There are major stresses on the organization because of rapid staff growth.
Organizational and management methods adequate for the small staffs of
the past may be inadequate for large ones-O&M demands must be
considered in staff planning.

DOE EM has recognized that human resources are and will remain a

problem area unless actions are taken to systematize resourcing. In the July,

1992 Strategic Plan, EM defines two objectives that deal with the issues

surrounding staff recruitment, development, retention, and deployment:

● INFWWI’RUCTURE: Ensure sufficient infrastructure to complete EM’s
mission by effectively estimating developin~ and providing the
program’s human-resource and capital-asset requirements.

● EFFICIENT USE OF RESOURCES: Aggressively pursue innovative
approaches to development, acquisition, and management of resources.

These issues present the fodder for the research ideas described in Section

6.6.2.
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. .61 Bacbr ound Relevant to Research Proposals

Strategies for enhancing infrastructure called out in the Strategic Plan

include:

Institute credible resource-needs-assessment approaches and establish a
prioritization process for funding and personnel requirements that is tied
to speafic program milestones.

Develop broad-spectrum public outreach and education programs at all
levels to support EM’s long-term human resource requirements and foster
development of an effective EM staff recruitment network.

The desire for credible resource-needs-assessment approaches is directly

tied to an existing DOE-funded project at LANL. The High-Level Waste Tank

Safety Workshop on Staffing has as its main thrust the development of

functional responsibilities and qualifications of technical and administrative

personnel required to effectively operate the HLW tank storage systems. On

the surface, this definition is fairly straight forward, asking only “What

functions must be performed?” and “What skills and/or education are

necessary to perform them?” In answering these questions, however,

additional issues arise, including:

1.

2.

3.

How is human resource planning conducted? What systematic methods
exist or should exist to ensure that staffing needs are known and met, that
existing resources are used optimally, and that staff relations are
maintained in a manner that promotes safe operations?

What staff recruitment programs exist or should exist, both for internal
and external recruitment, to ensure the availability of qualified staff? Is
recruitment competitive? How is the staff recruitment program
monitored and evaluated for effectiveness?

What programs exist or should exist for staff development, training, and
certification to ensure that only fully qualified staff are assigned to safety-
critical operations?
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What programs exist or should exist to assess the fitness-for-duty of
qualified personnel performing safety-critical functions? -

The final product of this work is expected to be a guidance document for staff

planning at the tank sites which will address the aforementioned issues. This

work could be extended to address similar issues as they apply to DOE EM as a

whole.

Similarly, prioritization methods developed at LANL could be adapted

to the question of prioritization of research requirements. (See the section on

National Priorities for a description of these activities.)

With respect to the second strategic concern, DOE has been aggressively

engaging in science education outreach activities at levels ranging from grade

school (with programs such as SWOOPE) through college (WERC is an

example). Further, EM has been in contact with organizations such as MIT to

provide training for incumbent staff. Therefore, the research proposal

outlined below purposely omits training development and implementation

activities. Because the extent to which systematic analysis of strategic training

needs has been included in the aforementioned activities is unknown,

however, their effectiveness in providing a recruitment network and staff

development opportunities for EM is unclear. Therefore, training analysis

may still be considered.

S~ategies for the efficient use of resources described in the Strategic

Plan include:

● Develop better understanding on the part of both DOE field and
headquarters upper management and OMB of the need to develop
additional and improved management capabilities and systems.

I
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Establish programs to promote “team-building” within and among EM
headquarters and field organization.s.

Establish a program that continually re-evaluates resource allocationsin
terms of mission requirements.

Because one of the speafic purposes of the aforementioned Workshops

Program is to promote the exchange of information among sites on

organization and staffing requirements, the approaches being used in that

project should fulfill the first two strategic concerns listed above if applied

EM-wide. Use of a prioritization approach would address the third strategic

concern.

6.6.2 Research Tasks for Staff Growth

Two major research tasks will be carried out. In the first stage, detailed

interviews will be conducted with EM personnel and other stakeholders with

first-hand knowledge of staffing issues (i.e., OMB) to determine current

staffing practices and to gather views regarding the ways in which resource-

needs-allocation should be organized and managed. Additionally, human

resource planning and development models found in the literature will be

evaluated for their applicability to EM. This activity will result in the

development of a stfing model for EM that will be responsive to current

and future needs in recruitment and staff development and that will provide

guidarm on the proper organizational structure to enhance staff

effectiveness. Ideally, model development will include consensus building

activities, such as those being performed in the Workshops program, that will

bring together multiple stakeholders and will foster mutual agreement

between field office and headquarters personnel regarding appropriate staffing

practices given the mission of eac!n organizational entity. (Definition of an
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appropriate organizatio~ial missicm for

study for the proposed research on the

In the second stage, stakeholder

the field office might be one area of

Role of the Field Office.)

input will be employed to develop a

prioritization model for making staffing decisions that will be consistent with

the staff planning model developed in step one. This prioritization model

will be based on multi-attribute decision theory, thus, will facilitate decision-

making in the context of conflicting criteria, for example, the need to have an

adequate size staff and the need to conserve financial resources. It will also

allow for appropriate allocations to be made at different organizational levels

in such a way that the rationales for such allocations will be transparent to the

consumers. Finally, as mission requirements, hence staffing criteria, change,

such a prioritization model will faalitate systematic reevaluation of staffing

practices.

6.7 Unintended Conseaue rices of Accountabili~

There exists a widespread perception amongst many stakeholders that

the environmental damage from the weapons complex occurred due to

inadequate headquarters control of the field offices, inadequate field office

control of contractors, and a system-wide overemphasis on production. The

reaction of the public, Congress, public interest groups, regulators, and the

media has created strong pressures for DOE to respond. The consequences of

these pressures include a new degree of public accountability of DOE

regarding its operations, legal requirements of compliance to various

environmental laws, increased oversight by special boards, and increased

Congressional scrutiny of DOE actions.
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The Department has reacted to all of the above by numerous changes.

Headquarters control has been strengthened by centralizing decision-making

and reducing field office authority. Further, HQ has increased its oversight by

imposing new directives, orders, and reporting requirements upon the sites.

Finally, HQ has initiated a set of site reviews by Tiger Teams designed to

identify site failures in responding to new priorities.

All of these steps have changed the “culture” within the Department,

particularly at the sites. However, many of the changes have produced

unintended effects on the system. One notable effect has been the lowering of

morale for site personnel, both DOE and contractors. These people see

themselves as innocent victims of a dramatic shift from

cleanup. They believe they were doing a good job in the

being made scapegoats for matters beyond their control.

production to

past and are now

Their morale is

further impaired by the manner in which they must now work. Thus, a lack

of local control puts them in a reactive rather than proactive mode. Excessive

paperwork consumes resources with little actual work accomplished.

A second consequence of the changes has been an atmosphere of fear

with regard to punitive judgments by HQ. There is a belief that mistakes will

be severely punished regardless of the merits of steps taken. This fear is

compounded by the legal liabilities attendant to various environmental laws.

Together “these concerns lead to an atmosphere that engenders risk-

avoidan=, buck passing and low initiative.

A final consequence is a degree of bureaucratization that is making

work very costly to conduct and very slow to progress. Many site personnel

have su~~ested that too much work is wasted in preparation for visits of
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oversight groups. Others suggest tl~at many inappropriate procedures are

imposed that consume vast resources for little or no benefit. Further, the

existing managerial processes lead to a slow-responding system that is

frustrating to local external stakeholders. These stakeholders interpret the

delays as further DOE disinterest in actually cleaning up the site. All of which

reduces public trust of DOE.

6.7.1 Research Tasks on Unintended Consequences of Accountability

The research to be carried out on the project will consist of three steps.

In the first stage, the set of measures created to achieve accountability will be

identified, and the reasons and expectations for the measure developed.

Measures have arisen from outside DOE, e.g., the Defense Nuclear Facility

Safety Board, as well as internal to DOE, e.g., SEN notices. A key matter to be

developed is the expected impacts and benefits to be derived from the

measure, as seen by the

The second stage

creator/advocate of the measure.

of the work will b to trace the impacts of the

measures upon the system at several sites. This will involve extensive

discussions with field office, contractor, and local external stakeholders. We

will look for evidence that the measure produced effects in line with original

expectations. In addition, we will look for unexpected effects that may be

positive or negative from the perspectives of HQ and the site.

The final stage of the research will be an assessment of how the set of

benefits initially desired might be achieved with minimal introduction of

undesirable side-effects. We do not anticipate that a perfect set of measures

can be found with no unanticipated effects. Nevertheless, we hope we are

able to produce a pattern of cause-effect relations that would permit
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assessment of various measures, collectively or individually, that might be

tailored toward an optimization of the problem in the sense of achieving

desired degree of accountability with minimal undesirable consequences.

the

. .

..”
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Figure 6.1 The EM Complex
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F@re 6.2. A Simple Causal Loop Diagram for Work Accomplishment
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United States C30V0rnment Department of Eneg
9

memorandum
DA~: October1, 1991

mRY To
Am W EM-3S:Tsmg:FTS 233-7170

‘~~ Organizationand Hanag@mentStudyon the EnvironmentalRestorationand
WasteManagement Complex . .

m M8nagor,
Manager,
Man*gar,
Manager,
IWnagar,
Umager,
Wager,
?lamgar,
Manager,
M8nagor,

AlbuquerqueFleld Off1cc
ChlcaO Fi@ldOffice

7Fema d OffIce
IdahoFieldOfflco
NevadaFi@ldOffice
Oak RidgeFieldOffice
RfchlandFieldOffico
ROCIWFlatsOffico
San FranciscoFieldOfflca
SavannahRiverFieldOffice

At uy roquost, Los Alams National Laboratory(LANL)and th8Massachusatts
Instltuta of Technology(MIT)are conductingan Officeof Environmental
Restorationand WastaManagement(EH)-sponsor~resaarchprogramfocusedon
the organizationand managemnt (OM4)IssuesthatSQWQ as driversfor the
performanceof the Departmentof Energy(OOE)nuclearwastemanagement
Compl@x● This programwill occurin two phasesand will be conductedover
savoralyears. PhaseI, whichwI1l bedcscrlbedbelow, is underway now,
Your cooperationin talklngwlthresearchersand/orallowlngIndividuals
vilthlnyour organizationto be fntorvlewedby the resoarcharsdurfngthis
phaseis vitalto tho successof the effort.

Ttm long-ran● purposeofthls researchis to helpEH Improvethe
!management o its wasteoperationsand envlronaentalrestorationactivities

througha bettmrunderstandingof 06H relationshipsand behavior~n the
system, and of tha effectsof thoserelationshipsand behavioron the
performanceof the system. It Is particularlyimportantto understandhow
managementfunctionscan adjusteffectivelyto changesin externally
i~osed objactlves,resources, and constraints.It is also importantto
understandhow the specialcharacteristicsof the ROE wastemanagement
systea--ltshigh vlslbility,broadarrayof stakeholders;physicaland
gmgraphlcal scopeand diversity;and extraordinaryneedsfor reliability--
cmata spatial demandson management.

In ordorto developthis typoof understanding,PhaseI of thisresearch
program,will identifythe O&U issuesassociatedwith the OOE waste
mnageaent complex and wI1l determtnewhtchof thoseissuasmost influence
managementobjcctlv~sand behavior. Thasaissuaswlllbe ~dentif~ed
througha seriesof Intewiews conductedwithtiers of various
“stakoholder”groups,includingME itself;its contractors;otherfederal
agenclos,includingregulators;congress and its agencies; state and local
governments;mediarepresentatives;and localand nationalpubllcinterest
groups. Those
feelto be the
It Is expected

interviewedwill be-askedto
major issuesgoverning00E’s
that the issueswill include

ldent~fyand di~cusswhat they
waste managementperformance--
(butnot be 1Imitedto)

/.

9
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coamdcation withinand outsidethe DOE;publictrust;regulations and
compliance;the OOE FieldOfficestructure ●nd its use and oversightof
contractorsand prioritiesassignedto environmental vs productiongoals.

Basedon theseIntewlews,lAHL/MITwilldevelopbroad,descriptivemodels
of the icientlfiedO&M issuesas theyare seenby the variousstakeholders.
Thesemodelswill go beyondthe directllnenmagement conc@s.that are
generallyusedwhen studyingfac~litymanagement,and will includethe
relationshipsbetweenDOE Headquartersand Its FieldOffices;betweenField
Officesand their$itecontractors;amongFieldOffices,siteContractors
and publicfnterestgroups;etc. Thesemodelswill be USed to guide
Phase11 studies●imedat developingInsightintohowo~ actionson the
part of DOE will be perceivedand Influencedby variousstakeholders.

Thiswork will be performedin fullconfidentiallyregardingthe sourcesof
811 information--neithername nor otheridentifyinginformation(suchas
&title or position)will be sharedwith anyoneoutsidethe research

. Further,it shouldbe emphasizedthatthe DurDoseOf oUr effortsis

I

~--LANL/l4IT researchers~ra not suditors,inspectors,or crfticsof “
Individualsor theirorganizations.The ~nttntIs to provideEliwltha
betterunderstandingof thosestakeholderpositionswhich influenceits

!abilityto managet e environmentalrestorationand wastemanagement I
complex, I
Hy staffcontactfor this studyis JohnTson (FTS233-7170). The study

1!will be managedby HeidiHahn of LAHL (FTS8 5-4606),and MalcolmWeissof
::; ;17-253-3441),

[
I appreciateyour cooperationin this fmportantstudy

●

&uf*
Direc~or
Officeof EnvironmentalRestoration
and Wastelianagement
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r

Saqmenc

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Weiss: On Che qrounds !hat no Ore Contractor 1s so rich in lrAnaqmr.anc

talent, in numbers of people, ROC naCeSSarLIY quality, chac they can s:aff

all chat adequa:aly. And :nerefore qUeSCIOnS were raised whether they

should be allowed to bid for still Other jobs becausn chay would :00 Pete:

to pay Paul. i)oyou have any comment on chat? Inc: My general impression

1s that it 1s less ● problem for Concraccor X than Lc 1s for Concrac:or 9.

I think that Contractor X, for whatever reason, has a much larqer pool of

good manaqemenc talent. Does a b+ccer job of Cralninq or lndocc:inaclnq s:

accracclnq qood manaqemenc to it.

There ●lways has co be sane oversiqht and QA role on their pare. (coder’s

Note: By the 00E site office) I chink tha balance 1s qectlnq closer co

beinq ●bout rlqhc. And part of chat has betn because they’ve b-en acde co

staff up with ●nough help ●nd technical ●xpertise so that they can respond

better co what we provide. A.UO taking their orders ●nd their quidance

from on high and beinq able co react to what we qlve them. We, in turn,

have been able to wrap up. We, in turn, have becaae che lnceqrator,

stronger role as che inteqracor, so that we can pull r.hlnqs Cogecher ●nd

work with them. It 1s noc workinq ideally yet. I think, in part, becauss

they are 00E site office, they ●re still in the reactionary mode. Becausa,

and that’s noc really--I didn”t mean chac co be neqar-ive, lC’s ●ither cksy

are understaffed or Chey’re qecclnq too much help frcm headquarcera. Or

there ● r- too many thlnqs impinqing on them at once, ●nd, and differences

of direction, so do all of chle ●ll ar.onca, yet have ● qoad relaclonship

with cha contractor. Well, sometimes that’s hard to do.

No, this preliminary Tiqer Team nunaqement report says that che salaries

paid for ●nvironmental health ●nd safety staff 1s below the averaqe races

and we donjt have ●nouqh of them over ●nd over ●qsin. It happened ●lso :0

km talking with local Ops people ●nd headquarters ●nd havinq their raquescs

for personnel ●nd staff response lauqhed ●t. And Chls was raqardlnq

federal employees. The Tlqar Team reported chat Che races. ...Co be

competitive with qolnq races in this reqion. But lC is very challenqlnq.

We ● re ●ttracted. .. We’ve qot some very qood people. But LC will be fla:d

to keep them a lonq period of time.

ho’s qot biq problama ●nd a lot of them sre within che Department, ● 10C

of thmm with OMS, .s lot of them ●re perceptions. Some of it is that

●xternal [indlstinquishable ] ●nvironmental qroups, in Cet?m of seelnq what

W~ should do. A lot of tha ●nvironmental qroups [feel] that ●ll of Chess

funds ●hould be devoted to clesnup ●ctivltlee only, ●nd chat the waece

msnaqement ●ctivities which ●re in support production don’t Mlonq in his

shop ●nd that they should be in DP and there’e constant conflicts between

Lao ●nd DP. Because DP sees Leo ●s cakinq the money, on che othw hand, I

think DP is hurlinq projeccs over Leo’s side of che transom without the

plumbinq that needs to qo with it. That, that ie the kind of, you know,

that’s qoinq on. Nobody realizes Che phenomenal race of qrowth 1s, I chink

in saae instances probably real, on the ocher hand, I don’t Chink Leo has

an adequate Manaqemmnt team and staff to d-al with Che race of qrowch--

Uhm, he doesn’C llsten co che ESCH manaqamenc people ●I)OUqk)Co really qec

sore. ●xperience. He’s qot tons and cons of new people in hare who aren’c

f.smlliarwith DOE and who aren’ t familiar with the background, which is

makinq it very difficult for him to qec scuff up and runninq. His

relationships with EPA for awhile were all rlqht, within Che last year I

think we’re qolnq downhill and.riqhc now they ●re noc qreat at ●ll ac both

headquarter snd che reqion. I donOr.chink he--he’s not Lrlnqing EPA

folks, particularly at Che regional level, in ●arly ●nouqh. They’re nOc

>- ----. . .
------ 1..
.Z )
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involved enougn in scam of the issues. They donct know cechnlcal proo:ems
#

have arisen. DCE is keepinq problems close to their vest.

20519 G4

20524 F5

H LCO This really qets lnco

field offices or not.

that. But let me ssy

oriented, cechnlc.ally

the fundamental 1SSU8 of whether Mr. ‘luffylikes ....

And I understand chera’s a 10C of Lssues lnvolvad Ln

my bias 1s toward having a very strong, Cecnnica:ly

oversight field office. That’s what zhe Rocky Flats

office 1s and has been developing Lnco. They’ve qrown from about 50 peopie

on their staff, when the orqanlzation here was shut down in 1989, co

something around 200 now. They used co be al.mplyan adminlscracive qroup

chat managed the contract and those types of Chinqs. They are evolvlng as

rapidly as possible into ● technical oversighr. qroup. And I say tnac not

just with regard co production, but ●lso with reqard to che envlronmencai

and W.SSCOareas. And so my bias [Calephono rings] as [lndlsclnguishab lel

my background, I think, and axperiencm is, that hsving an on-slce, highly

qualified, technical oversight group 1s the best way to qo. Now how chac

interaccs with che headquarters elemsnt that controls tha resources and

does that 1s somechlng chac merits careful considaracion and study. But I

think cryinq co concrol the ●ctivities directly from the headquarters 1s a

losmr.

H LCO I don’t chink ic takes an ●xtramely lsrga organization to do adequati

technical oversight. The tendency, when you cry co sec up oversight 1s to

vary much fall out of tho oversiqht rO18 into the management rola. And yOU

have a healthy tension between field offices ●nd concraccors over chat

lsaue all tho Cime, in any place whare You hsve that kind of relationship,

I think 1s you hava to ba moderately ●xperienced. And ●t least a liccle

sophlsclmted to be able to malncain your oversiqht role without gectlnq

into management of che facility. Particularly when you’re trylnq to raise

standards.

:3
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Sample Topical Summary



Communication
John Carroll

A search throughvarious words identified with communication (such as information, agree, lie,
communicate) produced a very large set of materials to read. In many instances, an entry word
that can be used in multiple ways, e.g., “I would argue that... ” is not directly expressing a
communication regarding an argument. However, the materials were useful for pulling various
themes.

1. A great deal of centralization is going on. However, most observers seem to think that HQ
is taking too much direct authority, reflected in lengthy and unreliable review processes and
demoralization of field personnel. There are some indications that this centralization is needed,
including comments about lack of FO competence. Both Watkins and Duffy are seen as highly
controlling. Some wonder if centralization is a trend that the next Secretary will reverse.

2. HQ seems to have left major policy questions about goals and standards unresolv~ or not
to have communicated clear policy downwards and outwards. There is a major conflict between
the technical logic of risk-based systems and the demands of stakeholders. There is lack of
follow-through on programs. There appears to be some conflict kwccn regulatory imperatives
such as RCRA and CERCLA. SEN 6, Tiger Team reports, and 5 Year Plan seem inconsistent.

3. Various groups at HQ lack coordination. They make directives, requests for information,
management “improvements” and other demands that generate high-priority work yet lack policy
consistency and temporal coordination. The contractors and FO feel bombarded by these
pressures and unable to carry out their “real” work. Agreements with one HQ group are undone
when the next group appears; ody Watkins seems to be the last word.

4. Interagency cooperation could be improved. DOE’s centralization and DPA’s
decentralization seem mismatched. Some suggest DOE should become decentralized; others
suggest DOE should negotiate a uniform process with EPA. The Congressional budgeting
process seems out of synchrony with the requirements of planning for cleanup.

5. There are signs that some organizational problems are due to turnover and growth. With
training and time, these ~ be alleviated. However, it is unclear whether the situation is
structural or temporary. Contractors& away good DOE people. Some observers point to
encouraging tecent trends.

6. The DOE has a long history of secrecy and misinformation that colors cumnt perceptions
by the public and contractors. Efforts to communicate are seen as manipulative, efforts to solicit
participation are seen as pro forma or disorganized and thereby fkustraang, and observers
intcrpxw as symbolic communicationsactions such as promotions and uansfers of persomel.

7. Local relations between contractors and FO am better than either’s relation with HQ. Local
efforts to educate and communicate with the public have had some success. The contmctor
workforce is becoming an important “public” with links to activist organizations. VtiOUS 10cd
groups do not have much contact with each other, including contractors and FOS. There is
considerable variation among contractors and State regulators from site to site.

8. Parts of the HQ and contractor organization appear “frozen” or resistant to change. They
are being bypassed in the information flow, are demotivat~ and are losing a~:bority.



correspond to progress in solving problems (15701). There are lots of mixed signals from DOE
to subcontractors (15708) and to Congress (15709). Letters are sent and rescinde~ people start
programs and leave (15708).

21. ~. DOE has historically been secreave, even misleading. They have held
back reports (110 19) for decades. They are sincere in being more open, but it will take time to
bridge the communication gap. DOE speaks for the contractors to the public, e.g., Contractor X
should have a chance to talk to the public directly (11012).

31. or ~ Unions have been ignored for many years. Middle
managers seem to be blocking communication upward and downw~ and to be threatened by
new policies (16904). DOE and contractors have dodged responsibility for labor agreements
(16915). Lots of rhetoric from the company about being the “people” company, yet they deal in
confrontaaonal and deceptive manner with the workforce: “We have a lot of managers in
Contractor B that are flat liars” (16905& 6).

32. -- ~. The union interest in worker health and safety is joined with the
environmentalists’ interests in public health and safety in a coalition, in part because the two
issues are linked administratively in ES&H (16912).

AuiY@
11. HO - FQ. Ops office people don’t seem to know what’s going on (14704).

15. . DOE has endless meetings with the public, but they are not
coordinated -- multiple meetings and hearings in a short time period about various topics exhaust
the ability of public representatives to be present (14703).

21. ~. DOE has gotten a lot slicker in talking to the public but it’s frustrating
because they’re “not communicating any better.” More meetings; not more communication.
Public input is obtained too late in the process to effect how DOE makes budget decisions, which
is the real driver of the system. DOE style is to tell rather than to discuss. (14704) It’s Duffy’s
job to talk to the public about cleanup, but HQ seems to have a “fantasy” about the process.
Better information comes from the assistant plant manager, who makes presentations about the
cleanup. But he isn’t in EM. Thereseems to be a disconnect between the HQ policy makers and
the field operators, and the field people are more informative. (14702) DOE is supposed to give
information to the public, butworriesabout revealing noncompliance and then being sued
(14705). There is a “siege mentality” (10310) and deceptiveness coming mostly from HQ
(1931 1). DOE tells the publictheirbudgetingis based on a model (PLS), yetDOE personnel
can’t explain tlM budget request priority system, which leads to the conclusion that the budget
requests are not based on the model (14706). DOE wants trust yet it handles criticism poorly and
continues to hide embarrassing information, which of course comes out later and undermines
trust (14707). DOE is less cooperative now because it is staffed with ex-defense program
people, “retteads” (18202). “They view openness as a form of opposition management” (18226).
Openness is fine as long as it’s positive information under the control of DOE; when it’s negative
information, Watkins says DOE is being “punished for our openness” (18220). You get
information and access to people in unimportant ways, but less access to key people and key
problems. There is iiustration with access to information (18232). DOE wants “legitimacy” but
the public wants “accountability and input and public participation” (19309). It took 1-2 years to
get crucial info into public reading room (19501). Encouraging signs of recent improvement in
openness and useful meetings (19509, 19511, 19711, 19716).



22. Public Perceptions. When “weaponeers” are shifted to waste management,
including top management levels of EM, it undermines credibility by suggesting that
DOE will keep its old priorities (14708). People effective at finding safety problems get
put aside (T18205). DOE still sees its mission as nuclear weapons production (19308).

26. DOE - States. States are going to be very angry when they find out that
compliance agreements are going to be disregarded and instead have a national priority
system (19306).

29. DOE - Contractors. There seems to be a disconnect between the HQ policy
makers and the field operators, and the field people are more informative (14702).

32. IJnion-Activists. Workers are communicating more in the meetings and to
the activists (19722). Other activists get attracted to the public environmental forums,
such as stopping the arms race through environmental regs. (19712)

33.

SateGO tv’

11.

Sites are Different. Different sites have different relationships with activists.

HO - FO. Need counterparts at the facilities for direct talks; faalities people
are good and experienced, why should DOE be involved? (13212) Site office and w~te
management and ER have to sort out their responsibilities (1SS04).

13. Need po@
.

. Mixed messages and competing priorities within DOE about
operations vs cleanup (12907). HQ and local give different messages, and local gets
mixed signals from HQ about old vs new culture (13209).

15. HO or~anization. Site office and waste management and ER have to sort
out their responsibilities (15504).

16. HO Slow. Negotiations go through too many intermediate people. DOE
takes too long making decisions. (13210). Field offices negotiate agreements, hold
public hearin~ and then it takes many months to be ratified by HQ (15510). CERCLA
process is vezy bureaucratic and lengthy. DOE internal review process is “monstrous”
(16619).

21. Openness. DOE cites security and it prevents State involvement (13206).
Communication has improved since August and the new mission statement (16602).
Everyone is suspiaous of how the national priority system will be used (16613).

25. DOE-E PA. Leo doesn’t understand EPA (l@5). DOE has to learn how to
be regulated, and it will take time (16607).

26. Newness. Lot of give and take in our meetings with DOE; it’s new for a lot
of people (16610). DOE has to learn how to be re@ated, and it till take time (1660A0

1
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33. stesareDifferent.Some stateshave more input, high public trust on the
project (11901). some state agencies pay low salaries, thus high turnover, and hard to
have stable relationships with facilities (13213). Different oversight agreements for
states, DOE would like to standardize (15512). State vs EPA role varies by state, and
must be careful not to send mixed signals to DOE (16601).

35. Contractor Cooperation.
(16622).

Fed Gov’t

Contractors battle each other for a lot of money

11. J-?O - FO. Too many things bubble up to senior managers yet they want
more command and control. Not enough delegation from the Secretary (17302).
Watkins needs to know what’s going on, yet the field has the experience; competence is
not as high in field offices as many have assumed, especially in cleanup (18107).
Watkins and Duffy have centralized everything (20013).

12. Chain of Command. Watkins is closing down communication channels for
effiaency and accountability (Rickover tradition) but the chain of command is weak
because its mostly contract employees. (15402) DOE Congressional Liaison are not
helpful/knowledgeable and need approval to say anything. Staff go directly to

,. program offices for “anonymous” information (17303). People at DOE can’t talk unless
they go through CL, so I go to the contractors (20016). Secretary’s staff thinks only they
can handle Congressional relations (20017).

15. HO Orsranization. EM and DP have to negotiate over who has oversight
and who pays (18110).

21. Openness. Revelations about past problems have come from outside
pressure (1%18). States don’t trust DOE. Bad history. They think DOE would
intentionally commingle waste in order to avoid regulation. (20005) Some in the House
think DOE just does things and tells Congress later (20010). Previous Secretaries
opened channels with the public and Congress. Watkins is closing down
communication channels for efficiency and accountability (Rickover tradition) but the
chain of cxmunand is weak because its mostly contract employees. (15402) There is
progr= at *g more open (20605).

22. Public Perception. Public thinks the environment should be returned to
“pristine” condition. With that standard, we will negotiate forever and never reach
closure (17709).

25. POE -J?P~. EPA wants each site on its own; DOE wants specialized
technologies and waste to be moved to where it can be handled. EPA wants flexibility
for each site; DOE wants standard clauses in cleanup agreements (18103). DOE has no



14. mand s from HQ. Frustrating lack of control over requests for support
information from HQ (11321). To meet with Duff y I have to meet all his staff to make
sure they’re not “blindsided” (14418). Too many meetings and personnel dedicated to
support HQ initiatives (15008). Different camps at HQ vying for power; each requires
different management exercises/tools that demand resources (1761 1). Multiple
demands and improvements from separate organizations at HQ confuse the line
organization in the field - need help prioritizing from Duffy on waste management
(17909). EM makes short-fused requests for information, duplicated work, inability to
make decisions, and good people leave DOE frustrated (17910). Frustrated spending all
his time responding to audits, information requests, requirements, from Albuquerque,
Ha subcontractors (18606).

15. l+o Orzan izatioq. “I’ve got more stakeholders and more people making
decisions and helping me make decisions than I ever dreamed of. None of them are
accountable” (10809). Too many customers (DP, NE, EM, ONS, Conway, EH) with their
own priorities (14403). Multiple customers - state, local, EPA, NRC (20113). Different
procedures for prioritizing activities in DP, NE, EM, ER (20419). Conflicting direction
EM, EH, ONS, etc. (21106). Conflicting directives and orders from NE, EH, BP, EM
(18501). People don’t understand the DOE organization (21206). Leo’s shop is so
fragmented with individual groups; Secretary doesn’t force consistency among DP, NE,
EM, E~ should have Tiger Team do HQ (20419). Several HQ teams or subcontractor
teams doing similar things (21501). DOE HQ groups can finish a review and then a
different HQ group mmes in and reviews (21504). Need more integration across EM20,
30,40,50 (20108). No backup in execs who will retire in next 4-5 years (13109). Leo
doesn’t consult his direct reports on calendar; “they’re just immediately summoned” to
meetings (15109). TD and ER don’t communicate well at HQ (18713). HQ talks to States
with no involvement of RL, but blames us if things go sour (14442). Who has
responsibility for ES&H - SEN 6 says line, Tiger Team says the manager (17008). Takes
forever to negotiate agreements with DOE because DOE doesn’t place authority
properly (17820) - management by consensus (17821). Confusing DOE structure -
contractor has to deal with overlapping organizations (21205). Tiger Teams make
findings that are inconsistent with DOE orders - “catch-22” requirements (10702).

16. ~ Slow. Everything goes through HQ for approval; too SIOW(1051% HQ
review of documents takes time; they use contractors whose incentive is to make
comments and generate work for us (17614). Lots of broken communication at HQ that
costs time (20808). Slow document review process (21101). EM failed to support
negotiation of agreements with regulators with timely policy information -- flippant
attitude (13414).

17. FO Or~anization. Reorganization of the FO by creating more deputy
managers without consulting assistant managers really undermined their authority and
motivation (131 10). Separate DOE facilities in same state have a hard time cooperating
(17802). Poor communication within FO (18608).TOO manylevelsof management
(14502); information doesn’t feed up well (14503).

I
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24. FO-C ontractor. Site office sits in on contractor meetings, managing, free
flow of information, makes contractor management nervous (20302). DOE should insist
that multiple contractors atone site communicate more, and get the ES&H message past
the frozen middle (20405). Contractors must integrate their action plans (20413). M&O
contractors doing more review of contracts because of new liability issues (20207).
Contractors perform to standard set by gov’t, it’s been sloppy for 10 years (10807). Who
is accountable - contractor or FO? FO is being forced to tell contractors what to do
because of direction by DOE, and contractor hides behind directives (17816).

25. DOE-EPA. EPA is decentralized, different guidance for different areas of
US; DOE HQ should coordinate this and get EPA to be more uniform (20108). Hard to
get clear direction from RW and NRC, EPA; EPA and NRC don’t agree on repository
(15002).

26. DOE-States. DOE commitments assumed more money than we have; now
we are behind on our commitments (18901, 2). Lack of resources for ER (19601).
Regulators talk a different language, get different understanding from me in the same
meeting (19207).

27. Tas k Inconsistencies. The demands of a two-year Congressional budget
process are inconsistent with the nature of project planning and unknowns (12112). The
review protocol on clean-up agreements means that the review starts before the
document is written (13405). “Between working budgets and talking to the public,
who’s doing the work?’ (13811) Changing requirements outpace authorizations to hire
and time to train (14305). Positions change too fask while we incorporate revision 3,
rev. 4 is published and rev. 5 underway (15004), Catch-22 of RCRA is that waste that is
undisposable is also unstorable - need national treatment plan (18919).

28. Need Flexibility. Need better prioritization. Sk are different. DOE wants
immediate implementation but doesn’t make sense for us. (15008) Agreements must
provide for continuing dialog and adjustments (19105).

29. mlLContracto~. OSHA the biggest Tiger Team problem - nobody doing
that in M&O~tract although DOE orders say to do that (12115). Waste producers talk
to RW which talks to NRC, EPA; we want to talk to the regulators directly (15001).
Contractor M a history of hiding problems from DOE; now evolving to not sit on
problems (11304).

34. Contractor Manaze ment. Contractor X site management team disintegrated
when they went after another contract; little depth of executive talent to servim multiple
contracts (13114). Contractor hires away good ~E people (14319).

Contractors
Budget cuts delay schedules which upsets external local stakeholders pushing for
cleanup (10305).



110 E - FO. EPA delegates, Watkins doesn’t (10315). Typical Navy
centralization and accountability/blame, e.g., approve exclusions from NEPA (12211).
HQ and FO battle over a restart (13007). Program managers should get the money and
the responsibility (14903). HQ should do more to unify DOE, but can’t run it all from
HQ; nothing gets through; must delegate (18401). Rulings on exceptions from
management practices have to go up through DOE to Watkins and subcontractors just
sit around (19004). HQ pulling back FO authority, e.g., NEPA documentation (19411). I
want a strong technical oversight FO, control from HQ is a loser (20519). HQ bypasses
FO to give direction to contractors or contractors go to HQ to get ratification (16002).
DOE doesn’t allow FOS to interpret orders to adjust them to site realities; every auditor
takes the most conservative viewpoint (14105).

12. Chain of Command. HQ directives don’t have contractor or project office
input (10308). HQ bypasses FO to give direction to contractors or contractors go to HQ
to get ratification (16002).

13. Need for Policv. Needs consensus on what is compliance with regulation,
led by Ha but with people in the field (12605, 6). HQ must set clear national standards
(12607). Need clear vision of nebulous pb of clean-up (13601) and organizational goals
so people can take ownership for local goals (13606). Need policy setting by HQ; FOS
are very different (18401). Somebody from HQ can tell you to do something and you
find other plants don’t do it - we should be rational and uniform and “stop spending
money on rote compliance that buys us nothing in terms of environmental safety”
(18404). DOE needs to clarify what’s enough (20905). DOE could prioritize better
(21701).

14. Ho Deman~. HQ requests for information take top priority and keep FO
from managing the work (10903). HQ is not managing its business (10904). Many
overlapping audits, Tiger Team (10710), ineffiaent or ineffective reviews by
subcontractors (10807’). Too much time in meetings with task forces and not enough
with contractors on technical problems (13705). Order of magnitude increase in audits
and overview since Duffy/ Watkins and ER and IA/M(14104). HQ demands information
and it goes into a black hole (12204). Several HQ groups came for a start-up, required
stacks of information, none of them had any experience in the facility being reviewed,
mostly Beltway contractors (17129).

15. zanization. “The DOE came after them in waves from Headquarters”
- local DOE, then EM, then EH, then NS, each evaluating what the others did. Should
establish the process so everyone knows what it is. (13007) Need teamwork to funnel
funding from multiple sources to operating site; DOE system doesn’t work at the
bottom where teamwork among program offices and HQ is needed (14013). “Dual
systems” -- one produces (out-of-date) reports for display and the other produces
money (14202). DOE should go back to being the program function rather than
regulating DOE is hiring regulator rejects, doesn’t know what it wants (14209). HQ
went from 20 to 200 people in 20 years, overseers, lacking technical credentials, went I
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from 55 to 2~ in 2 years, with major new oversight responsibilities (14912). 15-16
groups report to Secretary, making uncoordinated assessments of FOS which have to
combine poli~ and integrate impacts (17519). Should combine separate safety reviews
by EM, NE, DP (M407). DOE offices all feed to program groups, who get 25 #1
priorities, hard for site to prioritize (20901). Get contradictory letters and information
from DOE (21303). DOE agreements get second-guessed; Watkins is the only last word
(21602): Each HQ group wants its own turf; lacb common goals and agenda (21605).
Need one set of priorities for a site (21613). Multiple levels of DOE management with
own expectations (21706). DOE has two worlds - strategic planning and budget cycles
(21806). Unwieldy problem resolution process across five levels, most of which were
not on site during the review, are not technically qualified, but have strong opinions
(19803). conflicting parts of DOE; lack of soliating input from contractors on
regulations or too little time (13004). Duffy doesn’t communicate well (14206). Watkins
is cut off by the palace guard of staff and outside advisors (former Rickover employees)
(14901). HQ demands information and it goes into a black hole (12204). Several HQ
groups came for a start up, required stacks of information, none of them had any
experience in the facility being reviewed, mostly Beltway contractors (17129).
Overlapping programs independent up to Ha need to be more teamwork (17207).

16. HO Slow. HQ reviews take too long (10615). Central control is doomed to
failure because it creates a bottleneck (12608). Central review means sent out to
subcontractors (12607). Everything goes to HQ for decisions; late; they are scared to
give up control (14012). Time lag between what the field needs and HQ guidance due
to HQ centralization (19401).

17. FO Or~anization. Too many assistant general managers in field office
(14904)0

21. Opennesq. DOE was very secretive and earned its mistrust (11502). Little
information shared even within sit-,; HQ still not willing to issue reports that would
attract bad press (12005). DOE too secretive to regulate itself (14210). Legal staffs from
contractors shut down communication when Tiger Teams give everything to Justice
(10323).

22 tion. Public wants action, conflicts with need for date (10908).
Public education is vital regarding risks of radioactivity and sources of standards
(1091O). C-tmity is getting educated (11106). Must listen to the public and make
managers amcnmtable for what they say to the public (12025). The public and activists
can learn to understand the challenges (12816). Activists on advisory groups can be
helpftd if you are truly committed to giving them information (10822). Public meetings
and tours are wonderful but take up a lot of resources (17124). Public is worried about
site, so we give them a lot of information to overcome sins of the past (20516).

23. Re~ulatorv Demand. More budget goes to faalities that are out of
compliance (12704).
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35.
I

Contract or Coope ration. Contractors are competitive; rarely share )information; need INTO-type organization for GOCOS (10309). individuals share, not
organizational initiatives (11112). Let the workers have input - lower managers should 1
visit each others’ sites (11121). Westinghouse has cross-fertilization committees for their
sites (11202). 9 or 10 committees among the GOCOS that meet quarterly on ops,
maintenance, environment, etc. (12208). Extensive interchange among Westinghouse I
GOCOS (21710).
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